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$1.50

PRICE
FIFTEEN
CENTS

great value.

JUST PUBLISHED

PIANO INSTRUCTORS.

FOR. PIANO
Collaotad and ArranSod by THOS. C. SHEPARD
[>ap«r. *1.00 net < Cloth. *2.00 not
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MAl.Kh. M. W.
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v OPER.A SONGS v

CONTENTS
. Victoria

■«SKgL'*&u
March from •* Martha
Under tha Imporlal Banner
Frederick March
Btyrl.n March
Regatta March
. Field -day March
Kini'a March
Rhineland Regiment March
Hip, hip. hip. hurrah I March
Marche ctldbre
. Hall to our Empress
March from 'The Huguenotn'
Coronation March

Cuj"ua Antmam March
■CHNB16RR. H. j. Beehive March
Vienna March
SCHRAMMKL. I
Marche herolque
•CHUBRRT, PR.
College-Songs March
SMKPAKD. T. 0.
National-Hymn March
•KITH. SEYMOUR Ptoneera' March
STRAUSS. JOH. . . Radetiky March
SUIM’lt. PR. oon . Fatinltra March
VRRDI, 0. March (rom "Alda"
March from " Ernanl "
Under the Double Eagle
Wedding March from " Lohengi
Tannhluaer March

Price, $1.50 per Volume
List of contents will be sent on spoliation

NEW PUBLICATIONS FOR PIANO
Reginald de Koven. Elves and Gnomes
Petite Marche Fantastlque.
• • • • -®0'50
In Minor Mode. Preludes for Piano, Op. 105
No. t. Prelude.
No. a. Prelude,...
No. 3 Prelude..
No. 4. Prelude,.
No. 3. Prelude,.
No. 6. Prelude,.
No. 7. Prelude.
No. 8. Prelude,..
James H. Rogers. Suite Mignonne
No. 1
. Gavo
No. X Tarantelle, . ..
W. C. E. Seeboeck. Six Little Pieces
1. Valse Petite,.9
2. Little Scherxino.I
3. Boat Song,.9
4. Slumber Song,.J
5. Mazurka,.9
6. Russian Dance..
Gerrit Smith

Columbine,.'.5
Wilson G. Smith
Valse Lente, Op. 86.«
Cradle Song, Op. 85 (after Wolf)..
FOR PIANO. FOUR. HANDS
Just published: Numerous other sets of teaching pieces
by well-known composers.
24 Plecea, selected, edited, and fingered by
Suites for Piano
L. OESTfsRLE
In Venezia. Nevln,.
1.1
Paper. $1.00 net; Cloth, *2.00 net
Silhouettes. W. G. Smith.j
Colorado Summer. Gerrit Smith,.1.9
New Organ Work*
CONTENTS
Organ Book. James Rogers, selected from the worka
of modern composers, .2.00
* Prelude (Well-tempered
Pedal Studies. Anton Andree, with two-parts contra¬
puntal accompaniment for manuals,.1.50
iristmac Oralotin.
Beethoeeo-Rubinatetn. Man
Pipes and Pedals. Containing original composition*
by well-known composers.
Vocal Music
BUet. O. Minuet N
Bote her int-Br iicler. Minuet hum String Quintal
Liia Lehmanu. Album of 5 French Songs,.
Chopra. P. Marche (aatbre, from Sonata (m «.
Ethelbert Nevin
Gluck, C. W. von. Kalin No i. Itom “Otpheuai
An African Love Song,.
At Rest..
.
Paris anil Helena."
Mighty Lak' a Rose,
.
SB
To Anne...
Hlodel-Ze Uner
C. B. Hawley
Haydn. |. Gynay Ktmrlo.
T°“r
Llpr
,HJV® laid
MendeUaoin, P?T(ottnnmlma ' Slid'ummer Night's Dream •
A Song
of Life.
Two ',u
ceys,Love
. . Me. Two key.
r *
Morart-Schulhoff. Minuet Irion Stninhony in E Flat.
Love and I. Two key
\ \
\ \ \ \ \ \
|aMt.*MM.Paura. Ktcrrir du
boro " Suite algWenne."
Schubert.
—. Pr.
-Death and the Maiden," from Siring Quartet Ir Hamilton Gray
0 Minor.
In Sunlit Days. Two keys,.
Schumann. R. Palling of the Witch ol the Alps, from “ Man
Horatio Parker. Sonfis, Op. 51
Gavotte from " Mignon."
No.,. Love in M. y, .
K
'acbsikoweki. P.
ndantc Camabile. (torn String Quartet
No. a. June Nigh:, . . . ..
Volkmann! R. Wahr, from Serenade lor Slrinec Od «t
"VX At%ig^one:::.; j;:::::: :
Wagner-Jadaaaohn. Bridal Chorus from " LoKengrin3 ’
C. Chaminade
The arrancementt are excellent and effective, giving both pin.
Colette. Two keys,.
era anaalli about an equal teak. ami are Milted to the capacities
Twas an April Day (C’etait en Avrilj,'
.
"“f'jafV'T, »k,l‘lnl performera. Fterv help Is offered in the
wav of angering. nhieh Is indicated threwthov
-• *--•■
Reginald de Koven
"*'• • callable (entire. both lor those who v
A Fairy Dance, . . .
PTr
•«* hr
"*» ™k*' »‘«h*

ALBUM

OF

First Step* In Plano Study. Theo. Presser..
$1.00
Beginning at the beginning and progressing slowly;
the most suitable for young pupils
Foundation Material*. C. W. Landon. 1.00
PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES.
Ueterted Studies (a vols.). A. Loeschhorn.each 1.00
Touch*and Technic (4 parts). Dr Wm Mason.each 1.00
The Standard Graded Course ol Studies, in ten grades,
ten volumes. W. S. B. Mathews.....each 1.00
The School of Four-Hand Playing, in three grades, ^ ^
SludkraVn°dUStudyTpiMe*T3Svoris.). A. Schmoii, .each 1.00
Special Exercises in Scale Playing (a vols.). W^G. ^ ^
PIANO COLLECTIONS.
Lighter Compositions for Plano. F. Chopin...
1.00
Album of Miscellaneous Plano Compositions. Ed. ^ ^
Sight Reading Aibum (2 vois.j. C. W. Landon ......rach 1.00
Studies In Melody-Playing (2 vols.). H. C. MacdougaU, ^ ^
Standard First and Second Orade Pieces for Plano.
-Mathew

‘ nn

Standard Fifth and Sixth Orade Pieces for Piano.

^ ^

(Containing Solos for all voices with Quartette or Chorus)
Christ our Passover..
^ 2J
Lift Your Glad Voices.
Marsh
Awake Thou that Sleepest,.IVilliams
Open Ye the Gates,.Prolheroe
Christ Triumphant.Tebbs
Crown Hirr
iting King (Hymn Anthem) Warren

Easter Solos
The Resurrect!

Morn

or. (E-flat)

The Resurrection M<

>r Bass (B-flat)
Ruffner
Easter Dawn. Soprano or Tenor. (A-flat), . . . Stock
Easter Dawn. Con. or Bass. (F).Stock
The Glorious Morn. Mezzo or Baritone, . . Protheroe
He Liveth Forever. Duett. Soprano and Con. (E-flat)
Marsh
Jubilate, Christ has Risen. Soprano or Tenor. (F)
Brackett
Jubilate, Christ has Risen. Con. or Bass. (C) Brackett

Easter Carols
Christ the Lord is Risen Again,
Hail the Prince.
Easter Morning.
Angels Roll the Rock Away, .
Golden Harps are Sounding, . .
Chime, ye Happy Easter Bells, .
At the Lambs’ High Feast, . . .

. Stock
Warren
■ . Stock
. . Stock
Brackett
. Bogart
Southwick

Modern Student^nrois."of study pieces) .each t .0
ORGAN WORKS.
Reed Organ Method. C.W. Landon ....•••• L!
School of Reed Organ Playing (4 vols.), 4 grades.^C.
Graded Materials for Pipe Or?a«*-

j. H. Rogers.

Easter Carol annuals
(Containing from 4 to 8 Carols each)
Nos. 1 to 34 inclusive, various authors, 5 cents each

I.«

PRIMERS-RUDIMENTARY WORKS.

Sunfcas School Services
(Containing Carols, Recitations, etc., etc.)
Nos. 1 to 14 inclusive, various authors, 5 cents each

TRANSCRIPTIONS

VOCAL SCORE OF

- M ANR.U Opera by I. J. PADEREWSKI
Words and Music Complete, era pages
Paper. S3.00 net; Ctoth. So.00 net; Hell Morocco. *S.0<
PIANO SELECTIONS from the satr
All the Principal Numbers.
Easy Arrangement. 47 pages.
*1.00 net.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF
1CI11RMER-S LIBRARY EDITION OF MUSICAL CLASSICS

w~>': •-:
The Sandman's Song. (Lullaby), !.
„SonS*for Children.
(i,rolly L“Uaby, . . .
t Wh«e the'oark Cn-'
.
Mott,
...
4- Where the Bird's ■omea
I
5- A.Veiy Sick Doily, Nest Swings,
J; The NjgM Voices",' . .

" '

i ?&&■' ■ • •'
to. At the Bottom of the Sea.

..
::: t
..

HARMONY AND COUNTERPOINT.
Student's Harmony. O. A. Mansfield............. ''IS
Key to Student’s Harmony. O. A. Mansfield. .7#
Harmony. A Text-Book. H. A. Clarke.
Key to Harmony. H. A. Clarke....
Theory Explained to Piano Students. H. A. Clarke... .*0
The Theory of Interpretation. A. J. Goodrich.- Z.vu
HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

NEW

ORGAN BOOKS

New Themes

$

Modern Gems

Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
FOR CHURCH AND PARLOR ORGAN

First Studies in Music Biography. Thos. Tapper........
Pictures from the Lives of Great Composers for
Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Present. A. Ehr¬
lich.-.
WORKS OF REFERENCE.
Pronouncing Dictionary of Music and Musicians.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE PROFESSION.
Metronomes, Satchels, Rolls, Blank Paper and Copy
Boob, Reward Cards, Ruled Chart Paper, Music
Teachers' and Pupils' Lessen and Account Books,
everything of use to the teacher of music at the lowest
price possible.
__
Any or all of the above will be lent on Inspection to those
sending reference in order to open an account on our books.
Send for any or all of the following catalogues, free for the asking 1
SHEET MUSIC BY AUTHORS.
SHEET MUSIC DESCRIPTIVE.
BOOKS DESCRIPTIVE.
MODERN METHODS AND STUDIES.
PIANO COLLECTIONS, OIVING INDEX.
METRONOMES, SATCHELS, ETC.
BUSTS AND PORTRAITS OP MUSICIANS.

93

Children’s Page. Thomas Tapper.
Studio Experiences..
Reflections for Teachers and Students.
L. A.
Russell.
Letters to Teachers. W. S. B. Mathews_......
Student Life and Work.
Five-Minute Talks with Girls. Helena M. Maguire.
Editorial Notes.
Vocal Department. H. W. Greene.
Organ and Choir. E. E. Truette.
Woman’s Work in Music.
Thoughts, Suggestion, and Advice.
Violin Department. George Lehmann.
An Object-Lesson in Musical History. Helena M
Maguire.
Temperament. J. Francis Cooke.
Musical Items.
Publisher’s Notes.
Questions and Answers.
Teachers’ Round Table. ne

MUSIC

PBICB

Romance. F. Zitterbart.$0.30
Picnic in the Woods. Op. 406, No 5. (4 hands.)
A. Sarlorio.
Marche Heroique. Op. 27, No. 1. (4 hands.) F.
Schubert.
Fantasie in D Minor. W. A. Mozart.
Dancing Gnomes. Op. 46, No. 4. G. Horvath ..
To the Playground. J. Margstein.
Petite Valse de Ballet. E. F. Marks.
I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say. F. G. Rathbun. .
A Sunny Life. Hartwell-Joncs.

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

By ALBERT W. BERG
._
hese works is now for the
—.. adapted to the Organ, and consists of beautiful themes
selected from various vocal and instrumental works, such as
Gounod’s “ Redemption,” Wagner’s “ Parsifal," Rubin5 "Tower of Babel,” and “Merchant of Venice,”
NEW THEMES AND MODERN GEMS is divided into four parts:
No. 1, New Themes and Modern Gems, principally for soft
stops.
No. 2, Preludes, Postludes, and Hymn Tunes of a cheer¬
ful character.
No. 3, Festive, Wedding, and National Music.
No. 4, Plaintive and Requiem Music.
Each piece has been selected for some particular merit, contains
the proper registration, pedal parts, etc., and is arranged for
either the Church (Pipe) or Parlor Organ.

NEW THEMES AND MODERN GEMS
and reliable collection.
Printed on heavy paper and durably bound.
Price, in Boards, $2.00. Price, in Cloth, $2.50

Before purchasing you
will pay you, as we
and can offer

ter Music write us for prices,
taking very liberal discounts,
d elsewhere.8

We claim to be the quickest Mail-Order Music Supply
for Teachers, Schools, and Conservatories in the country.

THEODORE PRESSER.

WM. A. POND & CO.

Music Publisher, Dealer, Importer,

148 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

87
88
89
90
90
91
91
91

Foundation Studies, by Sprankle, contain a very
interesting and pleasing set of studies.
The studies
are in the form of little pieces which develop the
pupil musically as well as technically. Price, 60 cents.
To introduce these studies a special price of 10 cents
per copy will be given until April 15, 1902.

WALTER S. SPRANKLE, Publisher
809 E. Eleventh Street,

>

Indianapolis, Ind.

GRIMM’S SIMPLE METHOD
OF

PIANO SOLOS. FOUR HANDS. SIX HANDS.
Graded and Carefully Fingered.
PIANO SOLOS.
GRADE L
H. ENGELHANN. The Pixies’ Carnival.
The Pixie King. March. D.
Frolic of the Pixies. Polka. C.
Queen of the Pixies. Waltz. G.
The Pixies. Scliottlsche. F.
E. H. BAILEY. Young Students.
8parrow’s Wing. Waltz. C.
Evening Breeze. Redowa. C.
The Merry Lads. March. D.
The Moon Fairies. Nocturne. G.
Falling Snowflakes. Waltz. B6.
Princess Boseleaf. Rondo. A.
GRADE IL
L. A. BUOBEE. Husical Sketches.
Maid Marjory. C.
Sweet Mistress Dorothy. G.
The Japanese Malden. (Kl Ku) F.
The Butterfly Dance. F.
Dance of the Fireflies. C.
The Song of the Cricket. F.
My Prince. March. F...
A Dainty Dance. C.
H. N. REDflAN.
12 Easy and Melodious Etudes.
Album for tlie Young.
Used In the Normal Coarse at the New England Con¬
servatory, Boston.
GRADE m.
E. H. BAILEY. Sketches from Nature.
Springtime. Rondo. C..
Trickling Brook. Romance. Ab. ...
Harvest Carnival. Tarantelle. G..

MISCELLANEOUS PIECES.
GRADE IIL
Yellow Jonquils. Dance a la Gavotte.Johanning
lance of the Gnomes.Chelins
Dancing Butterflies.Stone
Darkies’ Moonlight Dance.

FOUR HANDS.
GRADES II and HI.
.Keller
* Bewitching Fairy. Polka.
.. Chaminade
t Scarf Dance. Scene de Ballet.
...Johanning
f Yellow Jonquils. Dance a la Gavotte
.Holst
* Bloom and Blossom. Waltz.
t Dancing Butterflies.
.Keller
* Dress Parade March..
.Holst
* Summer Zephyr. Idyll.
.Qoedeler
t Darkies’ Moonlight Dance.
Nodding Roses.
* 2d Grade.

SIX HANDS.

MODERN HARMONY
This is one of the most remarkable treatises on harmony, or
rather text-books in harmony, which the reviewer has ever seen."
Part Second, Mr. Grimm shows himself a modern mas¬
ter of exceptional, even unprecedented powers.”
!i. ‘s>a.s5's.tern whmh enables a student^mastering it to analyze
either ignore or else mention in p

Music of Medium Difficulty
for TEACHERS

g fe g g

CINCINNATI. CO® ™ VORK.
LONDON, LEIPSIC

Harold Bauer on the Study of the Piano .
Artistic Freedom. C. von Sternberg.
Musical Appreciation. Arthur Ebson.
Comparative Composition. Wm. Benbow...
The One Thing Needful. John Towers.
Musical Pioneers. Arthur O. Andersen.
Reflex of Playing upon Execution. Edward llale. .
Discipline of the Thumb. J. S. Van Clere.
A Prime Necessity in Music Education. Percy
Goetschius.
Relation of the Teacher Toward the Pupil. E. A.
Smith.
Sight Reading. Carl Hoffman.
Plain Talks on Matters Musical.
VII. E. II.

g g g g g g

The John Church Company

JEST PUBLISHED

CONTENTS
“THE ETUDE,” - - March, 1902

gSggggSS

Easter Hntbems

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSjC

SCHOOL MAR.CHES

New Easter Music

a bi

Educational Works

PUBLISHED BY
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new works
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G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK
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THE

-text-books
ing without practical treat-

book deserving to become well known.”
- _. s. Cosima Wagner, Bayreuth, says: "An interesting work,
deserving earnest attention and consideration.”
Vol. I. $i.*o.
. _. ..
Val. II. i.ob.J Cleth Binding.
Complete, $1.50. Usual discount to teachers.
New Edition of Grimm’s Practical Method for Beginners on
the Piano now ready.
THE GEO. B. JENNINGS CO.
105 & 107 W. 4tH St., - Cincinnati, Ohio
General Music Dealers

GRADES H and EL
.Johanning .
Yellow Jonquils. Dance a la Gavot
.Stone 1.
Dancing Butterflies.
..Behr i
March of Gnomes.
.Ooerdeler .
t Darkies’ Moonlight Dance .
.Mmcham .
Restless Galop.
.Holst .
Dancing Flowers. Schotlische.
.Keller .
Bewiching Fairy. Polka.
t Jubelfler...
.Keller .(
Dress Parade March.
.Holst j
Bloom and Blossom. Waltz....
. Keller ,
Return of the Heroes. March..
Summer Zephyr. Idyll.
* 2d Grade.
For sale by all Music Dealers or the Publishers-a

WHITE-SMITH MUSIC PUB. GO.,
NEW YORK: 6 East Seventeenth Street.
BOSTON: 62 and 64 Stanhope Street.
CHICAGO: 5 and 6 Washington Street.
-Music sent on selection, if reference is given.
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THE

course OF STVDY FOR PIANO

H

IE following: graded list of pieces and books is selected with the great“t c^ by ^
expert of long experience. Every number has been tested m actual work.
count is intended to carry the pupil through the second or third year of study,
including Technic, Pieces, and Theory.

Anyone having an open account on

oar books can have the entire list sent “On Sale."
FIR-ST GR.ADE
INSTRUCTION BOOKS
first *«»po In Plsnofort* 8ludr. by Pr>M«r.
Foundation Mstortsls. by Landoa...

THEORY
-, by H. A. Clarke.
Writing Book, Part 2, by Landon.

THIRD GRADE
PIECES
PIECES
Kn Rout* -Usrrb. Op IIS. No. 1. by H. Kn**lmsnn...
from H. Necke.
Two
Youthful Joy Hondo, by P U. lUthbuo.
itta, by E. F. Marks...
WntU. Op. PQ. No. I. by II Enirlmsnn.
Rustle Waltz, by Leo. Oehmler.
Rondo Caprice, Op. 72, by Thomas O’Neill.
JSSmSSZ Zno.3} * *■Di#hi.
Sboumka, Op. 16, No. 2, by Joseph Pasternack...
PUylns To*, by J ...
The Chatterer, by Leon R nguet.
W«IU, Op. IIS. No. I. by II. Kocoliunnn.
With lb* Caravan. by Kit bird F«rb*r...
Ruatic Chit-Chat, by W. F. Sudds.
Hood In Hand Mareh. by J Kummol.
The Skylark, by P. Tschaikowski.
TW Brooklet. by Hoary Kydor.80 Fair Poland. Op. 245, by F. Wenzel.:.
Mr Pint Morvh. Op. III. No T. by L. Slronbboc.
The Zephyrs, Op. 68. by H. Weyts.
Solunlle. Op IM. No ». by A. Slnloikl.
Faithfulness, Op. 83. No. 2, by F. V. Wickede.
P»«lt» Ilormrollo. by Otlt R. Wbllo.
Village Musicians, Op. 12, No. 3, by N. von Wilm.
Dohemlan Melody, by Adam Geibel.
Ulllo Soldier. Op. ns. No. II, by Boamlcldor.
Gipsy Dance. Op. 8. by Geo. W. Hunt.
Ilobcubllo Op OS. No. IS. by II Nurnbrrs.
Girard Gavotte, by Chas. F. Fondey.
Tin SoMten' Porodo. by J. Otlo.
Peasants' Festival, by F. A. Franklin.
Tbo Sprtsbily Polka, by Alfred Olullaol.
STUDIES
STUDIES
Ondod Coono of Sludln. Vote. MI. by Mathews. .each
Standard Graded Course of Studies, Vols. ni-IV, by
Kaey Studios Without Ortavra. Op 70. B h I. by Bcrrn*.
Mathews .each 1.00
I«IS Molodloua Studies, Op. )», Book I, by Curny.
Twenty-six Plano Studies, by H. Germer.75
Kaay Melodious Studies. by C. W. London.
Preface to Czerny’s Velocity, Op. 26, Book I. by
Le Couppcy . 75
COL1XCTIONS
Twelve Short Studies, Op. 124, by J. Vogt.80
Pnoorlto Melodies, J llooka In sheet form, by T. L.
kwbaby .«Mh
COLLECTIONS
Childhood Futures lsheet fortnl. by P. Kysr.
Sonatina Album, by Leefson. j.00
*« b«ol of Pour Hand Playlnc. Vol I. by Prosser.
From Youthful Days, Op. M, S Vols.. by Blehl.each
Second and Third Grade Pieces, by Mathews....
1 00
Modern Student. Vol. I.
"
THEORY
Rudiments of Music, by Cummins*.
THEOR.Y
Tb-ory Raplatnsd to Plano Students. by Clark*.
Ear-Training, by Heacox .
Students Pocket Dictionary, by Clarks.
First Year in Theory, by Skinner..!.!
Writing Book. Part I. by Undon.
SECOND GRADE

FOURTH GRADE

pieces
I* rslry. Op IS. No. t. by E. Waddincton.
(bias Jenny, Op MS. No IS. by A. Srhmoll.
March of Pln«»IPa Men. Op », by II Relnbold. ..
Bom-Ram. by Ed Poldlnl.
lo a Dream and Awakening. Op. 909. by Tb Ocslcn.
Uackamitb. Op IT. by Prank L Ryer .
Otwaind Of Annin CUaa. Op i. No. 1, by F. L Kycr
Sthso Parade, by Artbnr L Brown.
no. Op U. No. I. by A. Blsldsld.
w Walts, by C R. Benedict.
Uttlo Puss. Op SU. by r Bebr .
itoll*. Op III. No. t. by Wm. K. Raasford.
i Unlop Mtlltalr*. Op is. No It. by J. Aschcr.
**■ by Silas teralrkow.
“entlesl March, by P. J. Zetsberg
Tbo Daisy MiUora Dane*. Op. S». by B. Wnddlngtoo..
U Msil ■

3* f^iseber & Bro.

FIRST FOUR- GRADES

STUDIES
CoQn9 ot Slndln. Vols. Il-m.

PIECES
D T,«rT,°V1,
3’ by L’ Van Beethoven.
In
Ibe liondola, by F.N°-Bendel.
Caprice, Op. 48, No. 3,"by'w! G. SmUh!
I ollsh Dance, Op. 52, by R. Thoraa.
Ballet Mignon. by Paul Wachs.
Song of the Bathers, by Paul Wachs.
Scbcno, by Franz 8chubert
.
Novelette. Op. 23, No. 4. by H. Reined!!!::::::.
°P 24’ by C’ Sal»‘-Saena. .
In Poland—Mazurka, Op. 10. by Moszkowskl
.
Gavotte Ptquanie. by E. H Marsh
.
With the Tide, by H S. Saroni
.
Valsc Impromptu, by F. O. Rathbun .

v“«. or**.'»
STUDIES
‘TSU,WI>—<«■»> «r IV-V,

StodMo for Developing tbo fingers. Op. IS. Book

Kl*mair EtUdeS de Genre, Op. loo,'
!" rr**^**^ E«««an. Op Ml. Book II! by Carrey!.
+

,or Yo',n‘ ru’,n- °* c-,iook '•
W«<ln. Book 1. by Loraehhoru! !!!! ,
Alodies aad Study Pieces. Book 1. by Schmoll.j
_
COLLECTIONS
nm aad Second Crude PWccp by M.tk.w..
Pint Lnooaa In Phrasing. by Mathews.
Melody Playia*. 7 Vola. by Macdoog.l.

,
,
wh 1

Studies, Op. 8. Book I. by Doering.
Characteristic Studies Selected from
TV llson G. Smith), by Gobbaerts
Ten Trill Studies. Op. 2. Book I, by
Ten Melodious Studies in Velocity.
COLLECTIONS
student, Vol. II.
Concert Album, Vol. I

TH“Dc<
TE ,P„RESS^. Publisher
1708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
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B00SEY& COMPANY

7 & 11 BIBLE HOUSE

NEW EASY PIECES
BY B. METZLER

$100

JBreithopf BsMtton
Laciest

Important

Publications f.. Piano
TAUSIG ARRANGEMENTS.

to Etude Readers
1873.

LOOK OVER THE LIST—

Military March,

WATCH each issue of the Etude for my
special offers—some other new and good pieces
by famous writers in preparation, address the
publisher department E.

.

.50

.

Polonaise melancolique, after
Fr. Schubert, .
.
.

.50

.50

WAGNER, FL.

Three Paraphrases from
“ Tristan and Isolde/'
.
1.50
1767.

PLAIDY, L.

Technical Studies, revised
by K. Klindworth (EnglishGerman),
.
.
*
2.50
1869.

By VICTOR HAMMEREL
Price, $1.00

TAUSIG. C.

1876.

“ Summertime," for Soprano or Tenor, by
L. Ronald,.1.00 “

Easy Transcriptions Arranged for ’Cello and Piano

SCHUBERT. FR.

1872.

THE YOUNG ARTISTS

THE YOUNG ARTISTS

Two Sonatas (Pastorale and
Capriccio),
.
.
.

THEN SEND-THE DOLLAR
BONNIE LASSIE, Mazurka
GOLDIE'S DREAM, Lullaby
LORETTA, Waltz
BUTTERFLY, Dance
SEE1 HOW SLYLY PEEPS THE MOON
Serenade
LITTLE FOOTSTEPS, Mazurka
SWEET VIOLET, Gavotte
LADY ELIZABETH, Waltz
OVER THE WATERS BLUE, Borcarole
BRIGHT AS THE MORNING, Mazurka
ONE OF THE FINEST, March
VILLAGE BELLE, Schottische
SWEET ROSE THOU HAST SO MANY
THORNS, Song without words
A VISIT TO FAIRYLAND, Song without
words
THE JOLLY MAJOR, Polka
STARLIGHT, Gavotte
COME SEE THE BEAUTEOUS SHINING
STAR, Serenade
ANNABEL, Waltz
TO-MORROW WE GO SAILING. Barcarole
UNEEDA, Polka
STEP LIGHTLY, Mazurka
THE LITTLE PATRIOT, March,
FOREST CONCERT, Idyl
CAUGHT IN A SHOWER, Etude
Remember, your money returned if dissatisfied.
That’s fair isn’t it? If you have any doubts
as to this offer being strictly reliable I refer
you to the editor of Etude.

SCARLATTI. D.

1875.

III

Cycles of Song

BACH, J. S.

Toccata and Fugue in D
Minor, ....
$0.50
1874.

CONTENTS
CHRISTMAS EVE.
COLLEGE DAYS.
EDELWEISS,—Tyroliennc.
FANTASIA ON TWO SCOTCH SONGS. (Annie Laurie
and Auld Lang Syne.)
FREISCHUETZ. (C. M. von Webn.)
GAVOTTE.
LA CINQUANTAINE.
POLONAISE.
SIMPLE AVEU.
A SPRING MORNING.
THEME AND VARIATIONS.
WITH UNCLE SAM. American Potpourri No. I.
WITH UNCLE SAM. American Potpourri No. II.

KOHLER, L.

Op. 165. Sonatenstudien,
Books 7-9, .
.
each, LOO
1358.

SCHARWENKA. PH.

ORGAN BOOKS
now published.

ORGANISTS' LIBRARY
Original and select compositions written on 3 slaves.
Compiled by G. BURTON

________„-Matthews
ANDANTECANTABILEfrom String Quartet. P. Tschaikowsky
ANDANTE PASTORALE,
’
BERCEUSE.
MELODY IN F,.
an Macbeth
INTERMEZZO.
. G. H. Loud
REVERIE IN E.
.....Fr
Raphael
Mutter
CANTILENA,
ADAGIO PATHETIQUE.Fr Raphael Muller
FANFARE FROM SONATA PONTIFICAL E, .J. Lemmens
G. H. Loud
OFFERTORY IN E-FLAT,
GRAND FANTASIA,
A. M. Kndbel
GAVOTTE IN E-FLAT, . .
. G. H. Loud
MARCHE SOLENNELLE,
Carl Eckert
JUBILEE MARCH.
MARCHE PONTIFICALS,
A^MRuIbed
MARCHE MILITAIRE, . .
All pieces contained in this collection can also be had separate.

Piano Works. Vol. IV.
Phantasiestucke (Op. 72;
85; 97, No. 4),
.
.
2.50 NEW CANTATA AND OPERETTA
For Female Characters

BREITKOPF & HARTEL
II East I6th Street, New York

“In

Springtime,” for Soprano, by A.
Somervell, .2.00 “

“ Hawthorne and Lavender,” for Soprano
or Tenor, by C. Willeby,.1.50 “
“ An Irish Idyll,” for Baritone, by C. V.
Stanford.2.00 “
“ Four Lyrics,” by Edward German, for
high or low voice,.1.50 “

Pianoforte Music, “Trois
Morceaux”
By GERALD LANE

The latest and most popular series of

BACH, J. S.

Aria with 30 Variations, re¬
vised by K. Klindworth,
1.50
1884-86.

Latest English Songs and
Ballads

Land of Hoses, by del Riego,.$0.60
The Sweetest Flower, by R. Batten,.60
Holy Innocents, by S. Liddle,.60
Adeste Fideles, by C. Lloyd,.60
A Collection of Easy Transcriptions for Two Violins with Nirvana, by Stephen Adams,.60
Piano Accompaniment.
O Dry Those Tears, by del Riego,.60
(Second Violin ad libitum.)
In My Garden, by E. Wright.60
1 Violin and Piano, $0.75
irsHM Uficr* * urx Japanese Love Song, by Thomas,.60
2 Violins and Piano, 1.00
By JOHN WIEGAND Awakening, by G. d’Hardelot,.60
Love’s Request, by Landon Ronald,.60
CONTENTS
Two Songs by Noel Johnson.60
FLOWER SONG (G. Lange)
O HAPPY DAY (C. Gotze)
Etc., Etc.
SPRING SONG (F. Mendelssohn)
THE LOST CHORD (A. Sullivan)
DREAM OF PARADISE (H. Gray)
THEN YOU’LL REMEMBER ME (Balfe)
MELODY IN F. (A. Rubinstein)
THE PALMS (I. Faure)
WHEN THE SWALLOWS HOMEWARD FLY (F. Abt)
CHARITY (G. Rossini)
SOLDIER’S FAREWELL (J. Kinkel)
“ The Sea Pictures,” for Contralto or Bari¬
LOVE’S DREAM AFTER THE BALL (A. Czibulka)
tone, by E. Elgar,.$2.00 Net
VOLUME

NEWLY REVISED BY C. KVHNER.

By special arrangement with the composer,
in order to introduce the numbers to teachers
interested in choice easy pieces, the publisher
offers the below enumerated pieces, each
published separately on fine full sheet music
paper, clearly lithographed, with frontispiece
in keeping with the publication, for $1.00,
EXPRESS PAID, it being understood that no
teacher can have more then one set at this
price, future orders at the usual price—which
is 15c. a copy, net.

JVew y?ork

The Verdict of the Flowers. Cantata,. C. H. Lewis, net, $0.60
A Musical Picnic. Operetta.E. O. Gilbert, net, .50
Our nev> catalogues and thematic pages are nerw ready for distribution,
and kvilt be mailed to any address upon application.

l. “ Bonsotr,”.$0.60
a. “ Sous les etoiles,".60
3. “ Joie de Vivre,”.60

IMPORTANT NOTICE
BOOSEY & COMPANY have acquired the sole agency
for E. Donajowski’s Miniature Scores. These are full or¬
chestral scores, pocket size, and printed dearly; most useful
for patrons of Symphony Concerts and students of Orchestra¬
tion. The list embodies the Symphonies of Beethoven,
Haydn, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Schubert, Tschaikowsky,
and nearly all of the principal Overtures. Also Concertos
for Pianoforte and Orchestra and Violin and Orchestra.
The prices are very moderate—from 25 cents to $1.50.
See special list.
_
THE ORIGINAL ITALIAN EDITIONS OF LAMPERTI’S
SCHOOL AND STUDIES, OUERCI, and special editions
edited by VANNUCCINI.
THE ORIOINAL MARCHESI SCHOOL METHOD, Exer¬
cises on Intervals and Vocalises.
TOSTI’S FAMOUS 50 SOLFEOOI in two books.
BEHNKE & PEARCE Studies and Exercises for all
voices.
SOLE AGENTS FOR
CHAPPELL & CO., ENOCH & SONS, and
G. R1CORDI & CO.

BOOSEY

COMPANY

9 East 17th Street. New York City, N. Y.

tHe etude
“EXERCISES FOR THE MIDDLE (Medium) VOICE,
including K*r (musical pitch) end Eve (feeding
mate) Training," on entirely origins! Bnes, by

THE

SCRIBNER’S NEW PUBLICATIONS
-“

jo BE PUBLISHED

QUK TRADE MARb

By JAMES HUNEKER.
Author of “ Mezzotints in Modern Music” and “Chopin: The
Man and his Music.”

First Parlor Pieces

I2mo, $1.50
HE vein of humorous satire which runs through many of the
stories in this volume explains the collective title which Mr.
Huneker has given to the book. The spirit, however, of far¬
cical comedy does not characterize them all: in not a few the note of
deep seriousness rings true. The representative musical types who
figure in the stories will be recognized immediately.

FOR THE PIANO
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CARL FISCHER. -

A M» Fourth Av*.. New YoHt

The Wagstaffes Givea Musicale
Siegfried’s Death
The Iron Virgin
Dusk of the Gods
Intermezzo
A Spinner of Silence
Music the Conqueror

"forto Scribiver’s Musical Literature List
New, Revised, and Greatly Enlarged Edition
With carefully classified and annotated descriptive lists of works
in every department of Music.
SENT FR-EE ON APPLICATION

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS
153-157 Fifth Avenue,

New

York

The HOBO March

■r P. O. OUTMAN
A MIT WHEREVER PLAYED
Base, jo eta ; Orehaatra, lepta., (sets.:
• ManJallna sad Guitar ]• eta.; Pi.no
Solo. jsata. Pub. for all lortrumratt by
F. 0. GUTMAN. CLEVELAND. 0.
Mart* foi > Ma.eolin.AOuii.r PRKKfar
•* »uch playar*.

Jfi' THE SUPREK”slCT
*.?&:££
1

iiSm

WHITNEY’S RAPID METHOD
For the PIANO.

184 pages. Price, $2.00

Whitney's Improved Easy Method
For the PAR.LOR

ORGAN is adopted by

IT IS CONCEDED BY TEACHERS far superior thousands of MUSIC TEACHERS, who pronounce it
to any other PIANO METHOD. Editions with either THE BEST METHOD for BEGINNERS published.
American or foreign fingering. Catalogues and descriptive It has become a household word in tens of thousands of
chcuian mailed free. We invite correspondence with
homes. Price, $1.50. Descriptive circulars mailed free.
Music Teachers. Address
Address
THE W. W. WHITNEY CO.. Publishers. Toledo, Ohio
THE W. W. WHITNEY CO., Publishers, Toledo. Ohio

Parlor*School Marches!
A HISTORY OF MUSIC FOR CHILDREN

First Studies in Music Biography

Price, 75 Cents

By Thomas Tapper

Apvp'U, collection that will, tn some man __
nwyoo*. TW manhe, art some oi the most popular of
,U day stirring and attrarthrr-svhaW* foe exhibition
pwjwes *a well as for school and parlor use.
TW bmltag t, sohrtanttaJ and artfctic. and the price
W*. An excellent collect**, f„ n^y ^

j*
Fully Illustrated

Pn>$l,50

THEO. PRESSER, Publiihtr, Philidelphii, P*.

J*
For Sell or a«s Study

AGENTS

For One’s Own Reading

.s^-The Etude.
w« want aganta in every community to
•Olidt Kibacriptiooa to The Etitd*. Send for
liberal term*, dweription book, etc.
wbetber or not too expect
time to thia work.

to devote

State

your whole

THHO. PRESSER, PubH.hep.
I70R Chettnat StPeot
PHILfl

ERASABLE FOLDING
SIX NEW TEACHING PIECES
KATHLEEN A. ROBERTS
Waltz,
Venus.
Reverie,
Evening Star,
Polka,
Jupiter.
Galop,
Saturn, ....
Schottische Mars,.
March,
Neptune, . . .
Regular price for six pieces,. .
Special price to Etude readers.
Or any one piece at one-half off regular price.

FOUR FAMOUS TEACHING
PIECES.
Reverie,
Star of the Sea, . . .
Reverie,
The North Star, . . .
Marceau,
Carol of the Bobolink,
Characteristic, Japonica.
Regular price for four pieces, . . .
Special price to Etude readers.a
Or any one piece at one-half off regular price.

MUSIC SLATE
Price, 40 Cents
A silicate folding music slate in book form, size 8x11,
bound in cloth, containing twelve staves on each page thal
are 'not erasable. Use a lead pencil, and erase with damp
cloth. It takes the place of copy book, music pad, or blank
music paper; is durable, and the older it is the harder the
surface becomes, and the more valuable. Try one.

T^ftudv^n
of,th!s kind on the market. For foundation* know
hlst?ry th,18 book is the best obtainable. Teachers who
secure the brat resuhsTn
of bl°graphy over history for first study will
r^uUs in their class-room work with this volume,
never heav^^Fvp^tiV11* resY't of careful study; it is direct, readable, and
gets an historical picture fS
WOVe“
and the reader
much M the avCT^srademshf m'J7 comP°ser’8
given, containing as
interest it stimulates and™1 ?h°uld know of composers. Its value lies in the
use of the facts of
ln the expert manner in which it makes
familiar characters arfd3? hldt0r? by.,dentifying each composer with certain
world-histor^ii, u,“lin^de?ts.thus making music-history a part of the
tory manu.7to the
a
introduC'

as reliablfe

with the bookin’ tearhhf* tw,-t5.e teacher, explains fully how to proceed
and illustrations tah„ “f.Wlth each composer there 's e>ven a portrait
tions for further' study views' sets of questions on the text, and sugges-

THE0. PRESSER, Publisher

__

CHOID

TV-!: WH°

* UDHMier,

J*

No. 1708 Chestnut Street.
Philadelphia, Pa.

ARE interested in choral music

b^S0£HORUS conducts

L<
Bv F. W. WODELL
c!ub..7e%^°;u*'hrir.»redi.pi.cinelh..
.

-—Bound in Cloth. Si ■in

•b.c uu,y ind 1.P«o h 1'r manag em en t^t r'a i n* COVeri°g eve£
»o .11 siagcr,—on
cboir director orcho? e’ musi' to be

*n clo,h’ s1-50-

c,horal bodiesI d ffifulty connected with the organize

THEO.

■s er. 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

Beyond the Gates of Paradise, Sacred, pub¬
lished in four keys,.
King of the Winds, published in three keys, .
Day by Day, a song of the sea,.‘ . .
Where the Old Potomac Flows, home song,.
Just One Year, pathetic ballad.
Ever I’ve Faith in Thee, love ballad, ....
Regular price for six pieces,. 3
Special price to Etude readers, ....
t
Or any one piece at one-half off regular price

PREVAILING
INSTRUMENTAL HITS
Hunky-Dory, characteristic march.
Jumping-Jacks Jubilee, characteristic march.
Belle of the Regiment, march.
Calanthe, waltzes.
The Climbers, waltzes.
Sesamfi, intermezzo,.

STUDENT’S
HARMONY TABLET
PRICE. 15 CENTS. POSTPAID
A smaller pad of ruled music paper than Clarke’s Music
Tablet, also published by this house, at a less price. The
quality of paper is the same ; surface hard enough to take
ink ; 7 x 7 inches in size, and not less than 75 leaves.
We bave printed on the back a number of working prin¬
ciples in Harmony, as a help in keeping before the pupil the
essential points governing the use of chords and progression
that are constantly arising in working out their exercises.
Unlike those of other tablets, these points will be found to
be a real help.

1

J* A Manual of Advanced Theoretic Study j

^COUNTERPOINT ^
STRICT AND FREH.
Including Double Counterpoint, Imitation,
Canon and Fugue.
By H. A. CLARKE, Mux. Doc.
Price $J.OO
a dear and concise work, thoroughly in accord with the
practice of modern composition.
It treats of counterpoint, double counterpoint, imitation,
canon and fugue, with rules soslraplified and condensed as not
to take np much more space than many works on one of the
subjects alone. Dr. Clark has based this work on the plan used
in bis very successful text-book on Harmony, and aimed to
make the Instruction practical in Its application to modern
music. Unlike the older works on this subject, strict counterpoint is not dwelt upon almost exclusively, but modern free
counterpoint is made the subject of exhaustive study and its
relation to modern harmony dearly indicated.
This work will be found not only a text-book, but a system
of teaching as well.

For The Singer’s Daily Practice

75 SHORT MELODIC

THE FIRST YEAR

VOCALISES

IN THEORY

-AND-

SIX STERLING SONG HITS

FOR THE PIANO
A coixtenos OF MARCHES AND TW0-S
ALL OCCASIONS

Price, 50 Cents
A careful selection of good, easy music of the first and
second grades. Not a poor composition in the whole work;
new, fresh music not found in other collections. A glance
at the contents is perhaps advisable. There are in all 34
selections from 23 composers: Geibel, Gurlitt, Schmoll,
Engelmann, and Sartorio will be found represented—writers
particularly strong in the composition of easy, melodious
pieces with a technical purpose in view. The pupils’ first
pieces, and yet sufficient material for several years of study
and pleasure. Published in substantial and attractive style

An Insurgent One
Hunding”s Wife
Tlie Corridor of Time

The Lord's Prayer in B
A Chopin of the Gutter
The Piper of Dreams
A Son of Liszt
The Emotional Acrobat
Isolde’s Mother
The Rim of Finer Issues
An Ibsen Girl
Tannhauser’s Choice
The Red-Headed Piano Player
Brynhild’s Immolation

LiMa • umw aa tfewah Mlwtwl In |»m.
__
• ■til* be mi print lun and muni Id; bargain
IM W w—<1 end »<4 •koprni UutruaMala.

1.

Beginners’ lf>ieces of Tfoigh and flfielodic Character |

T

HONEST DEALIN6

86

VALVABLE EDVCAT10NAL WORKS

IMMEDIATELY

MELOMANIACS

W. L. BLl/MENSCHEIN
314 Wmi 4ih Strwt.
....
Dayton. Ohio

ETUDE

CONSONANT
By W. F. GATES.

STUDIES
PRICE. 55 CENTS

OLIVER. R.
SKINNER
PRICE. 75 CENTS.

A Technical and Musical Drill In the Foundation Principles of
Musical UhinKjng
affording the student thorough training and discipline
In the acquirement of a knowledge of

A work for teachers and singers, with full instructions
for the best methods of study and practice. The first ex¬
ercises are simple in design and intended to lead into the
more advanced works of Marches!, Bonaldi, Sieber, and
others, embodying a number of principles which teachers
are obliged to write out specially for their pupils.
A valuable feature, and one not found in other vocal
works, is a series of consonant exercises, preparatory to
distinct enunciation and clear pronunciation. These are
based on the Seiler system, a plan of work too little known
by vocalists.

^elected Studies from-

SCALES, INTERVALS, CHORDS. AND KEY RELATIONSHIP,
together with Exercises In MELODY WRITING and
EAR TRAINING conducive to Mental Technic.
The aim has been to afford the student a knowledge of the dif¬
ferent theoretical subjects (which may be Included In the first year's
study) from the composer's standpoint A certain amount of tech¬
nical drill is necessary, but aside from this the material of the
book appeals to the student's musical Intuition and taste, and tends
to develop good musical sense and correct judgment, together with
the ability to do ORIGINAL THlttGS-not to mimic some pattern, or
make out of the subject of musical theory a dry and uninteresting

le-half off regular price.

^S| A. LOESCHHORN

NEW MUSIC FOLIO
consisting of ten new pieces by famous
writers—four instrumental and six vocal
selections. Price, for each piece published
separately, 25 cts. net, or $2.50 for the ten.
As an advertisement, we will send to
any address, postpaid, the entire folio for
25 cents. No more than one to each rea¬
der. NOTE THE PRICE. 25 CENTS.

LEO FEIST
Successor to Feist & Frankenthaler

for the "Piano
Edited and Graded by
JAS. H. ROGERS

The most attractive and worthy of all
I Loeschhom’s many studies for the piano have
1 been selected.
Loeschhom’s Studies are not only musical,
; but the technical is combined, making them

E36 West 28th Street

of unequaled merit.
All have been carefully graded and anno-

NEW YORK

1 tated, making two volumes of the utmost value

I

at a low price.

The Bidwell Hand-Exerciser
A Gymnasium for Pianists
and all Instrumentalists >•
Weighs two ounces, and can be carried in the pocket.
Gives a direct gymnastic exercise for every muscle of the
wrist, hand, and linger.
The resistance to the muscle can be made as strong or as
light as desired.
Adapts itself to every possible movement of the muscles.
No limit to the rapidity of action, and works as perfectly
in a very rapid as in a slow movement.
It PREPARES the hand for keyboard work, giving to
it a strength, suppleness, elasticity, and freedom of mus¬
cular action, which cannot be equaled in any other way.
Saves three-fourths of the DRUDGERY of practice.
Figure out for yourself the time and money it will save you.
Highly endorsed by prominent pianists and our best
teachers.
• Complete, with book of directions, extra bands, etc., for
$2.00.

Published by THEO. PRESSER. Philadelphia, Pa.

the ETUDE

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
$ jVIuoic pubUeber jj

_

MODEL TEACHING PIECES

a Kindergarten Method

First Steps in

F°R Tim pianofortc
A COURSE FOR BEGINNERS ^
IN THE ART OF PIANO PLAYING

Price, $1.00

BOSTON

Almost

poundation Materials-^**
.

Rv CHARLES V. LANDON

Compiled by
Theo. Presser
Price, $1.00

Pianoforte Study

\ concise, practical, and melodious intro¬

An Easily Graded Method Leading to Thorough
Musicianship by a Pleasing and Interesting
Course ol Melodious and Rhythmic Studies.

duction to the study of PIANO PLAYING

Thl, book Is in line with the new teacliing foradei upon the
best recent psychological and pedagogical ideas for developingthe
in music. All instruction is given through the means of
Two Compositions child-mind
beautiful but short pieces which contain a marked musical and
rhythmic Interest that especially appeals to themusical tasteofa
child. Each selection has ample annotations foi‘heaidofthe
ous Fanfares.each, $0.40 dudII when practicing In the teacher s absence. The principles of
Wucirphrasing, and expression are clearly stated and fully lllusTbnr are two attractive inching pieces In the easier grades.
The Ini I tirade II) is a happy little mclodv In 4-S meter, key ol 0, ^Valua'blVNew'Features contained In this book are: Fifteen
requiring light ness and delicacy ol touch; a middle section In K Chord Touches, with their artistic application and modifications
In chord and melody claying; the New Mason Sliding Exercises
hoc mrtrr. and ahnut Grade III in point of riifluulty for developing the flexibility of fhefingers; the Word Spelling Idea
Chords and octaves are Ireelv usrrl. The main hotly ol the march In teaching notation; the correct presentation of the Artistic Use
H In G. with a trio In C. This will prove a happy recreation piece of the Pedal; the application of the Famous Mason Touch and
Technic Touches for Musical Effects; a clear, easy, and correct
presentation to the beginner of How to Read the Bass Notes; a
•ystematlc development of the Rhythmic Sense; and a chapter on
BERWAL.D, W. Knur Compositions for the Pianoforte. the Practice of Scales and Arpeggios for Refined Artistic Effects.
BAUMKELDER, FRIEDRICH.

for the I“14110: (1) Maybclls are Ringing; (i) Joy¬

Not less than six specialists have given their experience to
this work during the past three years.
Graded so carefully and beginning so simply as to be almost a
kindergarten method.
It will take a child through the first nine months of instruction
in a most pleasing and profitable manner.
To teach from one book Is monotonous; it has become the
practice among the best teachers to change instruction books—It
gives breadth to one's knowledge, and certainly lightens the
drudgery. So give this new book a trial.

Minuetto Qrazioso.$o.ho THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. a.

Marurka Caprice.60'

No 3.

Valsette Impromptu,.60

No. 4. Romance Poctique,.40
A ret ol piano pieces which are poetic in thought and expres¬
sion The eomprner has lrni|trrammt, Nurnt idras, mill skill in
writing None .4 the set Is lechnically difficult.
BOCCHERINI, L.

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 1708 Chestnut St, Philada., Pa.

©liver IDltson Company

Four Pieces, traiucrilicd for the

pianoforte by Giuseppe Martucci.

New Easter Music

Larghetto.(4a).>0.60
Minuetto.(3c).40
Preato.(3c).65
Rondo.(4a).65

FORSTER. ALBAN.

Three Piano Pieces

I. With Flying Colours.
a. Shepherd's Song.

Op. 156,.$0.40

Op. 156,

..3

j. The Meadow Brook. Op 157,
.4
The ahove little pieces are attract ive ami healthful for the child’s
I^Sibe^wfe
W »*JHwtr«|topJay a doltesje^hth^wte^with
ha right la
SCHUMANN, OEORQ.
Op. *3.

Three Piece, for the Piano.

No... Morning.(4a).,*,40
Excellent for expresalon and for melody.
No. ». Evening.(3c).40
Foe expeesaion. looe-cofor, melody.
No. 3.

Barcarolle,.(4*).^
odic, and tone<olor stnic-

SCHILD, CARL. Three Salon Piece, for the Piano.
Op. J4 Hoffnungatriume (Dream of Hope), 50.40
Op. 55. Edelweiss (Pure as Snow)..
Op. 6a.

NEW SONGS
Fisher, William Arms
Pn
Be Comforted, Ye that Morn. (A song of
Resurrection. High voice in Air. Me¬
dium voice in F. Bass voice in 1.
Granier, Jules
Hosanna ! High voice in Dir. Medium
voice in Bi>. Low voice in G.

new anthems
Burdett, George A.
10>969- Christ has Won the Victory. For
mixed chorus without solos.
Dressier, Louis R.
10,968. Oh! Lift your Joyfill Hearts. For
Soprano and Tenor solos and quartet or
chorus, with violin obbligato.
Fisher, William Arms
10,967 O, Risen Lord! For solo quartet
and chorus, with violin obbligato.
Forbes, Clare B.
,0’a,59’ ,HallcM>! Christ is Risen. For
Alto solo and mixed chorus.
Frey, Adolf

ln«>.. ...

Complete Catalog of

E. DITSON

&

CO.

.10
.08

.10

New Cantata for Easter,

from death to life
ByJ.C. Bartlett.

Price, 50 cents.

A Lenten Cantata,

the seven last words of
CHRIST
By Theodore Dubois. Price, 75 cents
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Schumann, Robert (Arr. by Charles S. Elliot.)
10,822. Alleluia! Carol for mixed chorus. .08
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Schnecker, P. A.
IO>97>- Jesus Lives Again. For Tenor
solo, Soprano and Alto duet and mixed

new carols

Ri"« th* Joy-bells, Christis Risen
CaroLanthem for fiaritonesofo and mixed

Ihe y^Tni sXd^r wdl'hArlTfo.
lie between Grades II and 111.

Rogers, James H.
10,966. As it Began to Dawn. For Soprano
and Tenor solos and mixed chorus.
.12

Clough-Leighter, H.
lc>963. Alleluia! Alleluia! Voices In
unison.
I0i9^4- Brightly Gleams our Banner.
Voices in unison.
>0,965. Let the Merry Church Bells Ring.
Voices in unison.
Nevin, George B.
10,962. Hail Him, Lord and Leader. Pro¬
cessional carol.

Gr?oo-’cJttlH (Arr; b'V P- A- Sicker) ''
^ mixed chorus.
F°r Alt°
Bass
*oios and
Green, Vincent Elgie
I0.957. Alleluia! Christ is Risen For
mixed chorus without solos.
Hosmer, E. S.

Zum Namenafest (Birthday Qreet-

Reed, William
10,960. The Strife is O’er. For Soprano
(or Tenor) solo and mixed chorus.
. 12

Stewart, H. J.
10,956. Welcome, Happy Morning. For
Soprano solo and mixed chorus.
. 12

,0l27°‘ Christ our PasS0Ver. For Soprano
solo and mixed chorus.
‘
Gaul, Alfred R.
*0,97*. This is the Day. For mixed
chorus without solos.
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Harold Bauer on the Study of the Piano.

yet he was fresh mentally and physically: a fresh¬
ness that comes not solely through natural vigor, but
because of concentration of mind and interest in
everything he does.
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Methods and Individual Wobk.
The first thing that strikes one in a conversation
with Harold Bauer is his mental alertness and con¬
centration. Our subject, the study of the piano,
was naturally the strongest in appeal of any that
could be broached to him, but, while the method of
his expression proved that all thought
and all conditions of his life had been
brought to hear upon the one end and aim,
his mind is of fine development. More
than once the range and clarity of his ex¬
pression when he strayed from the main
theme proved his intellectuality a manysided one. His powers of observation are
especially well developed, and, combined
with the gift of reasoning out that which
he sees, he has founded his conclusions on
the soundest of logic: open-eyed experiThere is with him, judging from the
study that our association allowed, grati¬
fying absence of the didactic. He is will¬
ing to listen to what the other man has to
say, the most difficult lesson that some
find in the school of the world; but, on
the other hand, he holds firmly to his own
opinions, giving his reasons for them
frankly and honestly. But that very
frankness and honesty brings the conclu¬
sion that, should experience prove him in
the wrong, he would quite willingly ac¬
knowledge it.
The advantages of travel and experi¬
ence for broadening the mind and the
point of view were laid especial stress
upon. In this relation Mr. Bauer has
forcibly stated his opinion as to the
periority of American music-schools
foreign ones. His ideas on the stunting
of the mind by absolute devotion to the
fetich of “method” are pronounced; the
old saying that industry is better than
talent he aptly expresses in the words:
“The man who has the least advantages in
the formation of the hand is likely the one
to get over difficulties in the best way.”
In a conversation once with the eminent
painter. Professor von Herkomer, he said
to me: “A man’s art must be a reflection
of his own life; everything good and everything bad
that he does is shown in it.” Harold Bauer’s ex¬
pression of opinion was identical.
Every man must work out Ms art as well as his
life for himself. If he is receptive and has the power
.of observation, the lessons necessary to success will
be the more readily learned, for, next to sympathy,
no gift is more powerful an aid to the musician.
The best that any man can do for us is to give the
suggestion of a thought that we can work out and
apply to our own needs. In speaking on this same

theme Madame Nordica said: “H anyone has ‘gotten
there,’ the tMng is to find out how they ‘got there.’
Their method of accomplishment is well worth listen¬
ing to, and, personally, I never lose an opportunity
of trying to grasp it.”

Method was the first branch of the subject taken
up by Mr. Bauer, a branch over which so many wordy
discussions have been waged, and this is what he
said of it:
“No one has accomplished anything important by
studying only one method, for method
not calculated to develop the mind.
There is, no doubt, a tendency to getting
hold of methods and thinking of the
fingers, and of nothing else. In the study
of the mechanical side of things I have
found good results with my pupils, and I
have had many American ones, to come
from the practice of pieces and the mak¬
ing up of technical exercises to meet the
requirements of those pieces and of the
individual player. This course gives the
pupil ideas, and in a more complete way
than the taking up of method or the run
of mechanical exercises.
“The building up of exercises develops
thought. The difficulty is to find out
what it is that does not go in a piece. A
passage may be practiced over and again,
and still it does not go; some little thing
prevents, perhaps the passage of a finger.
The process has been unconscious. If once
it is realized that the process must be a
conscious one, I think a great deal of dis¬
couragement will be avoided. Think of
doing.
“I never lose sight of touch or tone—
they mean technic. I think that you can
study everything in anything.
Collateral Knowledge.

On these grounds, what Mr. Bauer has to say on
Ms art is of more than passing interest to the
teacher as well as the pianist, for he is both, though
better known in the latter capacity than in the for¬
mer. In Ms “saying” of it I was thankful for two
things: he had a box of most excellent Russian
cigarettes, and he was not fidgety,—a trait that with
many artists destroys the dignity of the best they
may have to say. The hour was late in the after¬
noon, he was to play with orchestra that night, and
he had been at the piano from early in the morning,

“It is indispensable to
pupil of the
piano to have knowledge of another in¬
strument for the broadening of Ms art.
After all, the piano is the farthest instru¬
ment away from the voice. And yet the
most brilliant pieces have some relation,
no matter how distant, to the voice.
Everyone must realize that truth sooner
or later. If there is not some underlying
suggestion of the voice, tMngs sound hard
and unsympathetic.
“It is a fine thing to possess intelligence
in the fingers, and to know that if one gets nervous
the fingers will do a certain amount of themselves.
But it is a bad tMng for intelligence to get so far
away from the head that it goes mainly to the
fingers.
“The individual conformation of the hand has
much to do with the making of a pianist, but facility
is often a dangerous tMng. People who have a great
deal of facility of the finger are inclined to have a
hard tone; they get over tMngs too easily to stop
to think of the necessity of the individual beauty
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of each lone. The m»n who has the least advantages
in the formation of the hand is likely the one to get
over difficulties in the best way.

the etude
artistic freedom.
By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG.
jp 0

Tint Kotur* or Piaho-Platuio.
“As to the future of piano playing, and whether
the prodigious demanded to-day is likely to be
surpassed by that whieh will be demanded a decade
from now, I do not feel like prophesying. If i should
say anything on the subject, it would be that we
are not unlikely to return to a greater simplicity.
No one now plays the music of Haydn or Mozart,—
which must be done without any pedal or smudging,
-and for the simple reason that everybody is afraid
of it
Character Trainino.
"The more one goes on in his art, the more the
horiaon enlarges, and the more forcibly is the ques¬
tion of discouragement apt to present itself. Any¬
body wanting to be a musician must feel that his
whole life is centered upon it, not necessarily on
technical problems.
"Extraordinary emotion is aroused by ploying in
public. A man in practicing by himself, or playing
before a few familiar friends, thinks that he has
found the way not capable of being discussed, but
universally admitted. Playing in public will give him
new ideas. I am a great believer in the public, in the
big crowd; some part of a good thing is bound to
make 1U effect upon the public. By playing in public
a student can learn, and an artist can always learn.
Study in America and Abroad.
"As to the comparative advantages of studying in
America and studying abroad, as far as 1 can say,
musical education is more comprehensive in this
country than it is anywhere else. Abroad it has de¬
generates into mere routine. At the same time,
change of atmosphere and scene is invaluable to the
music student or any student of art: to see how
people feci and work. In fact, I think that the open¬
ing out of ideas and horizons, after thorough founda¬
tion here, cannot fail to produce a result.
“In private study, concentration of thought, all
that 1 have thought of ray own process, until I have
gotten a piece cohesive and definite, may still leave
something unsolved and unsatisfactory in it. In an¬
other country some situation that represents the
spirit of that country, not in the sense of the na¬
tional, develops the lacking idea which gives to that
piece the needed point of expression.
“I hold fast to tradition in interpretation; I say
It softly, yes. I follow the beaten track because I
have the greatest respect for that which is written.
The feeling of self sacrifice and abnegation must be
so precious in order to have penetration. The in¬
terpreter is only the interpreter, he does not want to
put anything of his own in.
ISIONAl, Line.
“When a student of the piano, even after Ion|
years devoted to study, finds that he has not th
necessary qualifications or talent that would mak
It wise for him to follow it as his life-work, it wouh
be wiser and braver that he give it up and take an
other calling. It la better to place a disappointmen
behind us. no matter how bitter, than to live on
constantly facing it.
"Some witness the success of an artist and see tn
applause and the recognition of the moment, an.
think: T, too, would like to have this.' But do thestop to think what that recognition and applaud
mean! Personally speaking, I do not value th,
applause of the moment, for I know that the publi,
is an uncertain reliance; to succeed means that t<
sustain that success will be still more difficult in th.
future. To do ever better and better becomes thi
on* anxiety of an artist’, life, thst he may .ttai,
to his standards in thst art, without which his lif,
would mean little, and that he may hold {he respect
and recognition of his public."
^
William Armstboxo.

Knllak’s view.

Years ago I sat in Kullak’s
studio, a young and enthusiastic
student. One of my classmates,

from a Beethoven Sonata, and played it too fast.
Kullak remonstrated: “This is not an allegro, but an
adagio"; but no sooner had that word escaped his
lips when my classmate—who knew too much
parried Kullak’s criticism with:
“Pardon, master, it is andantel”
Like lightning the usually sweet temper of the
master changed, and in an angry tone he said:
“Well, all right. Andante or adagio. All the same!
The tempo is in the music, not in the superscription!
Can’t you feel that you play too fast?” The poor
fellow then stated at great length that he had
suited a metronome, and that from the figures re¬
corded under “andante” he had selected the exact
medium speed. Of course, that was the end. Kullak
said simply:
“I never argue with machines, and, since you believe
them more, continue your studies with them. You
may go.”
Some time after this episode
Mendelssohn
Berlioz’s books appeared on the
and Berlioz.
market, and in them I came across
an incident which I have since
found corroborated in other works.
Berlioz was spending his prescribed prix de Rome
years in Rome, when young Mendelssohn (on his
memorable Italian voyage) called on him. After the
exchange of first courtesies Berlioz left the room for
a few minutes to fetch some refreshments. Mendels¬
sohn sauntered to the piano, and finding an orchestrascore of Gluck’s “Orpheus” on the music-stand, began
to play a little. The score was opened in the middle,
so that no speed-prescription could be seen without
turning back many leaves, which Mendelssohn did not
do. But no sooner had he started when Berlioz shot
out of the other room and yelled, at the top of his
strident voice: “.1/on cher, you play that too fast;
much too fast; oh, by ten beats per minute too fast!”
The polished, well-bred Mendelssohn only shrugged
his shoulders and said, with a fine smile: “Possibly!
I never consult tempo prescriptions in works that are
wong” t0 mC

Perhai>8 thC temP° n0tation is

Later on I came to this coun¬
try, and I understand a good
many things now, hut when they
first happened they seemed de¬
cidedly funny.
One of the first pupils I had was a teacher. While
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the invariable experience after I have suc¬
what
ceeded in unrooting all these hard-and-fast prescrip¬
tions? That the girls or boys show as much common
sense (some call it talent) as the others, and that
when they learn to think their oten thoughts, consult
their own feelings, use their own judgment, they
bloom out like a flower in the sunshine and become
sensible, reasonable, and rational musicians.
CHOOSING THE TEMPO.
Supposing a piece of music were
printed without any annotation of
tempo, or it were marked—as a good
many are—tempo giusto (the right speed); is there
Note-value.

nothing in the music that would give us an indication
of the proper speed?
Let us suppose the piece was the slow- movement
from the very first sonata (op. 2, No. 1) by Beethoven,
and let us see how we can find the tempo. Say that
we see this piece for the first time and started it (by
mistake or tentatively) at the rate of about 138
eighth notes to the minute. For the first 10 measures
this would go fairly well, but in the lltli there are
two ornamental turns in close succession which are
impossible, or requiring an extraordinary technic, to
be played in this tempo; not to speak of it that they
are occurring in a song-like, melodic strain where no
ornament should be made quicker than the human
voice can make it, because in the rendition of all
melodies the peculiarities of the human voice should
be the guiding element. However, let us suppose that
a man without musical feeling, but with a huge tech¬
nic,—say, Rosenthal’s,—was doing the playing, and
that these two little ornaments caused him no diffi¬
culty, from the 23d to the 26th measure, and further
on he would, nevertheless, find hiinself in pretty hot
water. It would then occur to him to try—again
only as an experiment—a slower tempo. By this
time, however, at the second leading things will not
look quite so new. The memory helps him in reading
now, and, being thus partly relieved of the strain of
quick sight, his eyes will look deeper for the fitness
ot things.
Some people measure the tempo
of a piece by the speed in which
they can play the notes of smallest
time-value, and if our player con¬
sulted only this plebeian principle he should come
rather near the right tempo in this piece. But, then,
there are andantes and adagios in which no thirtysecond or sixty-fourth notes occur. There he will
have to look for the character of the subjects (song¬
like, or martial, or odd, or grotesque) and for their
handling by the composer. If, at the end of this
movement of which I speak, the alternating staccato
and legato scale-runs in pianissimo execution (fol¬
lowed by a melodic strain of two measures of which
the last is repeated, and repeated staccato again) <f°
not give him the right tempo; if, I say, after all this
he still needs to be told by a metronome or person
what the tempo should be, I am much afraid that the
tempo will be all that is right in his playing.
We know that in the sonata form the composer
selects his two subjects with a view to contrast; in
most cases it is the first which is more impassioned,
while the second presents a calmer mood. Sometimes
the order is reversed, however; as, for instance, in
■Beethoven’s Op. 14, No. 2, and (to my mind) in Op.
22; but the contrast is always present, and these
contrasting themes do simply not admit of the same
speed for both. So there must be a change of tempo,
and yet such a change was never indicated by Bcethoien! It is the achievement of modern times that
we are no longer governed by a mere technical term,
nt look into things with line analysis; that we spy
out the (perhaps unconscious) train of the composer’s
thoughts; that—in one word—we interpret his musio
instead of grinding it out according to the letter.
Character of
the subjects.

THE
I do not wish to intrude with
Real force of
any humble creative efforts into
certain terms.
the illustrious company of great
masters, but if I ever felt a true
kinship with a great composer it was in the atrocious
tempo prescriptions which, for instance, Schumann
has mostly put over his pieces. Alas, that it was only
in such sins that our kinship consisted!
But hold! Are these sins really so bad? Are such
words as grave, largo, adagio, andante, allegro, and
presto really designations of speed? Let us see.
Grave means gravely, momentous, weighty—remember
the word: gravity—and that has a far stronger bear¬
ing upon the character and mood of the piece than
upon its speed; it is an appeal to our imagination,
not to our technic. The same holds good for largo,
which means broad, ample, extended, expansive. Ada¬
gio (recte: ad agio) means in English, at leisure, delib¬
erately, which refers to speed only circuitously, but
very directly to the state of mind or mood. Andante
means either going or walking, the Italian language
using the same word for both meanings. Now, it can
surely not refer to the speed of a walk, for people’s
legs are of different lengths; it must be the quiet mood
of a ‘let’s take a walk,” of a stroll, saunter, that the
term refers. And how people can take allegro (cheer¬
ful) for anything but a mood description is an un¬
fathomable mystery to me. Presto, too, which means
hastily, does not refer to speed so much as to the
mental state.
It might be said that by usage—the great AngloSaxon excuse for philologic violence—these words are
accepted as speed-marks, to whieh I should reply by
asking serenely: “By whomf” Surely by no one that
knows better! Why should Beethoven remark over
one of his Bagatelles “Con una ccrta espressione
parlante” (with a certain speaking expression) ? Why
all the thousands of additional remarks if allegro
or andante were definite terms?
There are many other considOther
erations which must influence the
considerations.
tempo, considerations reaching
into physiology, acoustics, and
psychology; but they should require the space ot a
volume (which I may publish some day). Suffice it
here to say that the size of the hall, the size of the
apparatus (orchestra, piano, or both; or two pianos;
or trio, quartet, etc.), the quality of the instrument,
the “fowe” of the singer or player (timbre or touch)
have much to do with it.
Tempo is as much an individual matter as every
other item of conception; in fact, the selection of
tempo is one of the tests of a good orchestral con¬
ductor. Moreover, it is often—as, for instance, in the
present manner of Wagner interpretation—a matter
of artistic tendency of the times. Let us look for a
moment at the markings of force.
NUANCES.
In the 10th measure of the
same adagio of which I spoke
before, there is an sf. Does it
mean that the charming ascent to the upper C in the
midst of a piano melody should be a shrill yell? or
any attention claiming degree of sudden emphasis?
Can it mean more than a hint to the player’s eye
gently to raise his voice? Yet the same sign may in
some other piece mean that very yell which should
so offend us here. Schumann’s “Traumerei” contains
no dynamic signs except a p at the start and another
p at the end. Does this mean that the entire won¬
derful little gem should be played without any varia¬
tion of force? If so, why did he put another p at the
end? He probably felt the necessity to indicate that
the end should be soft again, no matter to what emo¬
tional climax the player might have risen during the
piece. But where thi3 climax should be he sayeth not,
either because he trusted to the player’s sense of pro¬
priety or because he did not exactly know. And as
to this climax, if it were not thus tacitly admitted by
Schumann, but indicated oy an f or If, could it really
have meant: as strong as possible? Should not a
real, conventional ff have fallen out of the frame of
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this little miniature picture? We can surely not go
through the whole gamut of force degrees in every
piece; we cannot give everything everywhere! The
size of the piece, its general character, its gait,—in
short, the whole context must be considered in select¬
ing the degree of importance we attribute to such
dynamic signs.
As to slurs, staccato-dots, I dare
Other signs.
not venture upon that ground for
there, indeed, is ambiguity rampant!
Now, the reader may ask: Do you mean that tempomarks, dynamic signs, phrasing slurs, etc., are super¬
fluous? That we need not teach their meaning any
longer to our pupils? That every little chit of a boy
or girl should henceforth follow his or her own no¬
tions? No, far from it.
But in answer to the first question I must and will
say that to some people tempo and other annotations
are almost superfluous, and that the others should
be taught that all these signs are to be taken in a
far more general way.
To the second question I reply that we should teach
our pupils the truth, and not errors, however much
they may be sanctified by tradition, that most un¬
scrupulous and indolent of historians. We should tell
them, for instance, that allegro means cheerful, and
not quick; we should address the better nature in our
pupils instead of cramming their memory with hard
and fast rules and single, only, and unalterable mean¬
ings. We should teach them to feel the right tempo,
the right force, the right phrasing, instead of drilling
them into these things in parrot fashion.
And to the last question I respond: “Sure!” So long
as I find that my pupils have a definite idea of tempo,
dynamics, phrasing, or the like, I never interfere. I
let them go on until one of two things happens: either
they find by fatigue that they started too fast, or I
argue and debate the matter with them as earnestly
as if I were dealing with a great artist. This, of
course, applies to pupils who work; the others re¬
quire the teacher’s suasion, severity, or otherwise, as
the ease may be.
There is too much cant in musicPliancy,
teaching. The amount of strictly
not rigidity.
musical knowledge which can be im¬
parted is, after all, very small, and
when that is told, ah! then the teacher begins to
show not so much what he knows, as what he is.
His personal qualities reveal themselves in his teach¬
ing. Music in, itself can have neither a refining nor
a brutalizing influence; but such an influence can be
derived from it by the way we are led to understand
it; and to lead our trustful pupils into the sanctuary
of a great man’s soul and mind through the portal
of his works we can surely take no more foolish road
than to insist upon a rigid, inflexible meaning of
terms which our wiser forefathers have purposely
chosen from among the most pliant, flexible, and even
vague words in human language.

Dynamic signs.

MUSICAL APPRECIATION.
BY ARTHUR ELSON.
There can be no doubt that the intelligent enjoy¬
ment of music is one of the greatest pleasures given
to man. Unfortunately, it is just as true that the
ordinary public is less fitted for this enjoyment in
our country than in any other civilized nation. The
excuses are not hard to find; we are a new and young
world, have only recently turned our attention to the
art, and are made up of too many different races to
have any national standard at present. But with all
the excuses, the fact remains: What shall be our
remedies?
In other arts the general public is content to follow
the lead of intelligent and enlightened men. Stand¬
ards of literature are taught in our schools, and
painting and sculpture are shown in our museums.
In music, however, each one is a law unto himself, and
is satisfied to enjoy, without study, the first thing
that may tickle his ears.

The prime requisite to develop a
Much hearing
wide-spread appreciation of music
of good music.
is the continued hearing of it. This
may not be possible in every case,
but, if each home in a community were to devote a
certain time to the performance and hearing of good
music, we should soon find the children growing into
a generation of embryo musicians. Other nations
have their folk-tunes, which arouse responsive feelings
in the breasts of all who grow up in such an atmos¬
phere. If we have no definite folk-songs, we can at
least adopt something that will serve in their place.
Here at the outset, then, the task of the musical
expert may commence: By arranging courses of study
for children, whether in schools or in their family life,
he may direct their taste into proper channels at the
outset. Such courses could be made up of works by
the very best masters, and would form the basis for
still more valuable education in the future.
Composers themselves grow, as their biographies
show us, by broad study and a hearing of new works
and styles. The student of musical history can read¬
ily follow the development of the art, and see that
the leaders in each age have to master the works of
the preceding one before advancing into new paths.
Beethoven’s early symphonies were modeled on those
of Haydn. Wagner, in his youth, admired the vocal
arias of Auber and Bellini, and only after repeated
hearing of them did the future composer of “Die
Meistersinger” become convinced that there was no
depth under their fluency. Modern Italy has been led
into a harmonic style by hearing the music of Ger¬
many, and Richard Strauss, at first an imitator of
Brahms, is at present floundering in the depths of
musical impressionism because he studied Wagner’s
music-dramas. What might we not hope for our
children, if they were trained on a well-selected
course of simple, but worthy, songs, instead of being
left to the tender mercies of “Annie Rooney” or “A
Hot Time in the Old Town To-night”?
At a later stage the teacher
may well -lead his flock by easy
steps from the simple to the
complex. Here the sheep would
probably have to be separated from the goats; those
endowed with a natural taste for music would be
ready at once to take up earnest study, while the
many unfortunates not gifted with harmonic percep¬
tion would have to go at a slower pace. Yet still
the progress should be in the right direction. Whether
the general taste is educated by children’s concerts,
or class study, or voluntary club work, or individual
teaching, the music should be so selected that the
hearer will be led to higher and higher standards.
Leading to
higher standards.

The teaching of the laws of music, in addition to its performance,
would also be a fruitful method of
educating public taste. Instead of romantic and
highly-colored fables, such as the story of Beethoven
sitting at the piano, with tne moonlight streaming
in, and improvising his sonata, opus 27, No. 2, why
not give the pupil some idea of the principles of form
and contrast that underlie all good music? “Archi¬
tecture is frozen music,” said Schlegel to Madame de
Sta6l; and, if every pupil cannot be led to appreciate
the full glory of fugue or sonata or symphony, he
may at least be given an idea of what form is, and
what beauties are to be found in the interweaving of
musical figures. Then, and only then, would the stu¬
dent be ready for the many educational lectures and
concerts that may now be heard in our large cities.
We cannot all become great American composers,
nor can America hope to equal Europe at once in
musical cultivation. But with a standard course of
worthy music for the training of children in home and
school, a well-graded progress from this to more am¬
bitious standards (by the aid, perhaps, of local studyclubs under efficient direction), and more general in¬
struction in the principles that govern the art of mu¬
sic, we could feel reasonably sure that each succeeding
generation would show a notable advance in the ap¬
preciation of good music.
Serions study.
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outcome: the elaboration and large harmonic web

COMPARATIVE COMPOSITION.

“Ijet every bird ring it* own note” says the old
proverb. And in »o far a* a composer, after experi¬
menting with various mediums and styles, finds and
develops his own strain, he is accomplishing his mis¬
sion and singing his distinctive note.
For the student, surely there is nothing that gives
such esthetic delight as the comparative study of the
characteristic tyjtes of utterance of different com¬
posers and schools. Beginning with the absorption
and imitution of the models at hand, each composer
fathoms those possibilities of utterance that appeal
to his own genius, and that process suggests further
possibilities that only genius can foresee and at¬
tempt. Vet, after finding his individual note and
style, how often the composer degenerates into man¬
nerisms even if not to the garrulity of old agel
This leads us to infer that, if our progress is to
be sound, we must take the typical and best of each
great genius and compare them with those of his
predecessors and with those of his followers. That
ia the only way in which we can be certain to get rid
of the mannerisms and excrescences that contribute
nothing to the progress of art. Bismarck in the
early part of his career made an exhaustive study of
the history of England, and in that way learned the
wisdom of certain permanent policies and principles
and the folly of others.
Here the critic should help us. “It is not the eye
for faults, but beauties, that constitutes the real
critic.'’ That phase or principle that is enduring and
safely progressive is what we should conserve and
cherish. For it is the true art-substance.
Unfortunately, in assigning material to the stu¬
dent, we are liable to be governed by considerations
of technical progress. The selections we make are
often a jumble of styles that have no relevancy and
"'•ggest no more logical sequence than a crazy-quilt.
If «e take up a bit of literature and read a few
sentences, we have some general notion of the age
and style to which it belongs. But what point of
development or what era does a Handel “Allemande”
present to the avenge student! If he is not able
to gather the composer's intention from the look of
the ntu-ic, how dare we expect him to interpret it
With It* deoreut phrases, its imitation and response
between the participants in the dialogue?
It would lie a liberal
education to most students
to have them see and hear
how a simple short melodv
" treated by Haydn, then one by Mozart, then
Beethoven, ami then Uszt. In making such a comperson It would be helpful to confine the attention
o one factor at a time. For example, we would be
How to Study

Compositions.
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melodies tWmMve* How simple and fluent the
early ones, and hew broad and tense the later!
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his melodies. \\,th ,he*o contrast the moderns, who
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frequency „f organ point*, long tied notes. Tie i„
tricate labyrinths on°f,:n
the page.

inT0>™* nnd in¬

in the work of Brflhms.
From the emotional stand-point such a birds-eye
view of styles and treatments will show how the
development begins with the expression of the
simpler and more unaffected emotions and leads
gradually to the more tense and complex states. Ine
pure, isolated, emotional state seems r: e now, and
moderns prefer to picture a dominant emotion a
touched and colored by the interplay of other less
obtrusive feelings.
Certain it is that we cannot have that accurate
estimate of the virtues and proportional importance
of any style, which is necessary for its right inter¬
pretation, without knowing its relative value in the
development of the art of musical expression.

THE ONE THING NEEDFUL.
BT JOHN TOWERS.
Apart from all besides, there is one thing abso¬
lutely essential to success in music, and, indeed, every¬
thing else, and that is perseverance first, perseverance
second, and perseverance all the time! It is exactly
the want of this first and last essential which is
responsible for so much failure all the world over.
There have, it is true, been a few instances where
men and women, practically without it, have carved
for themselves a niche in the temple of fame, but they
are the rare exceptions only proving the rule. Study
the lives of the greatest in all callings, and it will
readily be seen that, with the aforesaid notable ex¬
ceptions, tliey have not been satisfied with the gifts
with which Heaven had endowed them, hut have been
content to toil, labor, and burn the midnight oil in
order to supplement these gifts with their own un¬
ceasing and untiring efforts.
As typical of the rest, look at Bach after his stu¬
pendous powers as an organist had become widely
known, making long, toilsome, and even dangerous
journeys, mostly afoot, to hear, and profit by, the
playing of others more noted than himself; at Handel,
when a master on the same glorious instrument, being’
content to drudge along on the old organ at Halle,
for years, to further improve himself; at Haydn work¬
ing sixteen hours a day in his miserable attic, often
«ithout fire, food, or clothing, to gain that mastery
over the con.plextt.es of orchestral writing which, sub
sequentty, placed him among the immortals; at Mo^art after haying fairly gained a world-wide reputato
COmP°Ser’ Cheerfu,1y submitting
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creative originality, the answer can be none other
than that there is far too much hurry and scramble
to push into prominence. Artists want to run, in
fact, in our time, before they can even decently walk.
Many of them think that if they can succeed in gain¬
ing the good-will and praise of a few well-meaning,
hut utterly misguided, friends, they must, forthwith,
not only bud and blossom, but thrust their supposed
artistic fruition upon the public. By so doing they,
unknowingly mayhap, but none the less surely,
“rush in where angels fear to tread,” and pay the
penalty: total failure or a lapsing into a condition
of mediocrity, or a harmless, but none the less melan¬
choly, state of nonentity. It would, indeed, be well
for them, and for others, maybe, yet to come, if,
before challenging public opinion, they would medi¬
tate well on the fact that even the very greatest
artists have been content to study, toil, try, try, and
try again, to bide their time, and to take well to
their hearts the fact that the subtle and complicated
art of music demands, not months, but years of seri¬
ous and close study and application before its mys¬
teries are even partially understood and mastered.
There will be but little hope for musical art in this
country until the government steps in and provides a
truly national conservatory, and interdicts anyone
and everyone from undertaking the teaching of others
unless they themselves have gone through a thorough
and systematic course of study, and have been duly
examined, and have received the qualifying stamp
which a governmental institution alone should have
the power to confer. Hi-qualified teachers, in any
case, produce but indifferent pupils; and for this
reason, if for no other, the sooner they are restrained
by law from practicing that for which they have no
qualification worthy of mention, the better it will be
for all concerned, not even themselves excepted.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF RHYTHM.
BY HERBERT ANTCLIFFE.
With the majority of composers of to-day there
seem to be two tendencies. These are easily seen
by reference to the many new works produced almost
daily. The one is to overestimate and the other to
underestimate the virtue of clearly-defined rhythm.
The two classes most affected by these tendencies
comprise mainly, though not exclusively, amateurs.
The first of these classes is made up of a very large
number of people who are musicians almost uncon¬
sciously, and because “they cannot help it”; who
put their small ideas down on paper for the grati¬
fication of themselves and their own personal friends.
The other consists of those who, being to some ex¬
tent trained and constantly hearing elaborate works
by modern masters, get the idea that, because these
composers—strong in their training in the old and
new schools, and independent in tl.eir own genius—
can write in elaborate and intricate rhythms which
require almost a special training to appreciate, and
can combine several such rhythms, short regular
meters and simple expressions of melody are of little
consequence, if not despicable.
But there is a class which, although it is not a
very large one, must make its influence felt, who
a."e ne>ther of these views. It consists of thorough¬
going, earnest musicians, many of them workingmen,
*0 *aIc® ,ife antl art seriously and cannot stand
nvo lty in either; who will have the best of everymg they can get, though they may not get much,
■s is the class which we have to depend upon for
s eady, middle course. And, with a progressive
conservatism in this subject as in others, we may
P?f

t [e ,nfluenee of this class to leave its mark

the ft r
future times when the effect of
for °tfer t"° classe8 *s lost and their works entirely
infh° Gn ^nd al°I,g8*<le this will still remain the
Uen'e of those whose works survive from early
hav”* .ePaUse °1 their innate art, and who would
tufi6 it j6d their e>,es an(l hearts to heaven in gratij p6 ,
possessed such a blessing as a wellne consciousness of rhythm.—Musical Opinion.

TflE
MUSICAL PIONEERS.
BY ARTHUR O. ANDERSEN.
In the paper, “The Higher Duty of Teaching,” pub¬
lished in The Etude for November, 1901, we spoke of
the teacher and the student; we now take leave of
the teacher, and assume that the pupil, or beginner,
as we shall call him hereafter, is fully prepared to
realize technically whatever talents he may happen
to possess. Now the school-days are over, and the
musicianship of life is begun in real earnest.
We have arrived at the period where technical per¬
fection is understood and expected, and where a
musical gratification is only brought about by thor¬
ough originality and great depth of feeling. The
senses are no longer content with sweet and flowing
rhythm, and true satisfaction is only found in the
higher and greater achievements of the soul. The
undue sensitiveness of the conscience and its hope¬
less bewilderment is undergoing a gradual retirement,
and in its place, so reluctantly and slowly deserted,
springs a newer and freer musical life. The beginner
has to be broad-minded enough to accept these pro¬
gressions with all loyalty due to the past masters.
He must he able to distinguish the person from the
echo. Accusations of plagiarism wiH, of course, be
charged, but the modern tendencies and their effects
on the minds of the people go to show that the
ability to distinguish new colors in music is proof of
the acceptance of fresh ideals.
Certain critics and conservative musicians impede
the progress of the freer and more impressionistic
school of thought, and in so doing retard rapid de¬
velopment. This will eventually right itself, hut in
the meanwhile the struggle for existence is the
necessary condition that ultimately causes the sur¬
vival of the fittest. This reactionary element often
reduces the beginner to other means of gaining a
livelihood in less ambitious sources of musicianship.
His success must he bought at the sacrifice of many
hardships, but to the true musician these trials are
invaluable. A number of musicians of to-day have
been dependent upon extraneous sources for sus¬
tenance, and only the few are successful.
A great detriment, often causing premature failure,
is the inability to accept success in the right light.
This is a great drawback to the progress of the be¬
ginner ; and, too, very often attentions of wellmeaning, but incautious, people have ruined many a
promising career. The opposite tendency, that of
non-recognition, curiously enough, has the opposite
effect, and in nearly every case this apparent evil has
been the direct cause of success, more than any
praise that could have been offered.
We wiH consider that, to a certain extent, the be¬
ginner is aware of these conditions through the ac¬
quaintance of his fellow-students, his teachers, and
the experiences of others with whom he has come in
contact. He has scoffed at the rhymers and the in¬
evitable protigi, and duly criticized the untiring
efforts of the gentle, well-bred, but fallible composers.
When he has lived out these little artistic surprises
and enjoyments, and has thoroughly realized the
sense of having been one of the well-informed strug¬
gles, his isolation begins and he is left to deal with
the materials and resources of his own nature. If
these he deep, and glowing with the independence of
decided power, how the world of action will open
to him and how the fruits of his inner life will ripen
in the sunlight and force of his increasing selfhood!
Then, and only then, will he find the possibilities of
his own being entirely apart from all traditional
ideals, and, in a word, in the' fullest preparation for
the projection of his genius.
The world is now looking for new progressions in
musical composition; the imitators are losing their
foothold, and the new architects are rearing for us
a new structure, not built on the old lines and con¬
ventions, yet containing all that the old lacked. It
is true that these new structural outlines are yet
dim, and perhaps have very little indication of the
beauty of their purpose, especially to those engrossed
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entirely in the older temples of music. The pioneers
are making clear the road for the musical era of the
new century, and with Walt Whitman sing:
“These are of us, they are with us.
All for primal needed work, while the followers there
in embryo wait behind;
We to-day’s procession heading, we the route for
travel clearing.
Pioneers! 0 Pioneers!”

THE REFLEX OF PLAYING UPON
EXECUTION.
BY EDWARD HAT.E, A.M.
I once heard Mr. Apthorp say that, of the great
pianists, von Biilow alone had spent protracted labor
upon his technic; the others had reached soloist ma¬
turity in a very few years. Thinking about this, I
ran over in my mind the history of musicians I have
known, and was surprised to find how many of them
dodged in some way the weight of the technical prob¬
lem. Such as were blessed with superior gifts were
accounted for; but there were others who quite un¬
expectedly blossomed out into reaUy fine players;
not by dint of surpassing diligence either, for some of
them were never systematic or industrious in their
work. There was one in particular who from the first
was exceedingly wayward in his habit of study; his
mind was not alert and his hand was reaUy very
bad; he practiced never faithfully, and studied not
at all. Yet he distanced all immediate competitors
and won a reputation as a concert pianist.
The reverse of the picture is not less remarkable.
There was the multitude of students who bent good,
even superior gifts and unstinted industry to the
task and never really gamed a hearing. One of them
only the other day I heard complain bitterly of his
student experience. He was taught according to the
theory that the first task of the pupil is to achieve
a technic. Every other consideration was postponed.
“I never really played anything. I was held so
close and persistently to the grindstone of finger
exercises and etudes that I never reached the point
where I could reap any of the legitimate results of
my hard work. I would have made a player; I had
the industry and the temperament. I am simply
another victim sacrificed on the altar of medieval
perversity in teaching.”
Now the most obvious explanation of these things
is that in one case energy was wisely directed, and
in the other, not. I think it is the true explanation.
The particular individual first referred to above al¬
most from the very first had something to play. He
got possession of a repertoire and kept it. Perhaps
he did not master more than a single sonata, but
that was an available one, and he could really do it.
As he went on he picked his pieces and got them in
hand, and in spite of his waywardness in study im¬
proved his treatment of them until he made a name
as an effective player.
On the other hand, those others saw the technical
problem large and devoted themselves to it with
endless perseverance, evidently expecting that its
mastery would secure them a vantage-ground where
all the other elements of their coveted accomplish¬
ment would be easy and certain. They never appre¬
ciated the value of bringing things immediately to
finished performance.
There is here an instructive, nay, an authoritative,
lesson to be learned from nature. In the long process
of evolution numberless forms intervened between
lowest and highest, but each of these reached per¬
fection in its own kind. In us, who are a part of
nature, that same deep principle obtains, and we
must learn how to apply it in every activity of our
lives. The iUustrations are numberless, but we need
not go beyond the one now in hand. The teaching of
the object-lessons given above, backed up as it is by
that of nature, is that the immediate application of
means to ends is the true secret of achievement.
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There is such a thing as squandering time in the
pursuit of an “abstract” technic which wisely and
economically applied would result in a conspicuous
success. The purpose in view of the piano-student is
to play. Let him then immediately become, in his
own measure, a player, and so gain the most whole
some and stimulating reaction to be had upon his
daily study. Let him at once put to use what tech
nic he has, and extract from it the utmost practical
advantage. And the moment he is thus actually
launched upon his proper career he will find most
practical use for all the hours of his daily practice.
The pressing problems of his expanding repertoire
will leave him no time to hunt the ignis fatitus of
an “abstract” execution.

DISCIPLINE OF THE THUMB.
RY J. S. VAN CLEVE.
All the mechanical and all fine arts rest upon
the placing of the thumb at an angle of ninety de¬
grees to the other fingers. When the beginner tries
to manipulate the keyboard of the piano, there is a
constant sense of awkwardness and stiffness in the
big, thick-bodied thumb which causes no end of vexa¬
tion and tedious labor. Well, do not fret; this
thumb is your salvation. This awkward, big finger,
which stands out stubbornly by itself and antago¬
nizes all the other quiet, timid, sociable fingers, is
one of the things that makes you better than a
chimpanzee. As a significant test of the value of this
thumb-position, place the upper corner of it success¬
ively against the tip of each of the other fingers.
Then, you will see that the saw, the pen, the sword,
the needle, and all the implements of labor, big and
little, would be unusable were it not for this adjust¬
ment of the thumb.
To the musician, and certainly to the pianist, this
fact in the anatomy of the human body is quite as
important as to any other worker. The culture of
the thumb when you look into it thoroughly will
appear to you to be half the art of playing. It was
the radical innovation of using the thumb that con¬
stituted a striking feature of the influence of Bach.
The first thing that strikes us when we try to play
a five-finger exercise is the unlikeness of the fingers.
The thumb is at once lethargic and strong, disobedi¬
ent and weak; the second finger is so loose that it can
scarcely be held in harness by constant watchfulness;
the thick third finger has a strong, secret affinity
with the thumb, and yet is bound by his central posi¬
tion; the dreadful fourth finger, the ring-finger, is so
strapped down, so feeble, so lazy and easily exhausted
that it takes either a surgical operation or hours of
study to arouse it; and the little finger is so free
on the outposts of the hand, and so flexible, that it
frisks about in the most vexatious manner. But the
thumb is the shepherd of this little flock, the captain
of the band. A hint or two as to training it will be
in place:
First, set your fingers in the normal five-key posi¬
tion ; then, while resting the tips of the fingers upon
the keys just enough to steady the hand, but not
enough to press down the keys, let the thumb touch
C, then F, ten, twenty, fifty times, till it is warm,
and a little weary. Second, now do the same from F
to C above, then from C to C, with the hand in the
octave extension as if to strike the common chord
of C, in four notes. Third, depress the key with the
thumb, but so slowly as not to strike the hammer
against the wire; that is, move the key, but make no
sound. I once had a teacher who was with Chopin
for two seasons, and he told me that Chopin much ap¬
proved of this clinging, slow depression of the keys.
Fourth, do these same things with the thumb, but
now make the sound. During all these evolutions of
the thumb hold the other fingers over their keys, but
absolutely quiescent.
Fifth, play the scale of
C-major, and at each joining, E-F, and B-C, repeat
the notes twice, thrice, four times. This will give
that liquid ease to scales, that equality, as of a ror
of pearls, always so greatly admired.
/
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A PRIME NECESSITY IN MUSICEDUCATION.
nr priK Y oorrscmus, mus. doo.
Wni »<» many thing* are to be Je.ired for the
music life of our country—• truer and more general
appreciation of the art, not only of it* external
beauties, but of iu inner power, it* *cn*itive spirit,
ami the marvel of it* delicate and complex organism;
further, greater efficiency on the part of it* teacher*,
belter »y*tem of education, and (perhaps) more enthuaiaam and a purer artistic ambition in its stu¬
dents where not only these broader conditions, but
a multitude of minor detail* connected with each one
of them, seem desirable, it is, indeed, difficult to
single out any one wish, and center one’s hopes and
effort* upon it. It is unjustifiable, almost absurd, to
point to any “one thing needful” where real needs
and desire* are so numerous as in the mimical prac¬
tice* of the day.
But, adopting the doctrine of the
Tralatag of
earnest-minded physician who bethe young.
lievra that no evil or disease can
be successfully fought upon the sur¬
face. bnt must be eradicated by a slower process at
the fountain head of the disorder, and that healthy
growth can be promoted only by preparing a thor¬
oughly wholesome soil about Its roots, I should—if
some good fairy promised to grant me but one single
desire—plead for a more uni renal and careful mu
ileal training of Ike young.
What the music-life of the next generation is to
be depend* wholly upon the quality and extent of
the musical education of those who are now children;
for what they shall give to the world will be, mani¬
festly. the fruits of what is implanted in their
nature and habit* now.
Therefore 1 wish, most earnestly, that the child
should writer be taught those things that prepare
for a more genuine and efficient practice of music
(if be be destined to an active life in the art), or
for a more intelligent and complete appreciation (if
he rests with the multitude of music-lovers).
I winh that the rudiments of
music might be imparted to the
child hand in hand with the learning of the alphabet and other
rudiments of speech (thoughtexpression) and mathematics, so
that he shall be able to rend music
ju»t as early, ami fait a» fluently and Intelligently a*
k* reed* Am boohs.
Ami by the rudimenU 1 mean, not merely the
note*, their names, and their places on the'staff,
but the tones—the sound, the living voice, of these
note*. If possible (and it ha* been found possible),
the child should learn their absolute pitch, in order
that each not*, each sign used to indicate a tone,
will invariably and instantly mean to him exactly
that particular sound, or pitch, and no other; just
as each alphabetic character has its definite funda¬
mental sound, each numeral it* characteristic value
according to its shape. But. vastly more important
than this, the child should learn the seven distinctive
sound, of the tone, which form the major scaleeach a* an individual member of the group of tone,
Rudiments of
music hand la
hand with the
rudiments of

}•*
often indicated
(and I think wisely) by the syllable, do, re, mi and
so forth.
Music a system of
tone-relations.

Thia, in itself, comes very
eloa*. indeed, to my concep
tlon of lhc „on# thing

ful"; for ail musk, as far as
it may be made an object of study and education,
b nothing more or 1cm than a system of tone relations. as .11 mathematic, is . system of num(ri
proportions; and the basis, the original prime table
of the entire elaborate system, is the cluster of rela
tion. between each tone (or step) „f the scale anH
art, ml —

cially to the child; and they are the actual points
of departure from which all the higher signi
the musical product (even in its most finished poetic
or emotional sense) can be apprehended.
Give the child such a grasp as
this upon the spirit of music, and
all the rest must follow as a mat¬
ter of course, in proportion to ms
individual capacity, the width of his horizon. And
why not? It can be done, if the work is begun
early, prosecuted rationally, and persisted in to the
same extent and with the same earnestness as is
found necessary in the teaching of common-school
branches; hence the reference of my fervent wish to
the early training of the child, and its implied refer¬
ence also to the teacher’s adequate preparation for
Preparation of
the teachers.

this work.
Every teacher who indulges in the vision of pupils
who can read music “like a book,” and with at least
as complete a comprehension of its contents, join in
this wish, assuredly. Therefore, if their budget of
“Resolutions” for 1902 can be so apportioned as to
include one more earnest purpose, let it be a deter¬
mination to further, by every available means, the
thorough and wholesome early musical discipline of
the children within the reach of their influence.

RELATION OF THE TEACHER TOWARD
THE PUPIL.

There are all kinds of people, teachers and pupils
in this world. Some we rub against, some we smil
upon, upon others we frown. Why? Impossible t
answer this query correctly. There may be persona
reasons, psychological reasons, or circumstances ove
which we have no control that prejudice us, or pre
possess us one toward another. The teacher canno
feel the same toward every pupil; the chords of sym
pathy are so attuned that we are unconsciously in
fluenced, and many times faults, or errors, over
looked in one, will meet with stern reproof in an
other. Now, the standard of excellence may no
have been knowingly lowered in such cases, but th
attitude of the teacher has been so changed that i
has perceptibly affected the standard. The emotion
form a barometer very easily affected, with or with
out reason, and not altogether a safe guide.
beulen'otn
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SIGHT-READING.
BY CARL HOFFMAN.
To THE physicist music suggests sound-phenomena
in tones. To the creative musician, however, it signifies tones in certain relationships wrought into the
structure of music. The performer recreates these
relations in giving them audible presentation. This
is his one and only task. All methods of analysis
and all problems of pedagogy in this department con¬
verge upon the truth here intimated. The teacher
or the student of music whose thought-perception is
limited to mere processions of tone will probably
attain results parallel with the reader whose single
aim is to pronounce his words correctly. Within
these “husks” of sound lies the succulent “grain”
of ideal relations which the inspired artist vitalizes
by diversified inflection and modulation in conformity
with their content.
From the outset of keyboard-study the pupil
should be assisted to perceive these relations as they
come before him. How this is to be done is not
material here. The end is given, for which the
teacher is to supply the means. Experience shows
that by wise study of each pupil’s mind this ob¬
jective can, in most cases, be most happily attained
From all this it is perfectly inferable that study
in memorizing should follow along the same lines:
fixing first most carefully the mental image of the
shorter relationships of phrase and motive; then
building these synthetically into the larger rela¬
tionships included in the studied work. Here, as in
all practice, slow trials and repetitions are essential
clearly to fix the involved tone, note, and motor
relations that these may unite to form a well-defined
concept when memorized.
In the application of this principle to sight-reading
there are certain obstacles, or rather existing
obstacles become more pronounced. The reader of
large experience and matured scholarship naturally
senses the thought-totals of music, as does the liter¬
ary man his magazine articles. But the would-be
sight-reader steps ordinarily from note to note, or,
if more experienced, from measure to measure,
usually overlooking the phrase-entities as definite
steps in his progress. I knew a professional violinist,
teacher, and composer who, at repetitions of difficult
passages, insisted upon starting with the first note
of the measure, although it had no direct relation
at all with the passage in question.
In certain particulars there are unfortunate dis¬
crepancies between the thing written and the thing
heard which, oftener than not, breed misconceptions.
According to the popular view, bar-lines mark the
divisions of a work; hence the term “measures.”
But this written measure is not the real or audible
measure at all. The reader, in fact, must conceive
the bar-line as a sign of separation bet ween, the two
contrasting unaccented and accented parts of a
measure-relation respectively, as the upright of the
weather-vane divides the shaft of the arrow-indi¬
cator from its head.
Again, the legato curve-signs are liable to mislead
the reader into the belief that in following them
he is truly phrasing; whereas they have no place
in phrase-defining at all. In fine, to base sightreading percepts upon the apparent entities of the
written measure and the legato-curve is even more
dangerously false than to follow the “note-by-note
plan of reading, since the latter is less likely to cover
np and smother the underlying tone-relations.
Notwithstanding these obstacles and the fact tbs
real “phrased” editions of music are not yet ^
versal, it is nevertheless obligatory that all practice
and work in sight-reading and memorizing sho
travel along the line of phrase-concepts, with them
inferable and indispensable dynamic and agogic sha
ings. Meanwhile let us wait to hail the day when »
progress-staying conservatism will no longer °PP°f|
an adequate system for clearly and unmistakably
indicating to the striving student the relations enter
ing into musical discourse.

PLAIN TALKS ON MATTERS MUSICAL.
BY EDWARD B. PERRY.
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the work being studied grow together, so killing two
birds with one proverbial stone.
Technical control of any work ripens with its age.
Kullak used to say: “Study a thing once for your¬
self, twice for your friends, three times for the public.”

VU.
The Mental Element.

PREPARATION OF CONCERT-PROGRAMS.
Assuming that one has selected the numbers for
a well-diversified program, compositions which he is
capable of playing well, and in which he is interested,
—for, if he is not interested in them, be sure that his
audience will not be,—there are three important and
distinct elements which must go to make up a really
artistic performance of them, viz.: the physical, the
mental, and the emotional.
The Physical Element in Music.
First to consider, in point of time, though not of
importance, is the physical, generally covered by what
we know as technic in its broadest sense.
Bach is said to have reWhat is requisite.
marked: “Piano-playing is
an easy matter; all you
have to do is to hit the right notes in the right
time.” That is needful, truly, and is, perhaps, the
primary step, but it is by no means all. It is hardly
the beginning. Not only are the right notes, in the
right time, essential, but a complete command of all
technical resources, the varied kind and degrees of
touch requisite to make the notes mean something,
and make intelligible music, not merely pleasant or
unpleasant sounds. Every muscle of fingers, hand,
wrist, and arm must be trained to follow the bidding
of the will- instantly; easily, surely, without con¬
scious effort; and then this voluntary control of mus¬
cular means must be adapted and directly applied to
the special needs of the pieces to be played, until the
mechanical difficulties in them can be overcome with
the confident ease and freedom of long habit, and the
automatic accuracy of numberless iterations, not once,
by lucky chance, when everything is favorable, hut
always and certainly, as matter of course. The runs
must be clear, clean, and even; the octaves sure,
brilliant, and crisp; the chords firm and resonant;
the melodies must sing and the embellishments scin¬
tillate ; the quality of tone must be capable of modi¬
fication to meet the needs of each varying passage.
Produce a good pianissimo tone; soft, but clear, tell¬
ing, musical, without dropping half the notes. When
a crescendo is demanded it must be made, not merely
indicated or hinted at.
All these things are merely mechanical, sensuous.
One may be master of them all and still not be able
to play the smallest work intelligently; but they are
the indispensable means to the end. And they can
be mastered only by long, careful, intelligent, labori¬
ous practice, not merely in a general way, but upon
the particular pieces we are to play. Much that is
called genius is “the infinite capacity for taking
pains,” as has been well said, and every detail of
every piece must have our special attention and its
special share of practice.
It is a mistake to suppose
Inspiration of the
that one can possess such a
moment an
general command of technic as
unsafe guide.
to play everything well, merely
on the inspiration of the mo¬
ment. No finished work was ever done that way. The
more general the technic, the easier the conquest of
a given composition, of course; but it must he directly
applied and adapted to every separate work to insure
results. It is unapplied technic, which, like an un¬
broken horse, may have a potential value for the
future, but is useless at present.
Much of the success in playing
Automatism.
depends upon controlled automa¬
tism, what the doctors call organic
°r ganglionic memory, applied in the form of correct
and firmly-fixed habits of nervous and muscular ac¬
tion, acquired by long and careful training. There¬
fore train the hand to do its work by means of the
work it is to do. Let technic and its application to

The second element to receive our
attention is the purely mental, but in
several subdivisions:
First, memory, the ability to play accurately, surely,
and confidently without notes, which is expected of
all pianists of standing nowadays. This capacity
varies largely in different individuals at the start,
but may be cultivated to an almost limitless degree
in all, with sufficient and properly-directed effort. Do
not depend on the ear or finger memory exclusively,
or even mainly, as is the usual habit. These are aids,
collateral helps, and not to be ignored; but the only
safe dependence is mind-memory strictly; know what
you are going to play, be able to analyze and to dis¬
sect it, and to begin anywhere, at the beginning or
in the middle of any strain or passage, and play cor¬
rectly that particular part by itself, as you would
repeat the third verse of a poem you know, without
having to start at the first and rely on momentum
to carry you through. Every theme, every cadenza
should be a distinct, independent musical idea in the
mind, with its own beginning and end and individual
character, so that when you come to it you know it
as a separate entirety, not as a mere continuation of
the previous pages. It is best and surest to commit
away from the piano; or, at least, if at the instru¬
ment, which is easier, then at the very start, before
playing the work at all from the notes; learn thor¬
oughly a page at a time; then lay the music aside and
practice, always from memory, thus fixing it.
Another mental factor is what may be
Rhythm.
called objective insight, by which one
perceives what effects of rhythm and
tone-color are needed to make clear the composer’s
musical intentions and ideas in a given work, and
what means to employ to secure these effects.
Every composition depends in part for its purposed
effect upon a certain, carefully-considered rhythmic
swing and character. It is an essential part of the
work, as much as the melody or harmony. H the
rhythms given, either from ignorance or mere caprice,
are faulty or uncertain, the impression produced is
like that of a picture whose drawing is out of line,
namely: indistinct, askew, distressing, no matter how
warm and beautiful the tone may be.
I do not mean they must be exact to the metro¬
nome. A judicious use of the rubato is allowable in
all modern music; but do not confuse rubato and
assassinato, as is constantly done. Rubato does not
mean making a march into a galop, or a waltz into a
whirligig; nor playing one measure in three-four time
and the next in three-eighths; nor treating the first
half of a melodic phrase as a song and the last half
as an embellishment. Practice with metronome, not
all the time, or with view of playing so in the end,
but often enough to show you what you are doing,
and to give you a definite outline to follow, and to
depart from also, later, in certain places for certain
purposes, but intelligently for an end, not uncon¬
sciously, or at hap-hazard. The outline must be there
always, and distinctly felt by the listener, and varia¬
tions from it must be always within given limits.
Doubling the speed, for instance, is not a crescendo
or making eighths into quarters a retard. That is
merely an arbitrary and inexcusable change in the
movement, having no effect but to confuse the hearer.
The feeling of hurry and agitation is produced by
gradually accelerating the time with its general char¬
acter still preserved, not by radically changing it.
Rhythm is the pulse of music. Too great and
sudden a depression or too feverish and delirious a
haste means death. But the normal pulse varies in
different classes of compositions, as in human beings:
men and women, for instance. Ascertain the normal
pulse-beat for a given work and preserve it, with
only the natural fluctuations of shifting moods.
Memory.
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Again, suitable shades and variety
Variety of
of tone-coloring are absolutely necestone-color.
sary to the proper presentation of
any musical conception, precisely as
the painter must select, fix, and prepare the colors on
his palette with an intelligent regard to the needs of
the picture he means to produce; so tlia pianist must
choose with discrimination the exact tonal tints which
are needed for the various parts of a composition, and
must know just how to obtain, blend, and apply them
at will. You cannot depict a funeral procession with
no colors but green, blue, or scarlet, nor a court
festival with only dead black or neutral grays and
browns. Similarly you cannot play a funeral march
with nothing but a hard, brilliant, staccato-touch, nor
a gay waltz with only a dead, cold, characterless one.
You must command the whole range of different toneeffects, and the mechanical means of producing them,
and use them with common-sense.
The Emotional Element.
Last, most subtle, most vital to the highest success
in interpretation, yet most difficult to define, explain,
or acquire, is the emotional element, the soul of all
art, for which all art-forms are but the body, the
vehicle of expression. To play emotionally is not al¬
ways to play as you feel, by any means.
The emotions must be trained,
Emotional
directed, subordinated to the in¬
control.
telligence, and they can be guided
and developed like the muscles.
To play a eradle-song fortissimo or prestissimo merely
because you feel hilarious or angry or facetious, is
neither emotional nor artistic in the true sense. True
emotional playing is to enter into and fully sympa¬
thize with the expressed mood of the composer,
actually feeling it with him and striving to express
it in the music, precisely as if both mood and music
were your own. It is just what the good actor does
when he grasps the meaning of a role objectively at
first, works himself up to and into it, lives the part
for the hour, and acts it as if he were actually the
person he is representing.
The average recital program
Variety of mood
calls for a dozen totally differin a program.
ent, yet pronounced and vivid,
emotional experiences in an even¬
ing, and the player must change instantly and com¬
pletely from one mood to another, perhaps its
opposite, between numbers. For example, from the
martial enthusiasm of a polonaise to the mournful
tenderness of an elegy, merely by an act of volition.
A mental intention simply is here not sufficient. The
transition must be real, emotional. The feelings must
be trained like the fingers to respond instantly and
fully to the demands of the will, and to be, not seem,
what is required of them. It is this controlled, di¬
rected emotional intensity, this intelligently-focused
force of genuine feeling, that holds and thrills an au¬
dience, and that makes all the difference between a
really great artist and a merely great pianist.
This emotional insight and
Development of the
sympathy is partly temperaemotional element.
mental, but may be developed
infinitely by careful musical
study, by collateral study of literature, especially the
best poetry, and of the beauties and terrors of Nature
in all her moods; by much hearing of the best that
is available in the way of concert and the drama, and
by self-culture in every form and self-analysis, with a
view of clearer knowledge and grasp of your own
moods. Try to realise what you feel and the reason
for it; name, classify, and correlate your moods, and
get a speaking acquaintance with them.
Be able to say in plain, comprehensible English, if
not in poetic form, just what mood a composition
f
produces in you, and you wish to produce in others '■**/
by means of it. If you cannot, be sure you do
not really know and will not be able to give it a
definite and impressive interpretation. To impress
your audience you must yourself feel intensely and
distinctly, and emphasize the mood with unmistak¬
able directness.
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Thomas Tapper
ANSWERS TO
JANUARY QUESTIONS

[Many reader* sent in
answer* to the question
on the Quartet. The fol¬
lowing may be studied

them, and the musician soon dispatched them with
stones .—From The Youth’s Companion.

THE ETUDE
CHILDREN’S CLUB.

by the children.— EDITOR.)
I. A quartet U a musical composition in four
parts.
4 Two violin*, 'cello, and flute,
a. A string quartet is: 1st violin, 2d violin, viola,
and ‘cello.
4. A wo«<i-wind quartet is flute, clarinet, oboe,
and bassoon.
A Quartet is spelled also quartette.
& A piano quartet is a musical composition in
four part*. [For a piano and three other instru7. Haydn wrote string quartets.
». the compass of a flute is four octaves, from
low C (middle C) to high C.
9. The usual voices of a quartet are soprano, alto,
tenor, and bass.
10. A violin and a ’cello both have four strings.
11. The violin is of high pitch and the ’cello is of
medium pitch.
12. Some famous violin-makers were Joseph Uuarnerius. Stainer, Stradivari, (Semdnder (modern).
13. Some famous living violinists are Jan Kubelik,
>*riU Krrtoler, ffsnr Thomson. Yaaye, Joachim,
fVsns Kiwtwl, llrnri Marteau, Max Rendix, Ovide
Muain. Maud Powell, Leonora Jackson. — ffgrrii
Banter.
Titrbe have been many tales in
which the charming of snakes by
music is the leading incident, and
everyone who has visited a circus
has seen a snake charmer at work. But the circussnake has Wn deprived of its fangs. “Gabe” Cran¬
dall. a Sddler of Deep Hollow. Pennsylvania, was
recently obliged to try his art upon two rattlers in
the natural state, and, aecording to a Pennsylvania
paper, he performed his part »o well that he leaped
without injury, although not entirely by the power
PLAYING FOR
HIS LIFE.

He waa walking along a narrow road on the mount
aia aide. on his way to a neighboring town, where
he wa. engaged to furnish music for a dance. When
he reached a point in the road where it wound round
a sharp spur, he heard the warning noise of a rattle¬
snake. and. looking up. saw a big one directly in his
path.
lie started to run, but had gone only a few steps
when another rattler rose up from the woods on the
side of the highway.

A CORRESPONDENT who is
interested in the formation
of Children’s Clubs inquires:
“Should local conditions

hinder following minutely the plan laid down in The
Etpde? May we still belong (to the Club)? The
condition referred to in this query .s at the basis of
the whole question of Children’s Music Clubs. While
the Editor prefers to know and to express here the
opinions of all who take interest in the club idea, it
seems pertinent to make the following observations
on the subject of relation between the local club and
the Children’s Page:
1. Every club should be formed and conducted in
accord with the work outlined here. But this will
never be so much that it will entirely engross the time
devoted to the meeting. Hence it may be made the
basis of the club’s work and the teacher—or president
—may add yet other work, extend the lines of in¬
vestigation found in The Etude lessons, incorporate
recital features, add such features as are described in
the two articles on this page by Katherine Burrowes
and May Crawford, or such other phase of the
matter as seems pertinent.
2. But there is a distinct advantage to the club
that adheres to the outline of study given in The
Etude and develops it as much as conditions permit,
admitting as little unrelated work as possible.
3. There is the one difficulty to be met with: the
lack of material books, photographs, music, and the
like. But the number of books required will be kept
as small as possible; pictures relating to music, por¬
traits ot musicians, of localities made famous by
musicians, may be purchased for so little that no
club or individual need be without them. Music, too,
is inexpensive, and in the development of our worn
not many volumes will be required.
4 The ideal club would seem to be that made up
°! h* pUp,'a of onc teafl>er. The teacher herself
should be the president or “presiding rider” or ad¬
visory committee, or whatever is most agreeable to
all conmned. This club-with this superHsion-and
™
°f b°°k9’ Picture8’ and music, all
gathered as needed, should produce good resffiL

respect local conditions fully

(а) Date of formation.
(б) Number of members.

uTflddkr1 ,,rrtrhin®

If) Names of officers.
(/) Other details of interest,

ou‘< g'Wed toward

Then the musician’s nerve gave way. Seiiin* hi*
fiddle by the neck, he brought it down with aj L
force on the head* of the snake*. The Mow .tunned

[Readers of this Page will
find the following article, by
a teacher who has made chil¬
dren’s music clubs successful,
to contain many interesting
H.
suggestions.
Owing to the
shortness of the month of Feb¬
ruary, The Etude could not wait in preparing its
pages as late as the fifteenth. Hence letters received
subsequent to this writing must remain unnoticed
until April.—Editor.]
METHODS OF
INTERESTING
CHILDREN
IN MUSIC-STUDY.

The teacher who elects to devote herself to child
education does not choose the easiest or most re¬
munerative branch of the profession, but she is often
led to it by a very great love for the little ones, and
it is this deep love which has led the thoughtful
educators of our country to devise so many wavs
of making music-study attractive to children.

It wni oml'81 rf

,o ,h “*» •><«.

been made:

“c]^ad™rab1'suggestion has

The Etude CHIldL? cL” * k“« a*
simpler than this, nor can an.
NothmS 'an be
generally satisfactory If J ™fment be more
Miss X form a club: they
’ ** » <*

THE

.W° d not advocate forcing really timid children to
P ay at musicales; such a course might have a very
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Sight-Playing Club.
Another plan that I have found very effective is
a Sight-Playing Club which we work on the principle
of a lending library. We have a small collection of
pretty pieces in grades somewhat easier than the
pupils are actually studying. Each pupil gets one
piece a week. She plays it over perhaps once a day,
and at the end of the week returns it and gets
another piece; and so on. There is hardly time at
the lesson to go over these reading pieces, so oc¬
casionally we have a reading contest, and give the
girl who does the best work special credit in her
practice-book. The dues for this club are twentyfive cents a term, which just covers the expense of
the music, there being, of course, considerable wear
and tear upon it.
The ability to play well at sight is very rare, and
surely nothing is more needed in a musical education.
Often a pupil who would otherwise do well is dis¬
couraged by the difficulty of the first few readings
of her lesson; so a Sight-Playing Club not only helps
to retain interest, but is an actual means of improve¬
ment in itself.—Katherine Burrowes.

AMERICAN HASTE
FRANCES C. ROBINSON.
A lady called upon me the other day to make
inquiry as to my terms, qtc., and after arranging for
an hour lesson, once a week, for her little girl of ten
years, she said: “I have already tried two teachers
and spent nearly $40 on Maude, and she can’t play
fit to be heard! I shall send ner to you this season,
and, if she can’t play pretty weU by spring, I shall
not spend any more money on her.”
Of course, I protested, but she added:
“Oh, I have two friends who play beautifully, and
neither of them had but two terms of lessons. Of
course,” she continued, “they were grown up, which
may make some difference.”
THERE IS ALWAYS A WAY TO MANAGE.

THE SURPRISE
RECITAL.

[This article shows one of the
very many delightful possibilities of class-assemblies, which
are, of course, a feature of the

club-idea.—Editor.]

These larger musicales are also helpful in arousing
interest, ana, although they mean an infinity of work
and nervous strain for the teacher, the benefit accru¬
ing to the pupil more than compensates for that. I
'now that many teachers disapprove of musicales
or various reasons, some, because the general prog¬
ress is retarded by the time given to the special
preparation of one or two selections. But is not
this special preparation in itself an advantage?
there is no doubt that a certain type of pupil may
earn a piece and memorize it and play it with due
regard to phrasing and expression, and yet when
ca ed upon to perform it before an audience will
become timid and make a complete fiasco; her
memory fails, her fingers stiffen; in short, she loses
er mental control. On the contrary, by the special
raining and drill of preparation for the musicale
e e mental control becomes so secure that nothing
ean shake it. Surely this discipline occurring several
imes m the year must have a beneficial effect.
usicales have especially good results upon pupils
no need to have their ambition stimulated, or who
• re just a little unwilling to perform before people.
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disastrous effect on their future work; so I should
always give such pupils the choice of taking part or
not, as they preferred.

The Musical Club.
I do not know what sympathetic person first
evolved the idea of the musical club plan, but now
I believe it is familiar to most teachers.
We call ours the Fanny Mendelssohn Club, and it
meets once a month. We have officers regularly
elected: President, Vice-President, and Secretary;
there is no Treasurer, because our club is not a finan¬
cial institution, and I must admit the minutes of the
meetings are rather irregularly kept. Aiter the
meeting is called to order by the President, I, as an
honorary member, tell a short story about one of the
great composers; then we have a little program of
piano selections from the members of the club. After
that light refreshments are served, followed by
games, which we try to make as varied and original
as possible. The children always go away delighted,
saying it was “just like a party.” We do not admit
any grown-up people to the Fanny Mendelssohn Club,
but the little programs often serve as a rehearsal for
a larger musicale, and are certainly helpful in giving
confidence to timid children.
Musicales.

There waa not room to pass the snake safely, and
the terrified flddler backed up against the ledge to
think. It occurred to him that he had read somewhere of person, charming snakes with music. Draw
ing hts violin from its bo*, he began to play
At the low notes of the violin the big snakes
gradually uncoiled, as if they were soothed bv the

Thw was more than he had counted on. but he
sawed sway more violently than before. Closer and
closer came the snake* and faster went the bow
When within two feet of the musician, the snak«
halted, and coiling themselves up. raised their heads
close together.

of the club and assigns it a number. The name of
the club and of its officers, its number, and date of
founding will be printed in the next issue of The
Etude.
7. It has also been suggested that every club take
especial interest in its oun birthday. Certainly a
good suggestion.
8. The letters and suggestions thus far received by
the Editor show such genuine interest that it seems
best to defer another month the lesson-outlines and
other items suggested on page 50 of the January
issue. Hence, what is there outlined as “Children’s
Page for March” will be the basis for the April

The youngest members in the class had a secret—
and what child isn’t fond of a secret? One felt sure
about this secret from the smiling faces and mys¬
terious whisperings. Besides the one great secret
there were eight tiny ones—one locked in each little
breast. For several weeks these wee tots showed an
unusual interest in their lessons, and all looked wise
when the teacher announced in class one day that on
the next Saturday the younger half of the class
would give a Surprise Recital to the older half.
There was much speculation, yet no one guessed the
nature of the surprise.
When the much-talked-about day at last arrived,
it developed that everything to be played had some¬
thing to do with “Mother Goose.” No one had told
the name of her piece (and this was the little secret),
for they were to guess the rhythm from the melody.
The following by Mrs. Orth were then played; Pussy
Cat, Pussy Cat; Little Jack Horner; Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star; My Son John; Sing a Song O’
Sixpence; The Queen of Hearts. These are all
wonderfully timeful and attractive, being thoroughly
enjoyed by those who played as well as those who
listened.
Of course there was some wild guessing, yet three
(Pussy Cat, Little Jack Horner, and Sing a Song O’
Sixpence) were rightly named. Aiter this part of the
program was finished some of Englemann’s Mother
Goose Dances were played. These consist of a Waltz,
Polka, Galop, March, Mazurka, and Schottische, each
named from some character in the Mother Goose
Rhymes. Although they have a great deal of “go,”
in them, they did not catch the children’s fancies as
the melodies had. If some one else should plan a
similar recital, it might be weU to reverse the
arrangement and give the greatest pleasure last.—
May Crawford.

There is a thought behind every action. The kind
of touch upon an instrument, the quality of a vocal
tone are primarily and fundamentally mental. From
the thought which curves a finger or opens a mouth
up to the complex glowing imagery which produces
the art of music the student should live in the spirit
—in the realm of ideas; and the music-teacher does
more than “teach music.”
Has any other educator such access to the soul of
the pupil?—Frederic IF. Root.

MADAME A. PUTIN.
A little pupil I once had—Frank Trowbridge—
thought I was the most wonderful woman in the
world until he sat down at the piano. Then, if he
did not hate me, he acted as if he would like to irri¬
tate me to the boiling-over point. I always kept
my composure, was firm, but never scolded. Frank
never wanted to repeat anything more than four
times; at the fifth he would begin to rebel. Nothing
availed with Frank but a letter to his father, who
always replied, thanking me for my report, and said
he knew how to administer convincing arguments to
Frank in the privacy of his bedroom, after which
Frank would behave pretty well for a few weeks. It
was a triumph for me when I got Frank to repeat a
passage, willingly, sixteen times, and then beg me to
let him play it again.
I gave him Frederick Wieck’s “Studies,” which con¬
sist generally of only eight measures each. He began
them with the metronome at 72 for a sixteenth note;
when he had played them to 144, that was equal to
72 for an eighth note. When he had got to 132 for
an eighth note, he had played the little study sixteen
times through, and I would say: “I don't think you
can play it any faster to-day.” He would beg me to
let him try it at 144, and if it proved not to be very
good, I would tell him if he were very anxious to play
it, he could go back a few tempos—or degrees on the
metronome. Thus he would often repeat the same
thing more than twenty times, since he was interested
in the little extra effort he was obliged to make at
each repetition.
Another little pupil—Polly Pratt—was one of a
class of four little girls. When Polly began, she did
not like to practice. She had a very small, but mus¬
cular, hand of a beautiful shape. Seeing great pos¬
sibilities in her hands, I gave her a good drilling in
scale-passages of 5 notes, and scales of 8 notes, and,
later, scales of 2 octaves, with each hand separately,
and in several tempos, until her runs were really
marvelous. I then gave her some little pieces with
rapid runs in them. I would sometimes take her with
me into the different piano-warerooms, and would say
to a salesman: *1 want you to hear how one of my
little pupils plays her scales.” The salesman was
obliged to express his astonishment at the way those
little hands got over the keyboard, and also at the
evenness and tone-quality of her scales; and as soon
as Polly found out she could do something a little
better than others she became quite enthusiastic in
her practice. If I found her the least negligent, 1
would say: “I wonder which of the four girls in this
class can do this passage the best”; or, “Here is some¬
thing I don’t believe any of you can do.” Polly
would await her turn to play with a kind of sup¬

pressed excitement, and then play the passage in a
remarkable way, ending with a triumphant toss of
the head, as much as to say: “There, I knew / could
do it”
One day one of the other pupils remarked to me:
“Polly Pratt is so conceited.” “Oh,” said I, “1 don’t
mind a little conceit now and then; when you can
play like Polly Pratt you may be conceited, too.”
Polly’s vanity was her stimulus to effort.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
CLARA A. KORN.
Miss Q. is an extremely bright, wide-awake girl,
with an active, observant mind, and an irrepressible
tongue; with a desire to learn, but no concentration
of thought or purpose; obedient and respectful, but
sensitive to criticism. Mild censure affects her dis¬
agreeably, whereas rigid determination makes her
hysteric. She is a good girl, but a trying pupil,
and the following is her manner of taking a lesson:
After the customary greeting she sits down on the
piano-stool, fingers uplifted, to begin the scales.
“I’m not comfortable; I must get off again!”
She dismounts, screws the stool up and down for
awhile until I decide the situation. She then starts
in vigorously,—scales of C, G, D, and arpeggios. So
far, so good. Abrupt stop; she turns a disturbed
face toward me, “There’s a fly at the window, I hear
it buzzing,” says she. “Never mind,” say I; “go on.”
She does so, for awhile. Then another sudden
pause; this time with smiling visage. “Oh, I must
tell you. Our dog followed me to prayer-meeting
the other night,-.” “You can tell me about that
some other time. You must take yoiir lesson now.”
With disappointment plainly depicted on her counte¬
nance, she resumes, only to cease unexpectedly after
a time. “I forget what I’m trying to play. I got
to thinking of that reception at Miss D.’s house yes¬
terday. It was very swell—”; then I stop her.
The hour elapses, with little accomplished, as so
much time has been wasted checking the young
lady’s flow of irrelevant thought. But she is con¬
tent,—tells her friends that I am “lovely,” “never
cross like that hateful professor from whom she took
last.” Her mother gushes satisfaction on every pay¬
day, and assures me of her delight in having at last
secured a teacher “who is able to hold her daughter’s
interest.” But I— am not pleased, either with my
own work or the pupil’s, as it seems to me that
when I contract to give a lesson I should fill the
period with music, and not with ineffectual chatter.
Teaching of this sort is trade, not art; and fills the
conscientious musician with despair.
A SYMPATHETIC HELPER.
C. W. FULLWOOD.
One of my pupils is a stimulus to me, and I have
more than once used some of her characteristics to
point a moral in these pages. This time it is her
mother who has given me encouragement. The pupil
had long desired me to come to her home to give her
a lesson, for a novelty, and, as an added reason, that
her mother might hear our duet playing.
I arrived before the girl had reached her home from
school. Among other things her mother said:
“I can hardly wait for Helen to come from school
every day, I so like to hear her practice.”
There is true sympathetic interest between mother
and child; and as a natural result she is one of my
best pupils. The girl aims steadily to please both her
mother and me. What untold encouragement is such
a pupil to a teacher!
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Vabistiu or Touch.
IBB utoeal will rnlu. «t U«K* th*t. it Ito Article
»toh obtain u> «imc» phrasing W to to
a »*rWty o4 ptABofuitr touch mu.t to within
ihvcoatroi ot tto (>U;cr Touch in pianoforte-play* bfuaJIy JukW into two carl* lie#, IcfAto And
Hamate. Ami thin rttiem* division in tto usual limit
ml lastrty with amateur pianist*. There Am, hownH, nunj modiAcstiuas ut thaw two qualities ot
k ajm! wo omi rnn *«*r tope to play eapressicely
who to* not At cuanABd a control of divert* quaille> ol touch not fully MpntMd bjr tto term legnto
»e etneentu. Ttoen two touche*, however. *r» tto
UuU ul nil pinna technic, nnd *11 other quahti** Are
tel WMidtocwUatt* ot then*.
Tto tomt**w*l*l touch, tto norm*! quality, in
ptnnophiphw to towing, connected legnto. And thin
.funU'} >Ae«ld to moat thoughtfully cultivated. Tto
Artec tod qiullly. etAccnto, I* tto direct oppotite oi
tto legnto. hinny brilliant |>*M*ge* require thie touch
ttonughwwt; *11 tingle tone* or chord*, etc., require it,
end tto (toeing note* of phrase* *re delivered with
more or lee* forceful etAccnto When passages nr* to
to ployed etneento the (net I* indicated in tto muilc
•otniien either t>y wards or eign*. If there be no
tedirniton of the hind tto passage in nlwnye to he
ployed hyftu The Honing not* ot i phtwee which
require* a detnetod or staccato ending In not eo
eiewrty marked. except in tto beet edition* of mu tic.
If tto ewutpowr or editor hne neglected to merle tto
ptonung. the player i* left to hie own municnl diewemnent. and nut determine the musical sense of
the eanpodtlM and phrase it Accordingly, juft M in
petoted tongwege n correct appreciation oi tto eente
*f n till* at nenlemw will eupply mitring punctuation*
atric
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«* ■ i*vn eueu rum u tub rinjioronre-touch
The •niioua qwnlitlee ot pianoforte-touch are ncewmpltotod by tto complete or partial uw of tto entire
appnrntim *4 the hand and aim. In tto time of John
Martian ftaeh. and until the time of the invention
ad what tar known a. the KagUah piano ncUon. tto
tageva were the exHudve mean* of eliciting tone
town a pinna Tto peculiar mechanical construction
«< »h* ctoeiehord. and even tto later development, tto
harpafctoed. required very Uttl* power from tto
ptnyer, hat when tto iron framed modern piano, with
Me deeper hey 1*11. iu powerful hammer action, etc.,
•nun* into vmr and when tto rtyle of musk had outgtwwn the delicate tr*retie# of the Vienna## school,
which found IU fulie*l expression in tto beautiful
•eaataa and OMcwrto* of Moeart. then tto pure.
dnger uctioB of the old school virtuosi wav
fmnd iaaudMent for all of the requirements of pianoMte phvy iag.
The polyphonic style of Rnch. or tto brilliant pa*
of tto Vienne*# oompo-er*. required gagers; tto
new veto'd, a* retablktod by dementi, required more,
and gradwnlty there have been developed mean* ol
producing a tea* which ha* power, dignity, and deep,
expeeamv* character, which requires the full or partial
•a* of tto tager*. moving sometime* from tto first
H»l- *»d again from tto joint at the hand (third
or m*t***rp*J. joint ); the entire tond from U,, wrist,
either ia direct up and down Action or in rotary motioa. or tto forearm and tto upper arm.

lower times, with .hallow key-fall and delicate
tamrent and plectrum, instead of our deep acUon and
sufficient, and a perfectly quiet hand was possible m
*11 passage-work. This touch, under proper guidance,
may to made to serve excellent purpose on the mod¬
em pianoforte, in passages quite piano, marked
Itgffitro, etc.
_
Another staccato-form is the hammer-stroke from
the third finger-joint, with instantaneous rebound
without close of finger, directly up from the key.
This touch i. usually, in .lower passages, supple¬
mented with a bounding wrist and, finally, forearm.
All of the varieties of staccato-touch find their most
convenient use in particular movements and rates of
speed.
The more rapid the tempo, the less hand-movement
can there to. So it happens, after a careful training
in all the varieties, that the student finds the playing
apparatus adapting itself to the requirements of the
moment. Great power and slow movement naturally
call in play *11 the forces available, while the more
delicate passages relieve the non-essential muscles and
joints, till at last the very finger-tips themselves seem
to to the only active parts. In octave and chord¬
playing the fingers, wrist, and forearm, with a sup¬
porting force from the upper arm, combine as in move
absolutely finger-passages, the more rapid and light
the passage, the less movement required.
THE LEGATO-TOUOH.
The true legato-touch requires the release of one
key at the exact instant of the stroke of the next.
This joins the tones of the two without overlapping.
In this touch the keys pass one another in the exact
center of space of the key-fall. An extreme legato—
which is really an overlapping of the tones—is pro¬
duced by holding the first of the keys down, after
striking, till the next key has reached its full fall of
stroke, after which the first key is allowed to rise.
Khrlkh advises a regular practice of this touch with
strong hammer finger-stroke, with elbows firmly held
at the waist. The raising of the fingers for the legato
should, in general practice, be but slight. What is
called surface-touch should be cultivated carefully.
A heavy hammer-stroke, with finger high upraised
should to sparingly used, as the quality of tone is apt
to to hard, and also the action is both unnecessary
and ungraceful. A slight redrawing of the fingers at
tto first joints will, especially with snort, chubby
hands, to helpful, if carefully watched, that the true
legato to preserved. In this touch with first joint
aiding the stroke, the legato- and staccato- touches
come closely akin, in effect, for in the lightest form
roH degree
de^ ^j°int
SUrf8Ce
leSat0
tto least
of detachment in the one
and of
con¬
nection in the other will obtain.
TTiere are touches or manners of striking the kevs
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The staccato touch ia of severs] varieties, and is
tto resalt of several Ha**** of movemeBt of finger
hand, and am.
Tto extreme finger staccato is better produced by
what Heinrich Renner rati* tto snapping action of
tto finger, a spiteful -inking of tto key la a quick
wiping movement, which draws the finger tip .ctom
tto key. Hosing the jonU to the palm Thu clam

contraction.

Following this Lmw th
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“ “Nation of just the amount ofefS°f
to raise a finger or the k.„,i
* effort necessary

point, where the muscles have been called upon for
no exhibition of power, the cultivation of power and
quality of touch, begins.
Thbee- Items of Touch.
The three active items of touch which follow prepa¬
ration are: first, the stroke, with drop of hand or
finger, or both; second, the key-pressure, the real
speaking moment of the touch; third, the release.
The hand leaving the key may drop ofif the keyboard
in complete relaxation or may rise for another three¬
fold effort as before. This touch or stroke of the key
may be performed with three separate impulses of
stroke, rest, and release, or may sweep through the
three as one impulse without division. This latter is
what really occurs in performance, while the division
of impulses is for preparatory, watchful practice.
Eveby Vabiety of Touch at Command.
All preliminary practice should then be directed to
the manner of performing these three items of touch,
with the end in view that every variety of tone-pro¬
duction shall be freely at the command of the player
when he studies the interpretation of a composition.
For he will find requirements for dropping finger,
hand, or arm with the weight alone of each or with
added force; for the rest upon the key, with pressure
or without (this item in touch gives the singing qual¬
ity much of its character); for the release of the key
more or less abruptly, with closing fingers or entire
hand, with up-bounding of the hand or arm or both,
or with relaxed drop from the keyboard.
Surface touches will miss the first of these items,
the blow upon the key being given without dropping
upon it. The surface legato has been explained; the
surface staccato (usually octaves or chords) may be
delivered by a sudden closing of the hand so that the
fingers sweep across the key-surface and spitefully
press them down with a quick rebound of the hand
at the wrist and forearm at elbow, or the rebound
may be made after a direct pressure without the
closing of the fingers across the keys (wiping or
snapping, this closing of the fingers is sometimes
called).
There are still closer modifications of these touches,
but their explanation exceeds the limit of this paper.
Let it be urged that the piano-student to-day who is
not cultivating a general understanding of the varie¬
ties of modern pianoforte-touch will never reach ar¬
tistic feeling in his or her work. And, furthermore,
if the piano-student will attend properly to this
mechanico-artistic side of piano-playing, he or she will
soon find that to play well is not the matter of so
many years of drudgery, as has long been thought,
but that from the early stages of the work quasiartistic results will be attained, the musical phrase
will readily be interpreted in its fulness of truth and
beauty, and the study of pianoforte be raised from
a dreary task to an esthetic recreation, fruitful in the
extreme, both to mind and spirit.
[In The Etude for April Mr. Russell will sum up
a number of important thoughts about Technic.]
It is a tribute to music that many young persons
begin the study of the subject with the idea, often
unconfessed, that “perhaps I may have to earn my
living, and my knowledge of music will come handy.”
This feeling is not to be discouraged; in fact, there
is reason to encourage it, if only these same young
persons would be willing to undergo the necessary
discipline and training to fit them for a teacher’s work
in case it should become necessary. Unfortunately
they usually carry on their studies in a desultory
manner, with the result that when the need arises
there has been no proper preparation. It is this irreg¬
ular training and this loose spirit that is responsible
for poor teachers in every community. The teacher
who finds out that a pupil has this uneonfessed feel¬
ing that some day he or she may be called upon to
teach should use extra effort to get such a pupil to
do such work as is necessary to fit him for good
teaching. And the teacher should know the full pur¬
pose that everyone of his pupils may have in -beginuing the study of music.

By W. S. B. MATHEWS.
“To what extent is reed-organ playing a hindrance
to acquiring a good piano-touch? How may such
hindrances be best overcome? Is organ-playing of
any real advantage to the piano-student?—J. H. E.’'
It is not altogether easy to give a categorical an¬
swer to this question, because it is not so much hav¬
ing played the reed-organ as the manner of playing
it and the matter one has played upon it. One of the
difficult things in learning the piano is to acquire a
really good legato-touch,—a fine cantdbile,—in which
every tone is sustained until it melts into the next
following, without anywhere being mixed up with it.
This touch is the natural one for the organ. In fact,
the organ, even the innocent little reed-organ and
much more the real organ (the so-called “pipe-organ”),
brings out the slightest break in legato with merciless
severity, and, whenever two fingers overlap in per¬
forming a legato, takes prompt revenge by the sound¬
ing of the two tones together with a truly awful
din. From this stand-point the practice of the reedorgan is of advantage to the piano-student.
The disadvantage of reed-organ practice for pianopupils is, first of all, that on the reed-organ you do
not have to make a quick stroke, while upon the
piano you do. Your finger-habit, therefore, is dif¬
ferent. Second, upon the organ you can do nothing
whatever to color the tone by means of the touch;
therefore the tendeney is toward a deadly monotony.
Third, as the organ is perfectly willing to go on pro¬
longing tone until the player has taken all the ob¬
servations he needs for the next tone, the tendency is
to disregard rhythm.
The best manner of overcoming the organ-habits is
through the use of Mason’s exercises. His various
touches of the two-finger exereise and the accented
scales and arpeggios train the rhythmic sense, the ear
for liveliness of tone, and the fingers for discriminative
force. Organ-practice would modify the playing of
any great pianist for the worse. Godowsky, for ex¬
ample, would need to change his fingering, since he
often slides upon the piano from a black key to the
white one, on the organ a very unsafe proceeding.
As a mere developer of technic, in the old sense
of finger-fluency and part-playing, there is nothing
better than organ-practice upon Bach’s fugues. But
the tendency is so pronounced toward monotony of
attack that the piano-player has to overcome this by
compensating practice upon that instrument.
“I shall finish my course of study at a leading
conservatory this summer and expect to begin teach¬
ing. My parents live in a small town, the principal
business interests of which are connected with the
railroad and some small factories. I would rather
locate in a large place. Should I teach at home for
several jears first?—E. H. S.”
No safe answer can be given to this question.
Everybody would rather live in a large place and have
a large salary. But not all can. Almost every promi¬
nent teacher in the city Las served his apprenticeship
in smaller places. It is safer to begin in the small
place. Your capital is there. Everybody knows who
you‘are and what your studies have been. You have
this much start toward recognition. Is is of a great
deal of use. U now you can build upon that, you
can get a good business start; find out some of the
things you do not know, and this will take you sev¬
eral years. Meanwhile you are learning the art of
life; that is, the art of adapting yourself to your en¬
vironment. It is good training, provided you adapt
your environment to what you know it ought to be.
In trying this do not forget that, while there will be
Philistines who revile at music-culture, nevertheless,
as soon as you give up your standard and try to
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conform to that of the populace, you will immediately
lose prestige, and this, curiously enough, among these
very persons who have been reviling your high notions.
At the same time you will need a great deal of
diplomacy to set in operation educational forces cal¬
culated to make the small town better from a musical
stand-point. The easiest way of doing this is through
a club among your students. In this way you will
bring together a certain number, and among them
there will be some who will take kindly to the beau¬
tiful in music; others will do so later.
The city has a few moderately great prizes, and
any good teacher may hope to get one if he holds
out long enough and manages well. But the great
majority do not accomplish this. The experience of
gaining a business success in the small town is a
useful one which will help you very much when you
get to the city. The country needs, however, a lot
of good workers in the small towns, and it is a pity
for every enthusiastic young fellow to rush off to the
city as soon as he is out of school. In the city you
must have some way of attracting attention. You
must play. Better prepare for this by some hard
work first. Try your flying machine in the still and
friendly airs of the country before tempting provi¬
dence with the city cyclones.
“What is the best method of teaching the uneven
rhythms, such as three against two, four against
three, etc.? I have much trouble, especially with
young students, to make them comprehend the rela¬
tive values and accurately execute these combina¬
tions.—L. E. J.”
Opinions differ upon this subject. I have always
been in the habit of teaching two against three by
counting the triplet notes and putting in the second
of the two instantly after the second triplet note.
Mason does this by striking on the table with the two
hands, giving each one the triplet in turn; that is,
for several measures. Later on this and all such un¬
even rhythms must be performed independently of
each other, each hand keeping evenly along its own
track. Three against four you cannot do exactly by
minutely apportioning the time; so you take advan¬
tage of the disposition of water to run down hill.
An uneven group always occurs or practically always
while one hand is carrying on a settled motion. Sup¬
pose the left hand is playing fours right along, and
in one measure the right hand has a three in the
same time. You get the left hand so it can go along
without your having to pray for it; then you count
one in the measure or group and play several meas¬
ures of the right hand in triplet exactly filling the
time. When you have got the motion in your hand
and in your ear, you play both hands together, watch¬
ing the hand which has the unexpected rhythm. You
keep on at this until you can do it for the moment;
later you acquire it again, if necessary. Everything
depends, you see, upon your ability to hear success¬
fully two things at once. In the Chopin waltz in Dflat, for example, where there is one right-hand meas¬
ure of four notes, you count one in a measure and
let the left hand go on with its motion of threes,
meanwhile taking care that the right-hand four is
even and precisely fills up the time. You can omit
the second and third notes of the left hand for a
little until you have acquired the trick of playing
this right-hand four; then let the left hand keep
along. You cannot count three; you must count one
in a measure. In all uneven groups think the rhythm
in units as large as the group; you then have simply
to play so many notes in a beat in one hand, and so
many in the other. To count two or three during one
of these groups makes them practically impossible.
In long groups of one note more or less than the
proper multiple in a measure (11 in the time of 12;
13 in the time of 12; 15 in the time of 16; 17 in the
time of 16, etc.) you apportion the notes within the
group to the motion in the other hand, as nearly as
you can. For instance, if you lack one note of having
four to a beat, you play three to the first beat and
four to each of the others, always placing the slower
part of the run at beginning. Later on. when you
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have approximated the proper motion, you take care
not to bring out the rhythmic subdivision, but play
the entire 17, 15, or whatever it is, like a unit.
“I have been teaching for several years, but feel
that I have never really made a preparation other
than by finishing the course of study in the music
department of a school in one of the Western States.
This summer I want to do some study to make me a
better teacher. Will you advise me?—A. L. R.”
Your case is a very common one. No school or
conservatory that I know of has any adequate course
of musical pedagogy. There are several teachers who
conduct summer schools designed to meet precisely
this form of ignorance. You probably need three ad¬
ditions to your present stock of knowledge: first, an
intelligent understanding of piano-technic and touch;
second, a general and comprehensive understanding of
the best teaching material and the uses which it is
adapted to serve; third, some method of training be¬
ginners to hear, and to start them toward artistic
attainments later. These are the three points l try
to cover in my summer course, which is held in July.
I have been working at this very same problem ever
since my first experience in a summer class, which
was about 1867.
I do not think it advisable to begin by limiting
your vision to the ideas of any peculiar system.
What you gain in power (it is always a source of
power to be able to do something well, if it is nothing
more than to turn a grindstone) you lose in narrow¬
ness. Accordingly, while we try to work with prin¬
ciples and apply material from a variety of sources,
this does not hinder our recognizing the very potent
fact that, in his method of practicing and his material
for forming keyboard fluency, Dr. William Mason has
given the most valuable impetus to piano-instruction
of anyone during the past fifty years.
“Will you kindly state at what stage of progress in
a young pupil ‘Touch and Technic’ may be first used
to advantage; also the best method to pursue in be¬
ginning it witn a young pupil? In what order should
the various numbers be used. What is meant by the
term ‘sequence’ as used in ‘Touch and Technic’?—
O. W. B.”
I think a young beginner should be given some of
the two-finger exercises at the very beginning; also
the arpeggios, and scales, nor does it particularly
matter which one of these you begin first, the scales
or arpeggios, since, whichever you take, you will need
the other very soon. I went into this a little in my
“Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” written about fif¬
teen years ago; and again recently in my “Teacher’s
Manual” to Mason’s “Touch and Technic.”
I do not consider it necessary for the pupil, the very
young pupil, to have either book of “Touch and
Technic” for some time. All the early exercises you
can give better by rote. Dr. Mason taught the sys¬
tem exclusively by rote for years until he made his
first publication in the Mason and Hoadley method
in 1867. Later he made a better account of his ideas
in his “Pianoforte Technics” (1878); and still later
(in 1801) issued “Touch and Technic.” Probably
the first volume the pupil will need will be the third,
the aqieggios. These books are very much like dried
apples, requiring no end of water to stew them up
into sauce lor weak stomachs. In other words, you
must understand the system yourself; then apply
arpeggio-work, later scales, and in the fourth grade
the fourth volume, part ot which should have been
taken up earlier by rote—particularly the chordexercises. The two-finger exercise is a daily bread,
nourishing and strengthening from first to last.
Dr. Mason calls a rhythmic progression from play¬
ing in quarters to playing in eighths and then in
sixteenth a sequence. It is not a harmonic sequence.
All the early technical work must be without notes.
Form the hand and cultivate right uses. Some claim
that even tone is better dispensed with; I have never
seen this demonstrated. On the contrary, ear for tone
is one of the first things to form.
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|k Tub Eti kk (or February refmam wa» ntsde to the dramatic
way of looking at thiug*; that i»,
viewing things «» thing* that beromr, not a* thing* that remain as they are. hroni
this Mira wa> developed the thought that the student
i, to keep in wind that some day the work of his
traehrr* will devolve upou hint, and that his present
duty U to prepare him to take up the work which
time shall one day call his teacher to lay down. This
thought u advanced for the reason that an abstract
conception never ha* the force, a* a principle of ac¬
tion, that come* from a concrete illustration. A stu¬
dent may think: Some day I shall teach. No one
ran object to this thought. But it is too vague.
There i* no ideal in it. Our weak human minds need
the stimulus of a personal ideal. When the student
say* to himself: "My teacher is advancing in years.
In the course of time he will be unable to work so
hard and so long, and Anally will lay down his work
altogether. I want to be able to carry on that work.
I believe in the principles of hi* instruction. I must
master them. I must take them into my own thought
ami work. 1 must study them and improve them. 1
must makr myself strong that I may be to my pupils
all that my teacher* have been to me.” Is there not
value in this personal ideal? The young student of
history is greatly Influenced by hi* reading of Alex¬
ander, of (Wsar, of Columbus, of Washington, of
IJaroln, of (Irani, of Roosevelt. The student of music
has the same qualities a* the student of history. But
he has this advantage: He cornea into direct contact
with hi* teacher*. He has the stimulus of their presence. their speech, their interest, their sympathy, and
the tremendous force of their whole personality; the
force which is one of the strongest factors In the
making of character.
The student is but partly using bis opportunities
if he d« not strive to rome into intimate connection
with his tearhers. This is particularly the case with
that student who expect* to take up the teaching of
music as a livelihood. If the teacher be strong and
capable, there is much that he can do for his pupil
besides instrnrting in piano-playing and in theory of
music as required in piano-playing. Will that small
amount of instruction fit a pupil to teach? Will that
kind of work alone develop in the pupil the qualities
that shall prepare him to do the responsible work that
shall later come to him?
We are often told of the unconscious influence of a
teacher upon his pupils. Such is the case. The
teacher does more for hi* pupils than the special tasks
he assigns will accomplish. But why shall the student
he satisfied with “uneonscions influence" and stim¬
ulus? If "unconscious influence" i* worth something,
let us improve the value of the influence by making
it conscious and voluntary. Is the teacher to do this?
Not all. This may be part of the duty, bnt the stu¬
dent has a large share. The kind of a teacher he shall
one day be i* conditioned by the kind of a student he
now is. No teacher is satisfied with the docile pupil
who does the assigned work willingly and as well as
he can; U always prompt, ready to take a suggestion;
who listens attentively, gives no trouble, and plays
at recitals whenever asked. No! The ambitious
teacher values the pupil who asks questions, who
want* to know things: who wants to know the “why"
of things, not of music only, bnt of teaching; who
draws from the experience that the teacher has gained
in all of these year*.
That is the kind of a pupil we want the studentreaders of Tire Ettivk to be. Keep your teachers up
to the mark. Pres* them hard. Ask questions about
STl'DY YOL’K
TEACHERS.
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teaching. Find out how they do things, how they
study, how tney teach, how they gain new ideas, how
they judge of new things, how tney keep the
in f„ich with the world of progress, all those points
In which the special force of the man shows itself.
That is a splendid study and the best opportunity foi
the music-student. Learn your lessons, but also learn
how to work and to live from the living example be¬
fore you. If you have a teacher who cannot be to
you the kind of teacher just described, try to get a
teacher who can be more on the pattern described.
In default of the best, take up with the best you can
reach. But never forget how important a factor you
arc in your own development. You must take
thought for your own progress. Your teacher will
guide, will support, but you must mil your steps.
That is the way to independence. When you have
won the latter you can be a teacher of others. Your
student days, in one sense, are over.—11'. J. Baltzell.
The world is full of people
whose lives promised many
things, hut who have never
quite accomplished the best of them: people whose
conversation shows a trace of lofty ideas sought after,
a trace of boundless ambition, a flash of promised
greatness that dies out as suddenly as its appearance
is brief.
In many idle rambles, in this country and else¬
where, I have met many of these men and women
whose longings were fettered by a lack of the sim¬
plest rule of success: application. Artists, poets, mu¬
sicians, playwrights, and novelists all, but only in
fancy. In the humblest class of society they moved
for. as they had been unable to satisfy their greatest
ambition, just so they had failed to raise themselves
above the labor life had imposed upon them and
which they abhorred. Most of their ideals were un¬
conscious, some of them transcondently beautiful, all
of them pitifully valueless to themselves.
In nn out-of-the-way place above Budapest I came
across a young man whose swarthy complexion, tan¬
gled raven locks, and picturesque apparel proclaimed
him to lie one of those uneasy rovers who, never satis¬
fied. wander from place to place in a constant fever of
disquietude. He unstrung a violin from his shoulder
and played, more to himself and to the plains about
him than to me. Bnt I was breathless with delight
for his music was magic. Then the gypsy threw him¬
self suddenly upon the heath and burst into tears.
All at once he seized his instrument and broke it
across his knee. For an instant he gazed at the work
his ungovernable temper had accomplished, then he
gathered the fragments into his arms and fell weeping
In the Hartz Mountains an old charcoal-burner
offered me a part of his rude repast, and for hours
"SOME DAY.”
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me oven.
Finally the old man drew from his bosom a tattered
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He would not talk-

only shook his head, tucked the paper lovingly be¬
neath his rags, and mumbled softly to himself.
On the island of Capri I met an Englishman, a
painter. In the spring of his youth he had gone there
to do a month’s sketching. He was filled with im¬
mense ambition and proud of his strength. In a little
while he would hurry back to London and astonish
the world and incidently make very much money.
That month lengthened into three—into a year—and
when I found him he was already forgotten by his
kin and public, for he had become lost to himself and
to his art. The few indifferent sketches he sent away
annually barely sufficed for his living. He showed
me a few of the pictures made during that first month.
They, were vigorously handled and showed promise.
In a street in a southern city a woman sang for
passers-by. She was young, but the hand of Failure
had pressed upon her Drow the mark of Old Age.
She, also, had one time dreamed of glory and attain¬
ment. Alas! her dream, unsupported by unswerving
puipose, had become a nightmare of reality.
At one of the Bayreuth festivals we were introduced
to a young composer, an ardent admirer of Wagner.
He showed us many of his compositions, for his
pockets were crammed full with them.
“No, none of them are finished,” he said, in answer
to my inquiry. “They are only sketches. But I will
finish them some day.”
And then it was I realized fully the reason of it all.
“Some day” is the rusted key that strives in vain to
open the door to Success. “Some day” broke the
gypsy’s violin, made the charcoal-burner obscure,
ruined the painter’s ambition, and turned the young
girl’s dream into a hideous parody. “Some day” is
the only gift of indolence and its punishment. In its
embraces, between its visionary sunrise and twilight,
are all the dead ambitions, weak resolves, and un¬
snatched golden moments of life’.
It is the whitened sepulchre of dreams, brilliant
with the roseate glow of hope without, but a charnelhouse of everlasting regret within.—Theodore Stearns.
The English have a novelist,
F. C. Anstey, who may be called
the analogue of our American
Frank R. Stockton. Both of these admirable wordpainters delight in portraying the affairs of human
beings either in reversed conditions, like working out
a figure standing upon its head, or with some
grotesque and ludicrous exaggeration, as painting a
face with an immensely elongated nose. Such doings
in literature, however, are not mere farcial amuse¬
ments; they contain a sound kernel of wisdom and
satirical suggestion. In Vice VersA, for example, the
motive, or cardinal idea, which Mr. Anstey exploits
is this:
A boy, 14 years of age, is very loth to return to
school after his holidays, and the father lectures him
upon not appreciating his advantages, expressing the
wish that he were a boy once more that he might go
to school. While he utters these words, he holds in
his hand a curious East-Indian stone, which he has
taken away from his son. Now, this stone has the
wonderful power of granting one wish,—and but
one,—of any person who will utter such a wish aloud
while holding the stone in his hand. Immediately Mr.
Bultitude is transformed into his son’s likeness, and
the boy into his, while their minds remain unaltered.
The story which follows is, for the most part, ex¬
tremely funny, yet is not without a touch of pathos
as well.
Now apply this notion to our musical work. Sup¬
pose that as pupils you strive to put yourself in the
place of the teacher. Then possibly you would see
many things very differently from what you do now.
First of all, your mind, like a high mountain, would
he so much higher that you would be able to see veiy
much farther around in every direction than you do
at present, and so things would look very different,
and especially would the relations of things be altered.
Thus you would know that it is much better to ac¬
quire your finger-technic, “FingerferUffheit,” as the
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Germans aptly call it, finger readiness, by the manipu¬
lations of scales, arpeggios, and all the hundreds of
merely mechanical exercises; that you would not al¬
ways be hankering for the sugar-plum of a piece,
neither would you commit that mistake, which has
been committed by thousands, viz.: of seeking to
attain skill by the tiresome reiteration of a piece until
it loses all meaning and beauty for you. It is a
dreary and tedious thing to acquire technic, but the
shortest way is not to try to evade it, but to go
straight through.
Another thing which every pupil would soon learn
if places could be exchanged with the teacher is this:
If it be unpleasant to have your teacher rebuke, repri¬
mand, or even scold you, for a crude and half-digested
lesson (and no teacher in the world ever did any of
these unpleasant things when a lesson was conspicu¬
ously good), you would learn that it is even more
painful to the teacher to listen to your blundering,
hesitating performance. Do you not know that it is
very hard for him to keep up interest in details which
for many a year have been utterly familiar to him?
If you had the Indian Wishing-stone, and could
suddenly take the position of your teacher, you would
also learn this valuable lesson; Teachers are human
beings, and a dull, dry, phlegmatic manner in a pupil
exhausts the nerve-fluid more than actual work; and
if you are snappish, pert, disrespectful (and what
pupil has not been so at some time?), it is as grievous
to any teacher who is not a wooden automation as
any roughness or severity can be to you.
Again, you would, if suddenly turned into a hardworked teacher of music, learn a lesson of enormous
importance: You would know, and that quickly, that
all business carelessness and indifference is terribly
hard upon your teacher. However enthusiastic for
art, however kind and friendly to you, as an indi¬
vidual, the teacher is doing that work in order to
live, and he amply earns every dime you pay him. He
must have the money to live, and you owe it to him.
It is no favor or courtesy on your part to pay it; you
are simply a robber if you do not. Again, musicteachers are often found fault with because they seem
unbusiness-like and' dilatory in their own dealings,
but this is caused not infrequently by the carelessness
of students in keeping their promises and contracts.
Pupils often—nay, usually—think that they are en¬
titled to drop lessons whenever and wherever they
wish, and for the most frivolous reasons, wholly
ignoring the obvious fact that the teacher has his
time consumed just as much as if they had taken
the service engaged by them.
Any pupil who is diligent and docile, who is re¬
spectful and friendly, who is regular and prompt in
doing the work and in paying for it cheerfully and
without being asked will always have a warm place
in the heart and remembrance of any teacher. Is it
not worth while to do good, and so receive the
promised benediction, by doing good even to a musicteacher?—J. S. Van Cleve.
The music in the composer’s brain is a thing of
life, it is a part of his life, the best part. It seethes
and bubbles till it must burst out into the outer
world. He puts it on paper. Bnt as it passes into
visible form it loses that life and pulsation that it
had when a part of his innermost nature. It becomes
a fixed reality. It is crystallized. It is, perhaps, clear
and sparkling as the crystal, but it is cold and un¬
feeling. Then comes the performer,—you or- L It is
ouv business to again breathe life into this visible
form, to reanimate it, to make it pulsate with the
feeling with which it glowed in the composer’s
thought. We must live ourselves into it, and then
we reproduce not only a piece of music, but part
of the life of perhaps a good, perhaps a great, man.
—IF. F. Oates.

The older I become, so much the more clearly do I
perceive how important it is first to learn, and then
to form opinions—not the latter before the former;
also not both at once.—Mendelssohn.
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valids, give from it priceless treasures to those about
you. Robert J. Burdette has made the story of his
invalid wife to sing forever in many hearts, and so,
with you, if your studies do not cure you, they will
teach you how to make your life a cure for the lesser
and more unworthy ills of those about you. So
gather your materials now, and in later life you will
count it well worth the pain it cost.

“I know what pleasure is, for I have done good
work.”—Robert Louis Stevenson.
This talk is not so much
The girl who
with those girls who are
wants to know.
happy and busy in their mu¬
sical work as with those who
say they want to become musicians, and yet, in¬
stead of busily gathering together within themselves
those materials which go to the making of a musician,
are trifling away their time because they believe it
impossible to become what they wish to. What we
will do in this talk will be to examine those reasons
which girls give for why they cannot do this thing
they want to do, to prove that there are no good,
true reasons standing in the way of accomplishment,
and that those which seem like reasons sufficient to
bar one’s progress are really meant to be broken into
small bits and used as foundation material in thebuilding of a strong character and successful life.
And now for the reasons. These
are some which have been given me
at different times, and which the
girls really believed sufficient to balk ambition and
stifle good intention: Ill health, lack of brains, lack
of money, too much money, too many other duties,
and—the necessity of a “good time.”
When I see a girl close caught between one or more
of such existing circumstances and her aspirations,
between the external influences which press upon her
from without and the desires which crowd upon her
from within, it makes me think of the “Tragedy in
Miniature,” of which John Burroughs tells in one of
his essays, of a humming-bird which one day flew to
the loft of a barn, where things succulent to birdkind are found, and where she thrust her bill into a
crack between two boards, was caught fast, and died
there in miserable plight. He says that when he found
her stark little body the wings were wide outstretched
as though she had died beating them in impotent pro¬
testing against her fate. Even so does many a girl
wedge herself between circumstance and aspiration,
and beat her youth out in futile, fluttering protesting,
instead of setting quietly to work to remove the cir¬
cumstance and give herself freedom to soar.
The reasons.

The only one of you that may not
enjoy such freedom is the one who is
physically confined. It is difficult to
soar with a broken wing, but it can be done, and
often the curing of a broken wing is accomplished
by using it. However, many are the bright and vig¬
orous minds to be found housed in a misshapen or
unready body. A visit to any conservatory will show
you the lame and the blind, the ansemic and the
hunchback working side by side with their fellowstudents, holding their own and often excelling; they
have conquered the cruel circumstance which seemed
to have caught them for good and all; they have
proven ill health to be no real reason for their not
working toward their aspirations, and they are
happily following in the footsteps of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, Beethoven, Darwin, and the many others
who, each in their several ways, have shown how en¬
tirely possible it is to accomplish great things despite
ill health. Don’t give up because you are not strong
enough; rest awhile, using the resting spells to as¬
similate what you have learned; then begin again,
and you are sure to grtiw stronger for your effort.
And even if, in the end, you should be doomed to a
life of invalidism, then think what a blessing a wellstocked brain will be to you; from it you may draw
entertainment for the long, long hours and, perhaps,
as has Robert Louis Stevenson and many other in¬

Ill health.

As to the rest, everyone who is
not fettered with ill health is free
to do what she will. As to lack
of brains, how do you know that you lack brains?
Because they say so at home, because your teacher
says so, because you did not get on at school; these
things do not prove it. Eveu the inmates of the
Massachusetts Institute for the Feeble-Minded have
brains enough to learn music; they study almost all
the instruments, both wind and string, and give very
good concerts on the lawn once a week during the
summer, and so, as you are not an idiot, but a girl
possessed of a healthful set of brains, this is no excuse
for you to give. If you have musical talent, the thing
for you to do is to develop your brain by means of
study. This reminds me of what a girl said on read¬
ing a program announcing that a certain youth was
to play a Beethoven concerto with orchestra. “Oh
well,” she said, “he can play, but that’s all he can do;
I was in the class with him in school, and he was a
perfect silly.” He may have been “a perfect silly”
once, but instead of stopping there he has developed
and is at the top now. One of the best music-teachers
I ever knew told me that in school she was consid¬
ered a dunce; she could not learn, and finally left
school without having even been graduated from the
liigh-school; yet she is now a wonderful woman and
has accomplished great things. She developed her
brains.
Do not let what anyone may say in disparagement
of you influence you. It is not that you lack brains
so much as that you lack the courage to use them.
Believe strongly in yourself, in your power to do the
thing you wish to. “Courage is the condition of suc¬
cess,” and no girl ean do her best who is timid:
afraid of wliat people are going to say or think of her
and of her failures and mistakes; afraid of these same
failures and mistakes, and of their possible conse¬
quences.
Instead of being afraid of these failures try to think
of them as your good friends, for tney teach you more
than success does, and are really stepping-stones in our
striving toward perfection. If you could only know
of the mistakes which everyone who has accomplished
anything has made you would believe this. Don’t be
afraid of study either because it is difficult. If you
select a study which you love, if music is dearer to
you than anything else, then it may be slow work for
you, but it will never be hateful; you may have some
mental “growing pains”; but these are not serious
enough to discourage you, and what you need is to
believe firmly in your own ability, in the advantage of
slow development, in the entire worthwhileness of
study, and in the splendid future for yourself. Re¬
member that many who have wrought well for the
world’s advancement were never graduated from
either school or college; their records are not to be
found in any book, but were written large in all they
did and were. It is not so much w-hat you are when
you start out, it is not even what you mean to he
that counts altogether; it is the life you live from
day to day. The students of to-day are the teachers
of to-morrow. Be one of them, and one that will
make the profession of music more honored than ever.
Resolve to conquer the circumstance of alien or un¬
kind opinion, by taking what brains you have and
developing, strengthening, and improving them a
little each day; and, if you do this, I promise you
that, even if you begin with a positive dislike for
study., it will grow in time to be one of your dearest
friends.
Next month we will consider what it means to
have too much money, too little money, too many
duties, and a strong desire for a “good time.”
Lack of brains.
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craau for the body the soul is apt to escape us. In
tbs chase after technic the spirit of the ar is ap
,0 elude us. And so, with every bit of acquired facil¬
ity there should go hand in hand something that is
really artistic, some real music, and the musical
should be dwelt on until the pupil realizes
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>1.. .mil as well as the body.
Ax exhibition of musical instruments such as that
held in Boston recently by Chickering
Co. is a
valuable object-lesson in the history of music. When
instruments are arranged in such ft manner as to show
the evolution from the primitive type to the modern
perfected instrument, and when one can note the num¬
ber of years elapsing between the successive advances,
he can form an idea of the slowness with which
music has developed in comparison with other arts.
Modern sculpture shows no greater mastery in the
technic of the art than was known to the Greek
artists. The art of painting had its hey-day years
ago. .Modern literature is not the ripest fruit on the
tree of knowledge.
But music’s greatest advances have been made in
the past hundred years. It is comparatively modern.
But we cannot call ours the golden age. There is
much room for advance. The teachers and pupils of
to-day have a rich field for work, and every opportu¬
nity to make great progress in the development of
the art which they have chosen as their calling.
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Tub jlaa*» fwital taatna lo l* at papular a* aver,
bad. a* Ibo ahoia. (hare la good nraaoo for it. It la
doubtful if eras aiuairiab* real Ur a Hat an influence
for goad Ut* piano, with all Ita shortcoming* aa an
taairuaml. baa nrmwl during th* laat three or
four dacadr*.
la aMkdderiag the astonishing davrlopment of mu¬
sical ta< 1* la thta country during that period, no little
credit la dae lo the piano reeital* given by Rubinatrin
aad »oa Bn low la the aarljr Mvantiea. They have been
followed by a throng of pianist*, who hare carried on
the wueh they began: hut they were the first great
artUla la atir up a genuine, widely spread musical
US* la owe mhUt. Brilliant executant* had preceded
them by a bub* bar of year*! for example, Thai berg
aad GotUrfcalk: hut these, for the moat part, avoided
the thkoair* and exploited their own composition*.
H#ar* their ptayiag horn no laapiration. W* had had
grant singers, hut, with the ax caption of Jenny Lind,
thay wee* efevatie .tar*, aad then, even more than
*•»*• th* opem *11 a aerial fad. and had no real in•weur* in promoting a healthy musical growth.
Since the Ua* of Thalberg aad Gotterhalk pianoptayiag haa gained vastly in statu* and dignity. The
ptaao. aa Mvhstn la miniature, ran go where the
orchestra cannot. It contain* hi itself all the poasihalitia* ol harmonic and polyphonic development, and
fee that rmaou haa alway* been th* favorite Instru¬
ment of the grant masters hi music. Thus, it i« gen¬
erally th* manna by which an appreciation of their
verka fas first awakened.
Tim h an age of great mechanical advancement.
Mud* has called mechaaica to iu aid in th* improvemaat aad multiplication of instruments. Aad not
oufy this, hut piano-playing k continually reaching
out into the world for means by which to improve
•tseif. and mechanics and even electricity and surgery
hate bawa called to it* aid. It was by an overdose
of mechanic* that Schumann was caused to forsake
piaao playing aad turn his attention to composition.
Th# tachniron. th* practiced*vier, the electrical at¬
tachment. the ring finger operation, all aim to shorten
the technical road. Aad to tome extent it is short¬
ened. With nil the** means and the more general
opportunities thst are now at hand, many persona,
with Httle natural adapt it uil* for music, but with n
mechsniosl quickness and cleverness, come quickly to
a certain stage of technical acquirement that enables

Mum has been said pro and con in the matter of
pupils’ recitals. Some teachers are entirely opposed
to them, while others arc enthusiastic in their favor.
This dllfercncc of opinion seems to be largely governed
by the point of view, and by the intention with which
these recitals are given. As a mere exhibition, espe¬
cially if intended for advertising purposes, they are
to be deprecated. When given for this purpose alone
much valuable time is frequently lost in the pupils’
preparation which might be much more profitably
spent. Moreover, their value as an advertising me¬
dium is open to question.
Ihipils' recitals occurring at stated intervals and
treated as a part of the regular curriculum of work
have many advantages, and few, if any, disadvan¬
tage*. Pupil* must, as early as possible, become ac¬
customed to playing without diffidence in the presence
of others, and ease and assurance of manner may be
best cultivated in this way.
The chief advantage, however, of the periodical
pupil* recitals appears to lie in the fact that a
standard of taste is established both in the selection
of the program numbers and the execution thereof.
Th„ Influence for good is thus brought to bear upon
the pup,!.,, then parents and friends, and upon the
|hi . ic in general. \ iewed from this stand point, the
pup. » recital seems to be a real factor in the develop¬
ment of musical appreciation and in the gradual rais£
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distinct gain to musical interests. But, above all,
should the teacher see to it that his pupils read books
about music. These young persons can be directly
influenced, and in the coming days will be the back¬
bone of the support of music and musicians. Teach
them to know and to reverence the art.
A veby important omission, almost universal
among music-teachers of the more expensive prices,
is that of occasional or periodical examinations of
pupils, in order to ascertain whether they are making
well-balanced progress toward artistic attainments;'
and, if not, which faculties or powers are below the
standard proper to the grade of study just then oc¬
cupying them. This omission arises .perhaps from
three circumstances: First, the shortness of lessons,
combined with the range of the playing, such teachers
being naturally sought by talented pupils, who gen¬
erally limit themselves to the time they are able to
pay for, regardless whether it is sufficient Second,
these pupils do not generally enter for graduation,
but hap-hazard, as it were, from quarter to quarter.
And, third, from habit on the part of the teacher who
does not look for artists among his pupils.
It follows from this omission that there is a great
deal of insufficient teaching done just where we would
look for the opposite. And, whether the teacher be
distinguished or undistinguished, he needs to stop
occasionally, with every pupil, and take account of
stock, get a trial balance of progress, and redirect the
study for mending the weak places in the parts of
the road already built. Especially, he needs to re¬
member that the ear lies at the foundation of all his
ultimate success, and in examining the pupil he must
not forget this, the very charter-organ of music itself.
A short time ago a writer in one of the great
reviews, in reference to the past century said it had
witnessed the acceptance of the doctrine of evolution,
the atomic theory, and certain other principles. Com¬
menting upon this another writer called attention to
the fact that these are, after all, theories. A better
characterization of the spirit of the past century and
that of to-day is the telegraph, cable, telephone, sew¬
ing-machine, electrical development along many lines,
and many other practical inventions. The age of the
day is the outgrowth of the spirit of scientific in¬
quiry, of investigation toward results of a practical
nature, toward economy of labor.
This is the case not only in the world at large, in
the laboratory, in the great factories, in the ore-mines,
in the steel-mills, but in literature, art, and particu¬
larly in the great cause of education. In practically
every important university in the land investigations
are being made as to the most effective means of
giving and receiving instruction, as to the laws in
which the child-mind as well as the adult works, and
the best methods of securing and holding attention.
Ihese are but a few of the problems in educational
work that are being considered, and in regard to
which basic facts are being gathered.
The teacher of music needs to keep in touch with
these studies, and to gather from them whatever he
can apply to his own work. What is the use to do
unscientific, loose, slipshod work in the studio and
class-room when it is possible to know how better to
go to work? It is not only foolish to be content with
hap-hazard methods, but it is wrong and an injury to
pupils, and a continued hindrance to the best success
of the teacher. We have long ago laid aside the
notion that a course of study in piano-playing and a
little theory of musie constitute sufficient preparation
for the responsible work of teaching others. We may
not yet have reached the solid ground of a simple,
deal,, scientific system of music-teaching, but we are
working toward that position. It is the earnest,
oughtful, inquiring teacher who contributes toward
is gain. The number of such teachers is, alas! too
ew, now; but we hope everyone who reads this note
•nay resolve to cultivate the scientific spirit and seek
truth in his methods of work, and in finding the truth
6

bave *ound the best and simple methods.
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The country singingteacher has more to do
with the musical status
of our country than he
imagines. His responsibilities are great; his influ¬
ence, far-reaching. The great majority of robust,
healthful voices are not found in the thickly-popu¬
lated centers. I11 country-towns and villages the
activity coincident with out-of-door pleasures affords
the environment most favorable to vocal health.
THE COUNTRY
SINGING-TEACHER.

Vocal Material in Small Towns.
There is no doubt also that the mixture of races
among the middle classes has been greatly con¬
ducive to our musical growth and prosperity. In
those portions of the country, for example, where the
Welsh and Germans have been settled for one or
more generations we find many beautiful voices.
Our transplanted population yield first to modifying
influences along social lines. Success from a money
point of view brings with it a corresponding increase
of culture; of course, higher education follows, as
their identification with our national life becomes
more perfect; but it is at the stage of transition
between success and refinement, between wealth and
culture, between labor for money and money for in¬
vestment, that the young men and women who in¬
herit musical possibilities turn in that direction for
their success rather than to the college or the uni¬
versity. It is also in small and medium-sized towns
that the country-choir, the singing-school, and the
church-societies of various kinds abound which
afford the young opportunities to sing under circum¬
stances which carry with them little responsibility
as to excellence; the act is therefore unaccompanied
by the diffidence -which prevails where there are sharp
contrasting conditions between the amateur and pro¬
fessional.
It is here that we often find beautiful voices, voices
which are used in a simple, natural, and hearty way,
many, indeed, of which would take leading positions
in the world of music had the same rugged, physical
inheritance been blended by wise teaching with the
artistic atmosphere to be found in the greater cities.
These voices usually fall into the hands of the coun¬
try singing-teacher.
Three Kinds of Teachers.
He is usually the product of the city singingteacher. He may be explained on the grounds of
“a voice having fallen short of its hopes or expecta¬
tions” or as “the result of an unfortunate or too
daring teacher.” In either event he is to be found
there, and his class make up the rank and file of
country singing-teachers. When he has been driven
home as a result of unfortunate teaching he is
reasonably sure to sow the seeds of his disappoint¬
ment broadcast among his pupils. When the cause
of his home-coming is inadequacy either in voice or
art, which truth has been forced upon him by a
conscientious teacher or a pitiless public, he has
matured greatly; his training stands as legitimate
capital, he has been seasoned by experience, which
experience has greatly lessened the danger of his
making a false estimate of the value of other voices.
Happily a third class is also springing up: young
men and women who are the products of a social
and educational condition which precludes the dan¬
ger of any errors whatsoever at the outset. These
are the teachers who are trained to the work, whose
aspirations have been fostered only along the lines
of teaching and a broad, musical culture incidental
thereto.
These three groups, the latter of which is rapidly

coming to predominate, share the responsibility of
the development of the country voices. Many of
them will read this article. How true it is that
when reading one can be honest with himself! He
easily recognizes the group to which he belongs,
though for many reasons he could hardly be expected
to be as honest with others and concede the precise
reason of his being where and what he was. Espe¬
cially is this true if he has come to his own through
misrepresentation and vicious instruction on the part
of his teacher; he can do no less than to make every
effort for the sake of his pupils to depart abruptly
from the method which has caused his downfall and
thus turn his disappointment into a success. To him
as well as to other groups I cannot advocate too
strongly one principle; that is, the rule of caution
in the treatment of all voices. Sudden or phenom¬
enal spurts of success are not only rare, but danger¬
ous, in this profession, and should be carefully
guarded against. Growth—logical, steady, and in
the direction of breadth as well as forward—is all
that is worth while.
An Experience.
An experience as surprising and gratifying to me
as it was painful in fact just occurred in my own
studio, and I am going to relate it, since it bears
upon the element of caution which I so strongly
advocate.
A gentleman called to pay his respects, and said:
“You don’t know me?”
“No,” I replied; “you have the advantage of me.”
“My name is -. I took some singing lessons
of you twenty years ago. The circumstances were
as follows:
“I came to the city where you were teaching, for
a three months’ visit at the home of my grand¬
parents, and, having a good voice, determined to
improve the opportunity for study. While I made
some progress, the time was too short for you to
accomplish the work you really desired, and urged
my remaining a little longer. This I could not do.
Then you said, with great emphasis just as we
parted: ‘Well, then, take care of your voice; under
no circumstances should you allow yourself to sing
either above E-flat or below G for at least a year.’
I went away fully resolved to heed your warning;
but on arriving home found a young man who had
settled in the place as a teacher of singing who had
just finished a course of instruction in New York.
His claim of competency was so1 great that I was
satisfied and placed myself under his instruction.
He almost immediately carried me in full stress as
high as F and G, with the result that the muscles
were so strained that my voice left me entirely, and
I have never sung since.”
What an object-lesson that is for young teachers!
It shows that the danger of holding the pupil back
or of waiting too long in the natural compass of the
voice is not half so great as that of attempting to
advance them too rapidly, or extend the compass
too quickly.
All honor to the country singing-teacher. Would
that we all could carry on our work under conditions
so favorable to health, so free from distraction, and
so abundant in the genuine pleasure of life! I once
heard a great and successful teacher say, in response
to the inquiry as to why he did not settle in the
metropolis: “It is not that I would rather be a big
toad in a little pond than a little toad in a big pond,
but I feel that I can exert among my pupils a greater
personal influence for good in a small city than in
New York.” I admired the spirit of the man. His
homely illustration laid emphasis upon the fact that
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too often the “personal influence” idea is set aside
for selfish considerations largely of the sort which
in the business world are called competition or
rivalry. Earnest teachers know nothing of rivals or
competitors. They study to succeed with and for
their pupils.
In general terms, it may be
stated that an increase of
power or dynamic force in
singing corresponds to an acceleration of tempo, and a
diminuendo to a holding back,
or ritardando, of the move¬
ment.
There are many exceptions, however, to this rule,
and the changes in tempo are much more delicate, and
require greater discrimination than the changes in
power. The use of the tempo rubato identifies the
great artist perhaps more than any other form of
expression, for this reason; in the hands of the ama¬
teur it is like a two-edged sword: it cuts both ways
and its use is fraught with extreme danger. License
of tempo can only be granted to those whose taste
and judgment are cultivated to the highest degree.
This refers, of course, to those delicate changes of
tempo which are recognized as such only by those
whose ears have been trained to listen for effects of
this nature. The strict tempo may not be, iu a meas¬
ure, expressive, but it at least is safer than license
untrained. If one is not capable of observing strict
time, he certainly cannot trust his judgment as to
varying it.
The rubato that is concealed is the best. A good
rule to observe, when a change from strict tempo is
indicated, is to lengthen the long notes, and shorten
the short ones. In this way the idea of the composer
is simply intensified. To shorten a long note or to
lengthen a short one is to change or distort the mean¬
ing of the phrase. The ritardando is the antithesis
of the accelerando. If the balance of tempo is pre¬
served, the use of the one must be followed by the
other. Then that which is robbed in the one instance
is restored in the other, and the rhythmical sense is
satisfied in the listener.
The hold (marked '7' ) is a sign much used as indi¬
cating the lengthening of the note over which it is
placed. It is supposed to be held at the pleasure and
judgment of the singer. Yet most Holds prove more
satisfactory when given a certain definite number of
pulsations of the rhythm of the composition. This is
frequently the equivalent of an extra measure. Cer¬
tainly the singer should not abandon all thought of
rhythm while executing a “hold.” Especially in con¬
certed work without a conductor is it necessary that
there should be some understanding as to the number
of beats to be allotted to a bold, in order that there
may at least appear unanimity of thought and action.
Hymn-tunes rendered during church-service are gen¬
erally played without instrumental interludes. In the
interval between the stanzas the organist should re¬
tain the rhythm of the tune in mind, that he may
introduce the new stanza upon the beat as indicated
in the music.
As both high pitch and length of tone intensify its
meaning, it is but natural that they should be em¬
ployed together at the climax of a phrase. The
Italians especially love to dwell on the high note of
a perfect cadence, which usually appears as part of
the dominant chord.
The esthetic significance of the accelerando is that
of eagerness, joy, life, increasing nervous power, and
susceptibility, while the ritardando represents its an¬
tithesis, or a gradual return of nervous force to a place
of rest. Most retards demand a very gradual and
regular retardation of tempo rather than a spasmodic,
or irregular, slowing of rhythm. The lengthening of
beats may be expressed by horizontal lines or dashes,
each slightly longer than the preceding, as follows:
-, etc. To reverse the move¬
ment produces the accelerando. True rhythm is most
frequently prejudicially disturbed (1) by losing time
while taking breath (the time used in taking breath
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klrauld always be taken from the note preceding) ,
(«)by dwelling upon or prolonging the unaccented
part of the measure, thereby actually distorting the
Movement. Tbsse fault, are moat prominent in choir
and cborua work.
The connertion of tonea in ita relation to vocal ex¬
pression will la- cn.ldered in a later paper— IJenr*

tioMK yeara ago I had occaaion to visit a friend at a hoapital. Aa 1 came out and paaaed
by the parlor, I heard aoine
•train, of music, looking in, I aaw a young girl at
the piano, ainging the old familiar aong: "Til the
laat Rosa Of Summer.” Seated around the room were
•atrial convalescent pati>-nla Mining in rapt atten¬
tion. What had Brat attracted my notice «u the
piano, which waa badly out of tune. The young girl
•it tinging in a hard, unyieldiug quality of voice,
and thumping out the accompaniment in a manner
which alnuwt bailies description. In fact, iny Brat
impulse n hrn t heard it waa to hurry by aa quickly a*
possible to aa to eaca|ie from it aa noon aa I could;
and yet, when 1 aaw theae people aitting there and
liateniag ao intently, I waa forced to atop and wonder
why it waa. They were all old people whom in pre¬
vious vlaita I had aeon aitting uround the halls. There
must Hare been, of course. .<miething in what this girl
waa tinging that waa pleasing to them. Their whole
attitude showed it. A* I listened, I went back in
memory to the time when I first heard Emma Juch
•iag this same song in the old Academy of Music in
New York City. It was the Brat time I had ever
heard grand opera. I shall never forget it. Then my
thought* went back farther to other times when 1
had heard this same old aong from my mother's lips
and to the times when I had played and sung it my¬
self. Then I began to rvaote that It was not the
excruciatingly bad tone-quality and out-of-tune con¬
dition of tbe piano nor the mechanical and wooden
way in which the girl sang and played that impressed
her listener*. It was IhU beautiful song itself and
tb» sentiments surrounding it—the music and words
being so beautiful, and tbe sentiments and thoughts
associated with it bring so strong that it would cause
them to overlook the mu«k-al incongruities.
Appreciation of these facta has led me along two
lines of thought which in some way* seeui opposed
to each oilier, though they both have to do with the
education of the student. They are. first, our atti¬
tude toward other singers; second, our attitude
toward ourselves.
A PLAIN TALK
TO STUDENTS.

Nomura is Pmu-mt.
Everything in this world, not only in music, but in
other walk* of life. U judged in a relative manner.
Nothing b perfect. No singer has ever attained per¬
fection. No one has ever sung so well but perhaps
some one else might sing a little better. Therefore,
before we criticise any musical performance or won¬
der how thuse who are listening succeed in getting
any enjoyment ont of the occasion, we must take a
gTrat many things into consideration. An Amerioau
Indian undoubtedly derives a great deal of pleasure
from his uncouth and savage songs, whereas we who
have had a letter musical education can see nothing
but that which is harsh and disagreeable. Many peo¬
ple receive considerable enjoyment from the imperfect
rendition of songs. The reason is that their musical
education is so meager that the incongruities of im¬
perfect intonation and bad tone-quality arc obscured
by the strong emotional thought and beauty of the
words and music.
So let us not be too harsh in our criticisms of
others. Instead of thoughtlessly finding fault with
a more or less imperfect rendition of a song. let us
take into consideration the standard which that singer
may hare set before him. what may have been his
environments, and what ha* been the musical atmos¬
phere iif there were any at all) in which he has been
reared. Let us also remember that, in spite of his bad

that song should be sung. He may have heard it
from the lip* of a great artist and been thrilled
its magic power and beauty; and yet because of his
inability to criticise himself and because he cannot
hear himself as others hear him, this attempt to pro¬
duce the song according to his high ideal may be the
most potent reason for his bad singing If he had
heard some one else sing it just as he did, he would
not have been at all pleased, but the reverse.
Also let us not be too harshly critical of those who
receive enjoyment from that in which we only see
the imperfections. If the opportunity had occurred,
it would have been not only ill bred, but positively
cruel, to have told those old people at the hospital
that what they enjoyed was very poor music. It
would have done them no good from an educational
stand point, and would have caused them pain in¬
stead of pleasure.
Now, while all the above is true and we desire to
throw the mantle of charity over the efforts of others,
yet when we come to criticise ourselves it is another
story. 1 have said above that we must not he too
harsh in our criticism of others. However, we have
a right, and moreover it is our duty, to listen critic¬
ally to their performances so that we may improve
ourselves. How many times has one pupil followed
another in my studio and censured the first one con¬
cerning some defect and immediately committed some
fault in singing just as bad or even worse! It is so
easy in all the walks of life to judge ourselves leni¬
ently and criticise in others the very things we pass
over in ourselves. All great artists have to endure
criticism, much of which is unkind and more or less
unjust. While this is true, it is also true that no one
ever rose to eminence who was not his own most
severe critic. Therefore let us be kind in our esti¬
mate of others, but severe toward ourselves, always
striving for a higher goal.
What is Your Attitude Toward Music?
Why do you study singing? Is it because you
really love to sing, or because some one has told you
that you have a voice and you think you can distin¬
guish yourself by its cultivation? Do you realize how
few there are of all the army of students who ever
rise to any prominence, and do you appreciate the
bickerings and heart-burnings which attend the strug¬
gle for public notice and favor? Do you realize that
there is really nothing in what is called fame? That
fame of itself palls on those who achieve it.
Now, this seems to be a very black picture which
1 have drawn, and yet, from one point of view I have
not made it a bit too black. I do not mean to be
pessimistic regarding singing, because I would rather
sing than do anything else in the world. Having said
that, have said all there is to it, because if you or
really love to sing, or if we really love music so
much that we cannot help but study music just for
he sake of the comfort and enjoyment and spiritual
uplifting that we receive from it, then it does not
make any d.fference just how much we succeed pubhcly. Let me assure you that if all the army of
students would go into music, not to sec how much
money they could make out of it, not to see how
much social success they could gain by it, not to see
how much they could “show off” and thus become
nmre prominent than their associates, but insSd if
he, would study music for all there is in the art
then those who are really talented and who have the
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You may strive all your life for perfection of voice,
and, of course, the more you study, the better voice
you will have, and yet you have your own physical
limitations, and cannot go beyond these. On the
other hand, if you will pay less attention to this part
of singing and try more to put into your song that
soulfulness which so few singers possess, you will
achieve the highest success of which you are capable.
Let me give a little iUustration from my own experi¬
ence. Years ago, I was studying “The Serenade,” by
Schubert, playing my own accompaniment. I had
never been satisfied with the way I sang this. The
words are very beautiful, and the music is one of
those bits of exquisite melody which flowed so spon¬
taneously from Schubert’s pen. One day as I began
playing the opening measures of the accompaniment
the thought came to me: why not try to avoid mak¬
ing any effort after tone and, instead, try to sing this
song as sweetly, lovingly, and tenderly as if you were
singing it to some one whom you really loved, and
as if you really meant what you said? I acted upon
this impulse, and the result was that I sang the song
as I never had before, and the “Serenade” appeared
to me in a better and different light. It was not long
after this that I sang it for some friends who had
previously heard me sing it, and, when I had finished,
the instant remark of all of them was: how much
better my voice sounded than it had the last time
they heard me sing!
Now, have I made this clear to you? My voice, as
a physical instrument, had not improved in the few
days which had intervened, and yet the voice which
sang this song to them was almost an entirely dif¬
ferent instrument from that which had previously
been used, simply because in this last rendition of the
song the striving after physical perfection of tone had
been forgotten, and, instead, the song had been sung
in a spontaneous manner, which produced that very
lovableness of which before I had only succeeded in
getting a faint imitation.
Now, then, what is the meaning of all that I have
said? Merely this: that, in singing, we must be our¬
selves—simply and naturally; we must so study our
art that we may be able spontaneously to represent
all there is in the song. The longer we study this
way, the more and more artistic shall we become.—
Horace P. Dibble.

Some years ago the present
writer, then a critic upon a
leading journal of a Western
city, had a somewhat inti¬
mate acquaintance with that ambitious, and, in some
ways, wonderfully successful opera-singer, Emma
Abbott. She was in certain particulars a very ex¬
cellent artiste, although, on the other hand, certain
glaring defects of both voice and technic, and a cer¬
tain overweening desire to capture the good-will of
the groundlings exposed her justly to the adverse
criticism of the more scholarly class of critics. In
one cardinal matter of the art of singing, however,
she was a model, and far surpassed our modern gaspmg, short-winded, and overdramatic race of vocalists:
she could hold a steady and pure tone to a wonderful
duration, and could increase and diminish it by the
most delicate gradations in a way to recall the won¬
derful anecdotes of the old Italians. When asked
how she did this she said: “Nothing is more impor¬
tant in the art of singing than the power to hold on
to the breath. This was for three years the thing
which I studied most. And then, again, one must
hear one’s own voice, and that is hard. I formed the
habit of singing with my face near to a wall. You
see, that reflects the voice precisely as it is sent out
from the mouth, and you hear all its feather-edges,
and roughness, and defects of all kinds when it is
thus thrown hack to you.”
While pondering over this dictum of the renowned
singer the present writer hit upon a device to enable
s students to hear the voice more accurately.
Place the two hands in the form of an oyster-shell,
HEARING ONE’S
OWN VOICE.

or a shape like a longitudinal section of an egg-sliell.
This will be effected by laying the outside edges of
the two hands together. Place this concave, oval
basin in front of the mouth, with one side resting
against the cheek at the corner of the lips. Thus
the voice will come forth and be deflected into one or
other ear as the case may be, and its quality will be
heard exactly, and in a state of exaggerated rough¬
ness which will be of the utmost help in stimulating
the habit of refining the voice and polishing off all
its harshness.—J. 8. Van Cleve.

To the Editor of the
Vocal Department: lam
neither a singer—I wish I
were—nor a teacher of sing¬
ing, but one who helps to make up the audience of
singers, and who takes this means of protesting
against certain things, as a result of which I feel
that I am not getting from the songs and the singing
I hear all that I have a right to expect. I cannot
find the enjoyment that I know is possible. I feel
a grievance against Dame Nature because she did not
give me the equipment for a singer. I have so wanted
to sing, and sing great songs in a great way, but my
voiee is feeble and little enduring, so that I can only
conceive great effects. To do them satisfactorily is
beyond my power.
The lapse of years has, of course, allowed the sense
of injury to lessen, but it rises just as strongly as
ever under two provocations: First, when I find a
text set to song that has no right to such a union;
and, second, when I hear a singer with a superb vocal
equipment,—that is, physically speaking,—having had
the advantages of good teaching, the stimulating op¬
portunities for artistic growth, in many public appear¬
ances,—when I hear such a singer execute, and not
sing, I feel my grievance afresh. I want to rush on
the platform and drive away one who falls short of
his possibilities; it may be through sluggishness, it
may be through lack of knowledge, it may be through
having been trained to appreciation of a wrong idea
of what singing is.
This time, however, I shall speak only of the first
objection I have made. The supreme test of the
orator, the master of thought, of imagery, of expres¬
sion, and convincing power is, that what he says shall
have the appearance of spontaneity; that he shall
convey to us the feeling that what he is saying is the
expression of his thought of the moment; that it is
the "white heat” of his feelings. So I consider that
singing should appear spontaneous; that it shall con¬
vey the impression that the singer is expressing the
thought of the text for the first time it has ever
been expressed, and that it is expressed in singing
because the emotions are so intense that speech, im¬
passioned as the most eloquent orator can make it,
is too constrained for its proper utterance.
Therefore I want an emotional text for the songs
1 hear, not a descriptive or narrative poem. Is there
any reason why one should sing “I Had a Sweetheart”
in waltz rhythm? or, that one should even sing
“’Twas at a Grand Reception,” etc.? In such cases
I always feel that composer and singer have a wrong
conception of the province of song.
According to my view, one should sing nothing that
does not unmistakably demand the aid of music or of
song to give it a fitting expression. The singer ought
not to be considered a sort of elocutionist. The latter
has the help of intonation to bring out the subtler
meanings of a question, it may be, or of doubt or of
certainty. The singer is so often at a disadvantage
in this respect. The melody, in its rise and fall, makes
it well-nigh impossible for him to realize the expressional possibilities of his text without approaching a
parlando style. But that is only one phase of the
singer’s art. It may be legitimate in opera, but not
so clearly in place on the concert-stage. In the latter
place we want the best art and the best songs. These
are songs of the emotions, outbursts of feeling for
which the methods of speech are inadequate.
Teachers are not without blame. Pupils accept the

EMOTIONAL
TEXTS FOR SONGS.
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songs given them for study,—now and then only ask¬
ing for the privilege of studying a particular song,—
and how shall they acquire skill in singing emotional
works unless they are given such songs for their
study? I shall not go so far as to say they should
have only this kind of songs, but I do claim that, if
their singing is to be powerful and along the lines
of the highest art in song, the preponderance of study
should not be along the lines of songs with descriptive
or narrative texts. We know that there is a demand
for singers of the type asked for in this article, be¬
cause such singers can draw and hold great audiences.
But these singers have not won this success through
the work which their teachers did for them, but gen¬
erally by virtue of their own individual effort after
the work in the studio has ceased. But why should
singers be left to do this work unaided? The teacher,
if he know his art, can help in the foundation, if he
will. But he needs that kind of songs. Who is to
give him these songs? The composer who selects the
text that will stimulate an emotional song and an
emotional rendering.—The Outsider.

It is an axiom of
music-teaching that
the pupil first copies from his teacher
whatever manner¬
isms or peculiarities the teacher may have, whether
these are idioms of speech, oddities of manner, pecul¬
iarities of interpretation, or other idiosyncrasy; and
then, after that is done, perhaps copies the good
points of his instructor. The non-essentials always
make a quicker and firmer impression than the essen¬
tials. In the matter of singing, anything that is a
little out of the usual line comes in for a quick imi¬
tation, as the pupil supposes it to be one of the
points to be acquired. But the most of this imitation
is a matter of unconscious absorption.
The exaggerated vibrato is one of these unfortunate
habits that young singers acquire, sometimes from a
teacher who lacks in skill or good taste, and some¬
times from a desire to copy some second-rate operasinger who has forced his or her voice into the state
where the wobble is so pronounced that the singing is
simply a succession of conundrums as to what the
pitch really is. The second-rate singer whose idea of
quantity is comprised in the indication “forte,” and
whose idea of quality is expressed in this overdone
wobble of pitch, hardly makes a good model; yet just
because of these features the uninitiated are apt to
copy him.
Different causes are assigned by different writers
for this unpleasant exaggeration. One says it is the
elasticity of the sound-waves, which explanation
hardly explains; another, that it is an uncontrolled
use of the diaphragm, that the breath-emission is un¬
steady; that has more of sense to it. From experi¬
ment and reason, I am inclined to think that this
state of vocal uncertainty is caused sometimes by a
slight tension in the muscles about the soft palate,
and the alternate tightening and contraction of these
produces the wavy effect in the voiee. In other, and
perhaps the majority, of cases—those in which the
pitch variation is most marked—there seems to be
a tremulousness of the vocal chords, a lack of steadi¬
ness, producing a variation of pitch that is at times
excruciating. It may be that all forms of the disease
come from this root, however.
The violin-vibrato that is so pleasing is caused by
a kneading of the string by the finger, producing a
very slight shortening and lengthening of the string
and the result is really a tremolo, an alternation of
two pitches but a few vibrations apart. The same
effect gets into the voice. Hence, we may well infer
that the cause is the same, and that what may be
an artistic embellishment becomes by exaggeration an

A VOCAL ABOMINATION:
THE EXAGGERATED
VIBRATO.

artistic abomination.
But that it is considered a beautiful vocal effect
by a certain proportion of the public—the vocallyuninformed portion, of course, and by occasional
young singers whose ideas of vocal esthetics are as
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yet undeveloped—is seen in the flattering remarks
that follow the singing of some callow wobbler whose
tone is about as stable as the position of the balancewheel of a watch. It is taken as an evidence of a
good voice; it is accepted as evidence of deep musical
feeling; it is regarded as showing true musical culture.
Of course, it may be attached to a good voice, often
is; but it shows the opposite of good culture, and is
a travesty on musical good taste.
There is a certain vibrant quality about certain
voices that makes them deserve the term “sympa¬
thetic”; with others there is a mellowness that is
delightfully suited to certain moods of expression.
But when this vibrant quality becomes the exag¬
gerated vibrato through willful imitation, careless
teaching, or ignorance, the result is deplorable; and
that is what calls out this protest.
Nor is the dividing-line easy to see or hear. The
honest and tasteful teacher will constantly warn his
pupils against copying this overdone and would-beaffecting quality of tone. Oil the other hand, there
are those who would seem to nurse it along as a
thing to be proud of in their pupils; perhaps this
because it is a complimentary copy of their dear
selves.
The idea of song is to express emotion and poetic
ideas in tone. Whatever interferes with. the clear
enunciation of the words, then, is distinctly an enemy
of good song. Not that the words are generally sung
so that they may be understood, but that they should
be so sung.
There is nothing that so interferes with distinctness
of pronunciation as the feature we are here consid¬
ering; and not only that, but the exaggerated vibrato
interferes with the exactness of pitch in a most harm¬
ful way. The student of singing is apt to be so in¬
terested in tone-production as to forget that tone is
only a part of the language, and that, after all, the
thought is the thing, not whether she gets a good
tone. There, again, conies in the honest teacher.
There is a certain thrill that may permeate a tone
and give it life and sympathy; but, when this gets
to the point of interfering with pitch and enunciation,
it is time to call a halt.
Of course, this is not written in the hopes of reach¬
ing teachers who urge their pupils on in this direc¬
tion,—Ephraim has been joined to his idols a good
many centuries,—but to call the attention of some
who are forming a musical taste and a critical judg¬
ment to the fact that the steady, clear, even tone is
the artistic foundation of all good singing: just what
the diapason is on the organ, not the tremulant.—
W. F. Gates.

J. H. A.—1. One who takes
up as difficult a branch at 30
cannot hope to win laurels,
unless many other conditions
are and have been extremely favorable.
2. The F and F-sharp should cover naturally if the
throat is sufficiently free.
3. Don't think of attempting to teach until you
have been much taught.
QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

S. C. McC.—The condition you prescribe requires
an experienced specialist to properly diagnose it. I
would suggest that you call upon Dr. Frank Miller,
32 West Thirty-first Street, New York, who will dis¬
cern the cause of the partial paralysis of which you
speak and be able to tell you whether it can be re¬
lieved. I have heard of many such cases.
D. H.—The presentation of “coo,” followed by a
gradual enlargement into “o’’ and thence into “ah’’
without in the least allowing the oo position to be
disturbed will, perhaps, correct the difficulty. It cer¬
tainly would have done if that had been your
initiative, but the yawning suggestions have been the
cause of all the mischief. By its use the larynx has
been depressed and the muscles of the tongue and the
palatal arch brought into a condition that is directly
opposed to the efforts for good made by the use of
the coo.
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Still, I fancy like causes must in every country bring
about like results, and I am fain to hope that I have
proved my initial contention: the desirability of a
knowledge of organ-construction to organists generally.—J. W. Hinton, M.A., Mus.B.
The musical relationship
which should exist between
teacher and pupil is a sub¬
ject that deserves more than
passing notice. A pupil selects a certain teacher for
one or more of a dozen different reasons, engages
lessons, practices the music assigned, and plays it
to the teacher, paying therefor the stipulated price.
The teacher gives the stated amount of time for the
lesson and receives the sum agreed upon. The pupil
feels that he pays yell for what he receives and the
teacher considers that he gives full value for the
money.
These are the bare outlines of the musical relation¬
ship between a teacher and a pupil. Oftentimes the
relationship between them never goes beyond this
"bare outline, and the success of the teacher as well
as the progress of the pupil are, obviously, equally
small quantities.
One teacher may state, in defense of his attitude,
that he agrees to give to the pupil one hour of his
time each week for a certain sum; that he always
gives full time, and that he thinks that the pupil
ought to be satisfied. Per contra, the pupil says:
“1 practice faithfully and pay for the time which I
expect and which I receive. I am never late to my
lessons and always do the best that I can.” It does
not occur to either of them that their success with
each other, as teacher and pupil, will be within the
same narrow hounds as is their musical relationship.
On the other hand, if the teacher considers that the
pupil is a musical trust which has been placed in his
hands to develop; that the musical welfare of that
pupil is his care; that the musical growth of that
pupil is his own success and will surely reflect to his
credit, he will give much more thought to the pupil
than the simple hour of the lesson for which he is
paid. He will study how to overcome the weaknesses
and how to produce the best results with the strong
points of the pupil; and, above all, he will be loyal
to that pupil, never losing an opportunity to benefit
the pupil by his advice and suggestions even out¬
side the lesson-hour. Those teachers who are thus
thoughtful, painstaking, and generous are sure of suc¬
cess with their pupils.
Likewise the pupil who deserves and is determined
to obtain the most progress will recognize other re¬
sponsibilities than the above bare outline. A perfect
confidence in the teacher is the sine qua non. His
suggestions and requests must be followed rigidly;
bis respect must be sought and guarded, and his ad¬
vice must not be ignored. The pupil must be loyal
to the teacher and never ready to sneer at his ideas
and methods; always ready to praise and defend his
ability and musical skill; and always eager to see
the results of his labor, either in his work with the
pupils at recitals or in his own public appearances.
If the pupil cannot do and feel all this, the wrong
teacher has been selected, and the best results cannot
be expected.—Everett E. Truette.
TEACHER
VERSUS PUPIL.

Rdtud by KVfRHTT E. TRUETTE.

While the organ is
an instrument universally found in churches
and other public buildings throughout the
whole of Europe, Amer¬
ica, and the European
colonies, and while the number of skilful organ
players has so increased during the last quarter of
• century that their calling has largely ceased to be
s directly lucrative one,—supply having so greatly
overgrown demand in this direction,—no other instru¬
ment seems to be so little understood, even by those
who perform upon it Violinists dearly love to tend
their beloved Stradivariuses, and, thus acquiring
knowledge of the function of each part, and of its
relation to the whole, they are enabled to do simple
repairs. What would a bassoon-player do if he had
to go to some instrument-maker every time a new
rood gave him a little trouble? and how would windinstrument player* generally manage to play in tune
under varied conditions of temperature if they did not
comprehend the construction of their instruments in
•very detail ? Orchestral players of any experience are
one and all experts, both as to the quality and mone¬
tary value of the particular kind of instruments they
IMPORTANCE OK A
KNOWLEDGE OK
ORGAN-CONSTKUCTION
TO ORGAN-STUDENTS
AND ORGANISTS.

This is only natural from their training; but the
assumption that organists generally are in like man¬
ner experts cannot be so freely accepted. The condi¬
tions under which organists habitually use the organ
in no sense compel any acquaintance with its interior
nnatomy. If anything is wrong the "doctor” is sent
for; that h, the organ-builder.
An eminent musician, writing under the pseudonym
of Pro »«en lybtteo in Musical Opinion (London),
Volume XVI, No, 187, relates the following personal
experiences, which are both typical and pertinent:
"In my ease my teacher was an Oxford Mus.B.,
and daring the whole five year* that I was under him
I never was taught anything at all about the internal
parts of the organ. The same applied to the second
that I was under, who was a cathedral organist.
... All my knowledge concerning the inside of
the organ I picked up myself; but I had exceptional
opportunities for so doing. Everyone, however, is
not so fortunate, and it is for these that I urge the
plea: ought not every musical professor be competent
to impart knowledge of the practical construction of
the organ with the art of playing it?" During the
last few months I have come across lamentable igno¬
rance in organists holding eminent positions, two in¬
stances of which I will briefly relate.
After hearing a remarkable fine pedal trombone
used to excellent effect in the last strains of Handel's
“We Worship Gbd,” I ventured to congratulate the
organist on his pedal reed stop, when he surprised
me by saying: "It’s not a rrrtf, but the trombone.’
that you heard." Again, in the case of an organist
at a fashionable church. I found out that he had not
the slightest idea what 8 ft. or 10 ft. on the stopknobs meant, and he went one better by saying:
“We have a most peculiar stop, just listen.” It was
an ordinary Ht-feet double diapason on the swel).
This he conceived to be a mio flop, but what its use
could be was not clear to him.
The advantages to an organist of a real knowledge
of organ-construction are. indeed, many. All knowl¬
edge is built up by accumulation of facts and details.
Some little scrap of information, useless for year*,
eventually comes in. and at the right time and place

is invaluable. Omitting numerous indirect advan¬
tages, I may mention some very obvious ones. An
organist who can "take an organ on its structural
and tonal merits” enjoys a freedom not otherwise
attainable; any little derangement does not upset
him, he instinctively realizes how to use the stops
to their best advantage; a new or strange organ has
no terrors for him; he shines in giving recitals else¬
where than on his oten organ; a few moments’ trial
of a strange organ brings him into touch with it in
a way that no mere player, however good, can hope
for without many hours of trial and practice.
Again, if the organist have a mechanical turn of
mind, “organ-construction” soon becomes to him a
fascinating study. Who knows what valuable inven¬
tion might have been made by many organists had
they possessed the technical knowledge requisite!
Above and beyond these considerations we must re¬
member that it falls to the lot of organists to design
nnd superintend the building of organs. A splendid
field is here open to such as may be competent to do
this. Every organist of any executive skill is, how¬
ever, seemingly credited with being able to design an
organ and to “boss the show” over the builder.
In many cases it is like setting a blind man to lead
a man with good eyesight: they link on, but it is
thr blind man who is led. Of course, the blind man
can, if he will, say that he led the other one. Some
cases must occur in which the organist becomes op¬
pressed by the greatness thus “thrust on him,” and
even feels serious scniples in accepting the rOle of
the “Wind man,” but a much larger number of organ¬
ists (with the rashness inherent to shallow knowl¬
edge) think they are “bossing the show.” In no case,
however, can mere musical ability suffice, a sound
knowledge of organ-construction being essential.
There are also commercial considerations affecting
i lie relation between organist and organ-builder which
,m,st ** tl,uol,ed lightly. However, to follow up my
simile, it would seem that no sane, clear-sighted man
would 1* lead by a blind man, unless it were in some
way worth his while to go through such a pantomime
The recommendation alone of an eminent organist is
valuable to any builder in securing further orders—
to mention only the purely legitimate aspect of such
relations as I am now hinting at. If organists are
.* (“ thoy 8hould
designers of organs, and
held to be competent in this respect by the clergy and
f ",U.nU‘,P“ b°dles’ they must qualify in antLpatmn of such a responsibility. If they do not, their
rz'i. su
are do°med’and "in go
a. he profits which music-teachcrs formerly made by
t0 thfir.pupil9 have
To be ab,e
" aC°fTPan,mCnt i9 not a efficient quali-
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had no schooling, except in musical art ”
In bringing these remarks to a close T
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For the Choir-Singer: I
will remember that I am
supposed to be a factor in
a service of worship. I will
be dignified in my demeanor;

I will choose music that is
worshipful in character, but not too difficult for my
congregation to understand; I will do my best to
e evate the musical part of the service, and will sing
an English that can be understood. Nor will I think
am all of the service.
For the Music Committeeman: If I do not know
anything about good music, I will send in my resigna ion at once. I will not make of my office simply
rowans of annoying the choir, or of jewing them

down in their salaries. I will vote to pay the most
money we can afford to the best singers we can get
for it; and then may the Lord have mercy on their
souls!
The Organist: I will not play the organ as if it
were a piano. I will choose music that is legitimate
organ-music, and if I cannot play that kind I will
go to taking lessons of some one who can. I will
keep out from the service sentimental and silly saccharinities that have no spirit of worship or dignity
in them. If I am a “pin-money” player, I will resign
in favor of some one who is prepared to play the in¬
strument in the appropriate manner. Nor will I con¬
sider that I own the choir or the church.
The Minister: I will raise my voice for good music
in the church, not operatic, but dignified and fitting,
—such as would have the approbation of a good mu¬
sician. If I know nothing of music, I will not urge
my advice on music committee and choir; I will,
rather, get a musical music committee and leave the
matter in their hands. I will, as rapidly as possible,
do away with the trashiest of the “Gospel Hymns”
and substitute in their place the sensible and digni¬
fied hymnology of the church. And especially will
I try to introduce into the Sunday school music that
shall not partake of the drivel found in most of the
Sunday school song-books, for by having the children
sing sensible music in their youth they will be ready
to partake in the proper music of the church. God
help me to remember my responsibility in these
matters!—W. F. Oates.
According to Mr. Frank
Damrosch, there are three
main uses of music in the
church: as a preparation for spiritual thought, as a
means of expression for the deeper emotions, and as
an elevating force for bringing the soul nearer to the
Divine Power. He lamented the misuse of the last
named by organists’ playing operatic fantasias. “I
do not want an Italian operatic melody,” said Mr.
Damrosch, “when I enter a church, and, moveover, the
organ should never imitate an orchestra. It is fine
enough and grand enough to stand on its own basis.”
Mr. Damrosch also regretted the lack of appreciation
for the great masters of music shown in the compila¬
tion of some of the more pretentious hymnals, and
he condemned the mutilation of the great works of
composers to furnish tunes for hymns. “That is
vandalism, and should not he permitted, and there
should he a committee of safety to prevent it. The
quartet choir is an American institution, and it is,
perhaps, the cause of more trouble in the church than
any other thing. I would not advise Americans to be
proud of it. Not that we do not have excellent quar¬
tets, but, the more excellent they are, the less fit they
are to be in the church. The solution of the quartet
difficulty is the chorus. Choral music, to my mind,
is the only music that is fit for the church, in that
it sinks the individuality of • the performer in the
mass. I would not, however, exclude the incidental
solo from its proper place in a composition.”—Music
Trade Review.
CHURCH-MUSIC.

The misuse which many
pipe-organs suffer is a won¬
der.
Church-organs cost
from $1000 to $10,000; they are very sensitive to
changes of temperature, and yet many are heated
and chilled once a week all winter, and allowed to
get damp soaked in summer. The same persons who
neglect an organ will take good care of a piano cost¬
ing a tenth or a twentieth as much.
An organ is a good deal like a human being, when
it comes to changes of temperature. Sudden drops
put a man out of tune, and it is the same with the
instrument; it needs an even, moderate temperature
during the winter, instead of a roasting on Sunday
and a freeze the rest of the week. In summer a
stone or a brick church gets damp, but a slight fire
once a week will keep the organ dry.
A pipe-organ requires tuning at least once a year,
and the best instruments are looked over two or three
ORGANS MISUSED.
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times during that period. It is a two or three days’
job, nnd really requires two men. Besides a tuner-up
in the organ, there must be an assistant to hold down
the keys. Temperature has to be considered even in
tuning. All the pipes must be brought to the pitch
at about the same degree, and this degree must be
the same when the organ is used.—Ex.
The cut here printed
shows the organ in the
new Symphony Hall, Bos¬
ton, which was built by
Mr. George S. Hutchins and dedicated a little more
than a year ago. The specification was printed in
The Etude for December, 1900.
This organ is one of the most satisfactory organs
of its size that we have ever heard; not a large in¬
strument (having only fifty-eight speaking stops), yet
it is so voiced, and is supplied with such an abundance
of mechanical accessories, that with closed eyes the
listener would be convinced that the instrument were
fully a third larger.
The 32-feet open diapason in the pedal organ is the
largest scale pedal-stop ever constructed. It is ex¬
tremely effective, and even the players of the Sym¬
phony Orchestra—a class of musicians who generally
sneer at an organ — ac¬
knowledge that its tone
very effective and a great
addition to the orchestra.
The largest pipe weighs a
half-ton, and a man can
crawl into the pipe, turn
around, and come out with¬
out any difficulty.
The reeds are smooth
and
unusually
effective.
The pedal trombone (16
feet) is powerful, and yet
free from the disagreeable
rattle frequently heard in
stops of this class.
There are fifteen piston
combinations under their
respective manuals and fif¬
teen
pedal
combination
movements. The action is
Organ
electro-pneumatic, with a
movable console. High-wind
pressures are used in several departments of the
organ.
NOTABLE ORGANS.
TV.

One of the most jealously-guarded treasures of
the Vatican, in Rome, is
the collection of so-called
archives of the Sistine Chapel. These archives con¬
sist not of ordinary manuscript, hut almost entirely
of written music. They are the melodies, the chants,
and the oratorios specially composed for the use of
the celebrated Sistine Chapel Choir by Palestrina and
other famous maestri of by-gone centuries. The
anxiety On the part of the Vatican to prevent their
ever being copied or performed anywhere else than
within the walls of the Vatican or of those of the
Basilica of St. Peter is demonstrated by the fact that
excommunication is the penalty to be inflicted upon
anyone who dares to make an attempt to take down
notes during the performance of one of these unique
morceaux by the Sistine Choir. In 1870, at the time
of the capture of Rome, the entire collection was
almost lost. It had been left behind in the palace
of the Quirinal, walled in with other important docu¬
ments in a room on the ground floor. A few days
after King Victor Emmanuel had taken up his resi¬
dence at the Quirinal, one of the noble guards of the
Pope called upon General la Marmora, the chief of
the king’s household, and asked for permission to
remove the papers in question. King Victor Emmanual at once granted the desired permission, and
men were placed at the disposal of the noble guard
for the purpose of tearing down the wall and recover¬
THE VATICAN’S
TREASURED MUSIC.
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ing the concealed papers. These pieces of music per¬
formed by the choir of the Sistine Chapel are invari¬
ably sung without instrumental accompaniment, the
choir being magnificently conducted by old Mustapha,
who, notwithstanding his advanced years, still retains
his superb soprano voice. Of course, the soprano
voices of these grown and, in some cases, bearded
men form a peculiar feature of the Sistine Chapel
music, but the latter is absolutely incomparable and
unique, and in this age of the commonplace, and in
which everything tends to become vulgarized, it is
remarkable that the Vatican should have been able
to retain the entire and exclusive monopoly both of
the music itself and of its methods of performance.

“The Strife is O’er,” Stewart,
with soprano or tenor solo.
“Wake, ye Ransomed,” Spense,
with contralto solo and duet for
soprano and contralto.
“Fear not Ye,” Shepard, with solos for soprano,
contralto, and bass.
“High in Heaven Enthroned,” Eyer, with soprano

FOUR NEW
EASTER
ANTHEMS.

in Symphony Hall, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Samuel A. Baldwin gave an
organ-recital at Saint Bartholomew’s
Church, New York, the last of Jan¬
uary. The principal works on the program were
“Fantasia and Fugue in G-minor,” Bach; “Etude Symphonique,” Bossi; and “Scherzo” from the “Fifth
Sonata,” Guilmant.
MIXTURES.

The rumor that Mr. Dudley Buck had taken a year’s
leave of absence from Holy Trinity Church, New York,
on account of failing eyesight turns out to be false.
Mr. Buck has resigned on account of the interference
of the rector of the church with the management of
the music.
In Los Angeles, Cal., there is quite a discussion over
the subject of organ-recitals in the churches. The
churches are not allowed to charge admission to de¬
fray the expenses on account of the law that a church
must pay taxes if it charges admission. This law is
on the statutes of nearly every State, but it is rarely
enforced unless the church makes a business of selling
tickets. In Los Angeles organ-concerts by the noted
artists who happen to visit the city are impossible
on account of the enforcement of this law.
“A Hand-book of Musical Statistics,” recently pub¬
lished by the Boston Musical Bureau, contains some
useful information for the organist, and, as the price
of the little book is only twenty cents, it is easily
within the reach of all organists. Besides chrono¬
logical tables of famous singers, violinists, pianists,
etc., there are useful tables of noted foreign and
American organs of forty or more speaking stops.
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Til* recent death of the old
violinist who* bueineee it used
to be to play tor the scrubbers
and sweepers of the Louvre
and thus lend the stimulus of
rhythm to their motions, re¬
calls the tact that popular health suffers seriously
from the unrhythmic character of modern methods of
labor. Health and grace are almost correlative. To
be ungraceful la to be Ul developed, unrhythmical.
Children in the full flush of young life are Instinctively
rhythmical and graceful. Our modern civilisation
destroys both.
The primitive nations perform their labor in
rhythm, perhaps from instinct as children do; but
it should be noticed that those Oriental peoples which
have persisted as races from the remotest past—
Egyptians, Hindoos, Arabians—also invariably reduce
their labor to rhythm. When a ship coals in the
Orkat the clapper leads hb troupe of colliers, and,
perched where they ran see and hear him, keeps time
tor the song to which they move in tireless rotation
(rum the coal Urge to the hold until their work is
done. And without the supporting power of rhythm
they could not perform the labor. The peoples of
the East living thus under the dominion of rhythm
are graceful. Rhythm U a function of life. The ex¬
tinction of life U the extinction of rhythm. All the
involuntary processes of animal life are rhythmic and
are controlled hy rhythm. The serpent, for instance,
b perhaps conscious of rhythm and little else. It
seems to be well proved that the boa constrictor b
purely rhythmic, and that it contracts its folds when
its sense of rhythm b interrupted. Music therefore
b as closely related to life as b heat or air.
There has never been an epoch in human civilisa¬
tion when music has been so completely ignored in its
form of rhythmic motion; when its part as a factor
of hralth. society, and even religion has been so tost
sight of. China has built her civilization upon music;
India Uvea hy musk; Arabia and Persia know the
usee of music in popular life; but Christendom in
raising musk to the position of a science has lost
sight of its place as an economic factor of popular
life.
There has never been a time when agricultural and
manufacturing communities have stripped life to such
barren, grim, and hopeless conclusions as the present.
The milk maid of Menie England slept hard and fed
scantily; but when, her foaming milk-pail upon her
head, she tripped gayly in the barn to the measure of
her coni|>aaion’s song, life presented n pleasant aspect
She could enjoy the motions of her own healthy body
under the guidance of rhythm. She did not go insane
as does the modern farmer's wife as she toils solemnly
in the monotonous round of milk-skimming and wash¬
ing milk-pun*, with her mind fixed upon the mission¬
ary cause in India. The milk maid of the time of the
Plantagenets was doubtless little better than a sav¬
age; but her chest was full of oxygen and her limbs
were agile, and she had her round of simple pleasures
close at hand. She had all the pleasure there was.
The modern woman b too often sadly conscious that
there are “plenty of good tiroes, but she bn't in
them.”
HOW WORK
WAS ONCE AND
NOW OUOtiT
TO HE MUSICAL.

She ia mistaken. There are no good times when
the tide of life ebb* low in the veins. And few women
feel the delight of life’s full pulse after the first days
of arithmetic at the common school arc begun. The

bad ventilation, enforced sitting hour
iety, and weakened digestion take care of that. 1 J
have been forced out of the rhythm of Nature, and
suffer the consequences.
There has been a great mistake made in the work
i„g out of our social customs. The sooner we begin
in the school and train our children to the idea that
well-developed bodies are the foundation of intel¬
lectual life and success in work, and that the joy of
healthful motion, symmetrical, graceful, rhythmic is
their right, the sooner we shall make rural and manu¬
facturing life joyous and popular. In the highlydeveloped civilizations of the East, of which that of
Greece was the nearest and most sympathetic to our
own, what they called harmony—harmonious and
rhythmic action of mind and body, symmetry, grace,
propriety-was the method of life. Everything was
accomplished with a song. The occupations and pleas¬
ures and worship that filled the round of life were
alike ordered by rhythm.
The result is evident at a glance: superb physical
development, superb intellectual endowment. Whether
we look at the Spartans, who despised luxury, or the
Athenians, who delighted ill it, we find the same re¬
sults of “harmony” in body and mind.
Let us look from this picture to that of modern
farm- and artisan- life: round shoulders, shambling
gait, narrow chests, and weak eyes are the rule. They
are the rule because the beauty and strength of man¬
hood and womanhood that our people are born to
and have a right to, are not set before their eyes as
objects to be cultivated with ardor, are not recom¬
pensed by popular admiration. The trouble begins at
school. Arithmetic is ground in from seven till four¬
teen years of age; music and physical culture are
ignored.
The close—the indissoluble—relation between fine
physique and the cultivation of musical instincts in
racial development, though little thought of, is none
the less real. One will not exist without the other
in popular life. Music may rise into an intellectual
art; but it begins with the symmetrical development
of the body.
The fact is little realized that man comes into the
world with but three sources of enjoyment: he has
his body, his mind, his affections, and the joy of
living in and for itself is the one that is felt first,
and ought to persist to the grave. As a matter of
fact, few women preserve it beyond girlhood. Then
comes the joy of thought; but that is conditioned by
the body: mens sana, eorpore sono. Last come the
joys of the affections; but, to those whose ever-pres¬
ent consciousness is a sense of bodily infirmity, the
affections bring as much suffering as joy—“and all
this,” you say, “you attribute to the fact that the
I-ouvre is no longer scrubbed to the sound of a violin ”
Exactly; I attribute it to the fact that the popular
idea of hfe is to put off pleasure, innocent pleasure,
to some other time, whereas the way of popular happmess ,s to seek pleasure in every-day occupations:
to find it in oneself rather than in the purchasing
power of money.
6
The art of living is to find delight in simple pleas¬
ures; to learn to be easily amused; to begin with
!J* nlmW
PXPTrT °f Strength’ C,a9tidty of
cle n.mbleness of I,mb; to widen this to the delight
of the play of the intellectual faculties; to broaden
SJeStnJ

m0re in the excrci9« of family
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this “harmony has its own function to fulfill

Much has been said in
these columns about the
usefulness of the Federa¬
tion of Woman’s Musical
Clubs. It has been stated
that they possessed a bureau
for the assistance of the
smaller organizations who
stood in need of musical aids in their meetings.
Hints of programs for yearly study have been thrown
out, programs compiled for philanthropy and fur¬
nished at cost; a library of music for circulation
among the less accessible portions of the country has
been outlined; a bureau for engaging artists at
reasonable prices and for artistic considerations
merely has been written up. In short, a vision of
co-operative music has been unfolded before the
hungry eyes of the readers of this paper, in good
ON THE
POSSIBLE WIDER
USEFULNESS OF
THE FEDERATION
OF WOMAN’S
MUSICAL CLUBS.

faith.
Now comes a letter from a lady in West Virginia
who has read, marked, and pondered all this. She
is interested in a club of women who enjoy chorus¬
singing, who are eager about their work, and who
are now in their second year of club-life. She writes
that she would like some musica1 assistance for art’s
sake to add to the attractions of her club. She is
too far from New York City to obtain what she
needs from there. Besides, she has read about that
Bureau.
Now comes the difficult part of the affair. The
Etude, which is really interested in the carrying out
of these excellent and useful schemes, is entirely in
the dark as to the way to get at what is wanted.
If such a bureau exists any longer, we would be glad
of its address and information as to the scope of
its activity. We would like to know also about that
circulating library. Where is it? How many vol¬
umes does it possess; has it a catalogue? Who
transacts its business ? Then there are the conditions
of admission to the Federation. Possibly some club
that takes The Etude might wish to join this circle
and enjoy the advantages accruing. But The Etude
is not in a position to tell them how. An election
was held some months ago. On or about that time
the curtain fell. The Federation may have accom¬
plished something since, but it is quite unknown to
us; and, being unknown to us, it probably is to the
majority of the forty-odd thousand subscribers of
this paper.
Now we think of it, why not have an Etude Club,
forty thousand strong, all by ourselves? If any fine
pianist, violinist, or harpist lives within hail of West
Virginia, and can “lend a hand,” the Editor of these
columns will communicate the fact to the club in
question without delay.

The Musical Club, of Portland, Oregon, has ad¬
journed sine die. The disappearance of this active
and efficient society from practical music-making is
a sensible loss. Possibly the members imagine that in
supporting concerts, importing musical stars, patron¬
izing home-talent, and keeping up with musical litera¬
ture they will do as much work as individuals as they
formerly did as a body; but experience points the
other way.
It has been asserted that the dissolution of the
Portland Club has occurred in consequence of the mar¬
riage and consequent pre-occupation of one single
member. There was no one left to keep it together,
we were informed.
It is a sad commentary on women’s ability for or¬
ganization if this is so. Surely a little of the business
enterprise and commercial instinct which these col¬
umns recommended some time ago would have built
up something more permanent than a social organiza¬
tion which was at the mercy of the accidental removal
of but one personality.
If brain-workers would omy do like cows,—gather
up their material as they walk around in the fields
and woods and assimilate it while resting,—well, they
would have more brains.—A Summer Hymnal.
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Practical Points by Practical Teachers
SIMPLE LANGUAGE.
MADAME A. PUPIN.

COUNTING ALOUD.
F. S. LAW.
Counting aloud is undoubtedly of great value in
keeping correct time. In the earlier stages of study
it is practically indispensable. Yet it is easy to make
a fetich of it. After all, it is only what might be
termed the outward sign of an inward grace; its office
is to build up an inner sense of rhythm. After that
is gained audible counting is better reserved for exi¬
gencies of especial difficulty or for solving particular
problems in rhythm or measure. Its aid is too valu¬
able to be given up entirely, or to he weakened hy fre¬
quent and unnecessary use. There is no magic or
saving virtue in the words—one, two, three, four, etc.
—save as they represent the pulsations of measure in
mechanical form, and, therefore, easier of comprehen¬
sion to the novice. When he feels these pulsations
so that they guide his playing, let the counting be
dropped at once, and let him play from the inner
feeling of rhythmic necessity. There is a stamp of
the mechanical about all playing which requires the
aid of counting, whether mental or audible.
Not that counting should be undervalued as a
means of gaining clear and rhythmic thought. Noth¬
possible.
ing can take its place in this respect; but it is a
“Play the dominant,” thundered out the irate pro¬
servant, not a master. All pupils are the better for
fessor. “Don’t you know what the dominant is?”
counting fairly and squarely in passages designed to
Why, you dunce, the dominant is G, B, D.”
test their fundamental knowledge of note-values. The
There the professor was wrong, for G, B, D is the
most direct and simple test is single-hand playing.
dominant triad of C. Had he told his pupil that
This often reveals unsuspected lapses from exactness
the fifth note of every scale was called the dominant,
in time-measurement. Pupils who have no difficulty
and showed how a triad could be built up on it, which
in playing a melody with a more or less elaborate
would be called the dominant triad, the pupil would
accompaniment sometimes come to grief in attempt¬
have received some information from the lesson, and
ing the melody alone, for the reason that the accom¬
the professor would have been spared the headache
paniment, with its regular movement, affords a me¬
which resulted from his unreasonable rage, all caused
chanical measurement to the melody-notes, which are
by his loose use of language.
thus given without real comprehension of their rela¬
tion to each other. Take the accompaniment away,
SUCCESS.
and the player must rely on absolute knowledge of
E. a. smith.
time-values. This is a test to which counting is par¬
Success is individual. No two people give it the
ticularly applicable.
same significance, unless their hopes, aims, and at¬
Another excellent practice is to have the pupil clap
tainments are the same, and these two people have
with the hands the rhythm of a melody, while the
never yet been found. Who is the successful teacher?
teacher claps the regular measure, and vice versd.
Is it the one who has the largest class, gets the
This is particularly favorable to the development of
highest prices, makes the most money? Is it the
a rhythmic sensibility, since the mind is concentrated
best executant, the one who has studied with the
• on the rhythm alone. It will often make a passage
best teachers and is the best musician; it may, in
clear when other means fail.
fact, he neither. Teachers are not made to order.
They inherit certain qualities that may he cultivated,
THE MUSICIAN’S BUSINESS TRAINING.
certain faculties that may be developed and en¬
J. FRANCIS COOKE.
larged. Then, given the requisite opportunity and
So MANY things are being added to the long list of
experience, they should, in the best sense of the word,
side-studies for musicians that it may seem useless
he a success. But, first of all, the truly successful
;o discuss another. Business, however, is, in its
teacher should have high aims, moral and artistic;
jroper sense, of far greater importance than all other
he should he thoroughly in earnest, qualified for the
Moderations not directly musical. Business is a
work before him and in love with it; to enthuse
nan’s means of securing just compensation for the
others he must be enthusiastic himself; to interest
jroducts of his genius, talents, or industry. It is the
others he must he interested in them and their work,
nainspring of society. A musician of undeniable at¬
—personality counts for much. An envious, jealous
tainments and ability, hut without business training,
disposition has no place in the curriculum of a suc¬
is in much the same position as is the merchant who
cessful teacher; it is sure to reveal itself to the
possesses a large and valuable stock, hut who knows
pupil, and in time injure him.
not how to dispose of it for a just profit. Considering
The standard cannot he too high, and until teachers
the matter entirely from an artistic stand-point, it is
have taken a high stand themselves they cannot
useless to explain to the sensible man that a mu¬
hope to raise others. Is the average music-teacher
sician’s services to his art are greatly enhanced when
in the average town a very influential factor in
assisted hy a business training enabling him to place
any direction? Think it over and answer the ques¬
himself and his works in a just light before the skep¬
tion. Success lies with the individual. There is such
tical public.
.
. _ .
a thing as luck, but there lies a better and safer, in
Probably no more than ten musicians in one hun¬
skill and ability, aim and purpose. To the credit of
dred have any academic or practical business training.
the musical profession be it said that the modern
Indeed, there are some who look upon business as a
teacher is equipped with something besides technic,
distraction and even a sort of disgrace. They ave
and an education is considered a necessity. Modern
Wrn that business is not a set of customs,
ideas and modern methods possess breadth of idea,
requiring a more general information and education

“Hid not your former teacher explain this to you?”
said the teacher to a new pupil, who was vainly try¬
ing to do something she did not know how to do.
“Oh, yes! she did; but I never understood her ex¬
planations.”
So it seems there are explanations that do not ex¬
plain. Some begin at the end or in the middle; some
leave out the most important thing; some are ex¬
pressed in words beyond the comprehension of the
pupil. Is it such a difficult thing to adapt one’s
language to the comprehension of a child? It does
seem as if some grown-up persons had forgotten
their childhood days and feelings. Some get into the
habit of using many-syllabled and high-sounding
words, which confuse the listener.
One of my pupils—a married lady—once said to
me: “Before I came to you I heard you were a very
learned lady, and I was afraid for a long time I
should not be able to understand you; hut I have
been surprised many times to see what very simple
language you use.” Language should express exactly
what the teacher means, as simply and clearly as
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upon subjects not formerly considered of importance
to the musician.
When the teacher has successfully placed himself
in touch with the people in the community where he
resides, there will then he open to him a larger field,
and his success therein will only be limited by his
ability to meet the demands required.

or less questionably taking an unfair advantage of
unfortunate patrons by every possible means within
the limits of the law. The present writer can see
nothing to the credit of either bchuhert or Franz that
they were practically robbed of priceless songs by de¬
signing publishers who made capital of their lack of
business training. Business is not that avaricious
pursuit of the means to secure luxury that marked the
lives of Kalkbrenner, Lully, and others; but rather
that careful attention to detail and system that en¬
abled Beethoven, Wagner, and Brahms to add much
to the world's musical treasures.
The musician who is without business training may
learn much from books and observations. Any reli¬
able book upon commercial law will be of great as¬
sistance to him in his life-work. Such periodicals as
The Bookkeeper, System, Printer’s Ink, and Profitable
Advertising contain endless hints for the ambitious
man. By these means he may learn of the conditions
of contracts, the desirability of keeping accurate ac¬
counts, and the nature of commercial paper. By ob¬
servation he may see that his business success depends
largely upon the liberality of his methods and the
excellence of his system, and that the products of
bohemian looseness, like that illustrated in the career
of Edgar Allan Poe, are not to be compared, from a
point of value, with the results to be obtained from
systematic, well-directed, business-like effort.

PRIZE-ESSAY ANNOUNCEMENT.
Foe a number of years the Annual Prize-Essay
Contest has been a feature of the work of The
Etude, bringing into notice writers before unknown
to the musical public and affording a medium for the
thinking teacher and musician to present to others
the fruits of his own careful work and investigation.
The element of competition has been a stimulus to
all to prepare a careful, practical statement of their
newest, authoritative ideas on music-teaching and
study. Our aim, this year, is to create a special in¬
terest along the lines of discussion with which The
Etude is identified, and we invite all who have at
heart the cause of a true music-education to send
us their views on some subject of helpful, practical
advantage to our readers.
For the best three essays submitted according to
the conditions below mentioned we will pay:
First Prize.$30.00
Second Prize. 20.00
Third Prize.15.00
Total.$65.00
The contest is open to anyone. Essays should con¬
tain about from 1500 to 2000 words. They should
be in the hands of the Editor not later than April 1st.
They should be legible manuscript or type written,
not rolled, and the author’s full name and address
should be plainly written on the first and last sheets.
They should be educational in character; not on
general subjects, but on a specific topic that can be
clearly and practically discussed in the prescribed
length. For example: Subjects such as The Influ¬
ence, Power, Beauty, Ethical Value, Moral Value,
etc., of Music; historical, biographic, or scientific
treatises are not in line wi“h the needs of The
Etude; subjects such as How to Play the Piano,
How to Teach, How to Teach the Beginner,
Piano-Playing as an Art are too general, and
cannot be discussed thoroughly enough and in
detail, in the prescribed length, to be ot real value;
each of the subjects mentioned, however, contains
a number of thoughts adapted for use in this
contest. Without necessarily being technical or
based exclusively on technical questions, the essays
should have a distinctly educational purpose. In
rendering a decision the preference will be given to
such essays.
Address all manuscripts to The Etude Prize-Essay
Contest, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fuller information can be secured by addressing
the Editor of The Etude.
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He cannot help looking forward to his lesson-hour
with.a palpitating heart and brain; and, even though
the ogre proves unexpectedly amiable, the pupil’s
constantly lurking fear mat he will be aU but demol¬
ished upon the slightest provocation is hardly cal¬
culated to encourage him in the earnest effort he
wishes to make. Plainly, the Irascible Pedagogue is
not the man to be entrusted with the delicate task
of guiding a talented pupil to his goal.
Then we have the Suave Teacher, the absolute
antithesis to the Irascible Pedagogue. He is per¬
petual sunshine personified. His pupils enter his
Conduotcd BV GEORGE LEHMANN.
studio with the conviction that, however atrociously
of which, and similar conclusions and predictions,
they may play, they will not succeed in disturbing
No violinist, perhaps, has
ninv l* summed up as being mere tommyrot. Kube¬
their teacher’s equanimity. The lesson is played; a
JAN KUBELIK:
ever been introduced to the
lik is not a child. At his age the musical mind must
A WARNING.
American public with greater
few mistakes are, perhaps, corrected; and an anecdote
be well developed if it is ever to become a great mu¬
managerial ingenuity than Jan
or two, accompanied by a fraternal pat on the back,
sical mind. The choice between pure art and mere
Kubelik. Perhaps, also, no European Importation
ends the pleasant hour precisely to the minute.
pyrotechnical display must be made long before the
during the past twenty years has excited our musicThe Suave Teacher may know little or nothing
age of twenty-one. Kubelik has long since chosen
lovers to such a high pitch of expectation as the
about the art of violin-playing, but he is surely a
between the two. He has advanced so far in the
young Bohemian virtuoso. For many months prior
shrewd man in his know’edge of human nature. He
path of musical unrighteousness that, we fear, he is
to his coming, every possible managerial effort was
knows that most parents are agreeably impressed
quite beyond redemption. As the years go by, he
made to prepare us tor a demonstration of artistic
with his urbanity, and he is equally certain that his
will, it is true, grow less and less imitative. He will
skill such as (we were told) the world had not been
pupils will not inquire too lo~ely into his real abili¬
play Bach and Beethoven and Spohr with less slavish
privileged to witness since the days of Paganini.
ties if he converts the unwelcome music-lesson into
devotion to his teacher’s precepts; but of Bach and
Nothing, in short, was left undone to impress us with
an hour of agreeable nothings.
Beethoven, and of ell the really great and serious
tbs certainty that. In Kubelik’s art, we should recog¬
The Uninterested Teacher is often a man who has
musical works, ho will probably have little better
nise an unprecedented ombination of technical skill
accomplished respectable things as far as his own
understanding or more sympathetic appreciation at
and intellectuality. And so thoroughly was this
playing is concerned. He is fairly honest, but never
the
age
of
forty
than
he
has
to-day.
work of preparation performed that few dared to be
exacting, gives each pupil the precise number of
Though there can be no doubt that Kubelik’s art
suspicious of the extravagant tales that reached us.
minutes of his time for which he is being paid, is
is unworthy of emulation, hundreds of our seriousDespite all this, Jsn Kubelik’s playing is truly a
never
moved by a beautiful performance or an ex¬
minded
students
will
doubtless
be
influenced
by
his
thing of the past as far as concerns the impression
ecrable one. His methods are not dishonest, but he
performances. For many, temptation to follow in
It wade on intelligent music lovers of New York.
either cannot or will not make the effort to carry
the foot steps of the young Bohemian will prove ir¬
We have listened to this highly-gifted young man
his pupils beyond mediocrity.
resistible. Those that fully yield to such temptation
with more astonishment than pleasure; and, sad to
will probably be foolish enough to travel in feverish
The Theoretical Teacher is everywhere a common
relate, he baa awakened in us greater pity than ad¬
haste to Kubelik’s teacher, convinced that SevcicK
type. Hs flourishes in every country, in every clime,
miration. He has left us, perhaps forever, and is
can metamorphose them all into wonderful techni¬
and he flourishes especially in Berlin,—where one
enjoying a “triumphal tcur” throughout the country;
cians. There will surely be many victims of this
least expects to find him. He has always on hand a
but we hare no desire to hear him again, and his
peculiar form of insanity; but let us hope that the
playing is almost forgotten.
large stock of plausible theories. He has a theory
victims will not be Americans.
What a lesson, what a warning has Jan Kubelik's
for everything. But his most plausible theory is
playing been to music-lovers and, in particular, to
that which aims to account for his inability to give
students of the violin! Moro forcibly than any other
To the uninitiated it
practical demonstration of his powers as a violinist.
virtuoso before him the young Bohemian has proven
VARIOUS METHODS
may seem incredible that
He assures his pupils that, once upon a time, he had
the ephemeral nature of such art. In vain he has
OF INSTRUCTION.
violin-instruction admits
prodigious technic. He had a brilliant staccato, a
tried to ranch us with a dazzling display of virtuos¬
of the application of a
wonderful spiccato, a marvelous trill; in short, he
ity. He has successfully demonstrated the possibil¬
great variety of methods; but pupils who have rest¬
could do phenomenal things, once upon a time. And,
ities of technical achievement. He has emphasized
lessly wandered from one studio to another in search
strange to say, his pupils all believe him, every one.
the fact that the violin Is the most marvelous mu¬
of an ideal instructor have many astonishing things
Now, these few types of teachers of the violin are
sical instrument conceived by man. But he has
to relate ot their various experiences. Often, of
among the most familiar ones in the experiences of
failed, most pitifully failed, to reveal one beautiful
course, the pupil is either unreasonable in his de¬
the average student. It need hardly be emphasized
thought, to enrich us with one abiding musical mes¬
mands or incapable of recognizing good instruction;
that the student who chooses one of these is most
sage.
but far more frequently the discontented wanderer
unfortunate in his choice. There are always certain
Jan Kubelik is not, as some critics would hare us
escapes from the frying pan only to jump into the
qualities which one should look for in an honest and
believe, unmusical He does not disdain to Interpret
fire.
•
competent teacher; and though it is quite impossible
the nobler work* in violin-literature. Indeed, he has
,
v v “ “orvvsvx,
VCL uiiens
to lay down an inflexible rule for the guidance of all
painfully striven to convince us that an artist may
been foolishly answered: How is it possible to avoi
pupils in search of such a teacher, some assistance,
worship st the shrine of Paganini and yet approach
the mistake of choosing an incompetent teache*
feeble though it may be, may be rendered the great
Beethoven with a musically unsullied mind. But in
This very serious question admits of an endless nun
army of strugglers to whom this question is of vital
this he has signally failed. He has only succeeded
her of profitless and idiotic replies; but a wise c
importance.
in obtaining from us respectful recognition of his
even sensible solution of it will always be found a
digital skill.
The really able instructor is necessarily an earnest
exceedingly difficult matter. A little light, howeve
and conscientious man. He combines stern discipline
And yet Jan Kubelik is anything but unmusical.
can be shed on this much-vexed question; too littl
If the truth be said, be has a decided musical feeling
with unmistakable kindness and interest. He does
perhaps, unerringly to guide the pupil in the riel
and a warm temperament. But how, we ask our¬
not content himself with correcting flagrant errors,
direction, but just e ough to save him from Ion
selves. how is it possible to reconcile the possession
or with persistently directing the pupil’s attention to
continuance of a serious mistake. We cannot hex
of true musical instinct with such deplorable tend¬
the many grave defects which all intelligent pupils
consider many different types of teachers, but fro.
encies as Kubelik's playing revealed? The answer is
are fully capable of recognizing without his aid. He
the many we select a few that will probably be fami
as simple as it is tad.
knows that every pupil requires more than mere cor¬
lar to our readers.
Enamored with the idea of surpassing the technical
rection. Every serious question, whether it he mu¬
iJSJi
f ’ W<> h\? What ma-v »* termed tl
achievements of other men, Kubelik’s ambition has
sical or technical, receives emphasis and prominence.
Irascible Pedagogue. He is sometimes a man of eo.
gradually, but surely, le^ him sway from the nobler
Instead of dismissing it with a few injunctions, it is
siderable ability and experience, but more often 1
aims of musical art. He has dedicated his life to the
presented in all its details and various forms. Its
has scant knowledge of his subject. Under aU ci,
pursuit of a phantom musical happiness. In his
true relation to the art of violin-playing is made so
Wc;eir’he is
more irritable and a.
overruling passion for the mastery of violin-technics
forceful and clear that soon the pupil’s whole horizon
gressive than a fighting cock. He has acquired tb
be has lost sight of the highest purpose of his art.
is broadened and changed. In a word, every lesson
habR of greeting his pupil with a scow? or son.
He has chosen the ignoble path of the musical presti¬
is a revelation of some new aspect or principle of
equally
unpleasant
suggestion
of
an
inevitable
sto™
digitator, and. daxzeled by the brilliancy of his own
art, not merely an hour spent in platitudes and con¬
The intimidated pupil tunes his fiddle in fear an
feats, he can see nothing worthier of attainment
ventionalities.
trembling plays his very worst, and carries home tb
Many admirers of Kubelik are attributing his onememory of a volcano of unmerited abuse
The zeal and enthusiasm of the able instructor are
sidednesa to youth. Others, again, predict that lore
among the most helpful of his pedagogical qualities.
and sorrow, trials and tribulations, will surely result
He is so thoroughly interested in his work that he
in the fuller development of his musical nature. All
pupil is never given^n opportunity^) do^hi^bes
cannot fail to arouse in his pupil the spirit of emula¬
tion. But it is not with words alone that he can be
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successful. He is a guide in the truest sense. He
clears and shows the way. He imparts his knowl¬
edge by means of practical illustration, knowing that
complete understanding of a question is often impos¬
sible without the aid of standards of comparison.
All this, and much more than can be written,
stamps the work of the able pedagogue. And when
the pupil discovers these qualities in his teacher, he
has reason to feel convinced that he is not wasting
his time. He may not be in the bands of an ideal
teacher, but he may feel certain that he is being
guided in the right direction.

1. Should the chin- and
shoulder- rest combined be
used by pupils ?
This form of chin-rest has grown quite popular
among the ladies. Its object is, ot course, to obviate
the use ot a cushion. It is not devoid of certain ad¬
vantages, and many girls, especially those whose
necks are uncommonly long, regard it as a nlessing.
But it has its disadvantages, too. The shoulder-rest
frequently bends and ometimes breaks, though the
latter is by no means
common occurrence. There
is, and always will remain, one strong argument
against the use of the shoulder-rest- it necessarily
keeps thtf instrument at some distance from the
shoulder, and the player, always conscious of its ex¬
istence, is apt to hold the violin with something less
than the requisite firmness.
2. Should a pad of any kind be used on the
shoulder?
If the pupil’s neck is short, it is always advisable
to dispense with a cushion. But the use of a cushion
is greatly a matter, of early habit and training.
After the player has become thoroughly accustomed
to it, he will find it no easy matter to hold the violin
firmly without the aid of either a cushion or a hand¬
kerchief.
3. What objection's there in using metal pegs?
From the stand-point of utility there is, perhaps,
no objection whatever to the patent peg, whether it
be made of metal or rubber or any other substance.
But we are long accustomed to the wooden peg of
simple design, and, what is of greater importance, it
is harmonious in every way with the general charac¬
ter of the instrument. The metal peg offends the
artistic sense, and, everything considered, is a useless
violation of the external beauties of an instrument.
4. Should a child study the piano before taking up
the violin? If so, to what extent?
Opinions differ widely on this question. Pianostudy, however, cannot prove practically helpful to
the prospective violinist. It is advisable, even neces¬
sary, that every violinist should have some knowl¬
edge of piano-playing; but we can see no advantage
in piano playing as a preparatory study for violinplaying. If anything, it is a disadvantage to tram
the fingers for the keyboard before they have ac¬
quired some facility on the fingerboard.

SOME QUERIES.

Camilla Ubso, the celebrated violiniste, died re¬
cently in New York. She was born in Nantes, France,
June 13, 1842. In childhood she showed great pre¬
cocity; at six she couli. play the violin, and about
that time she began to study seriously. At seven she
gave her first concert, and was then taken to Paris,
and entered in the Conservatoire. In 1852 her father
brought her to this country, and played in concerts
with Sontag and Alboni. For a time after her mar¬
riage Madame Urso retired from the concert-stage,
but in 1863 she again appeared in public life, and
since then has given concerts in. Europe as well as
the United States, but making her home in New
York City.

Rhythmical feeling is genius. Every person has
his individual rhythm. All melody is rhythm. He
who has control of rhythm has the world in control.
—Novalis.
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AH OBJECT LESSON IN MUSICAL HISTOIIY.
BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE.
“It is all triumphant art, but art obedient to law.”
—Browning.
Thebe is a patience in forgotten things; mutely
they wait in dim corners and dusty garrets, the
thrust-aside relics of days that are dead, while the
years pass on unheeding them until the time is ripe
when they may step forth again into the light,—
this time to teach a lesson,—the great lesson of
progress that can only be rightly learned by com¬
parison,—the past with the present.
Such a lesson has just been given in Boston. Chickering & Sons, makers of pianos, put upon exhibition
a collection of instruments of all times and all coun¬
tries, gathered from Arabia, Bengal, China, and so on
through the alphabet, a collection wonderful in its
completeness and most satisfying in the way in which
it illustrated Music, from the first crude attempts

lereat, with sticks of wood strung with strips of
ather and bits of shell, to Music as we know it now.
Together with the instruments (so numerous that
, took Mr. Brayley a year to catalogue and to armge them) there was set forth some of the best
^temporary thought on music. Mr. H. E. Krehbiel
nd Mr. H. T. Finek came from New York and reiewed musical history under tne aspects, respectively,
f “Program Music” and “The Rise and Fall of the
onata,” using the instruments of the exhibition upon
rhich to illustrate the various periods of which they
poke. Mr. Krehbiel’s description of Johann Kuhiau's “Battle between David and Goliath,” done on
, harpsichord which could hardly be heard five feet
way, strikingly illustrated what association of ideas
ould’do in making the listener’s imagination reprouce or invent outright what the composer was trying
o suggest. Mr. Finck showed interestingly how the
Sonata had long outgrown its original significance
nd soitnded a note of warning against certain musical
endeneies of the present. It is always well, when
here is temptation to inflate Vain Present by conract with the Withered Past, to intone a recessional,
-“lest we forget.” Mr. Louis C. Elson gave the
fienealoev of Music,” traced the “Development of
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of the Pianoforte,” lectured on “Virginal Music and
the Bach Period”; and Leonard Marshall told of the
“Progress of Music in the Public Schools,” thus round¬
ing out a most comprehensive course of lectures.
There were daily concerts given on the instruments;
Chinese music done by a Chinese orchestra; Southern
ditties done by negroes; Italian folk-songs done by a
band of Italians, and so on.
By means of these concerts and lectures a knowl¬
edge of the musical history of America, such as is to
be found in no book, was gained by a people largely
ignorant of it. Those who knew by heart the story
of Handel’s capture of London learned for the first
time of how the influence of his music crossed the
water, “penetrated the woods beyond Dorchester,”
and set the practical Yankee to writing “fugue-tunes,”
many of which show genuine genius, together with
ideas of the composer’s own as to how far the laws
of harmony were binding upon a free and independent
citizen of the New World.
The Stoughton Singing Society was singing these
tunes as early as 1762, and in its present flourishing

condition this pioneer of American oratorio gave an
old-fashioned “Sing” at the exhibition.
Another thing which the exhibition brought out
of the dust of oblivion was Oliver Holden’s “Ode to
Columbia’s Favorite Son,” sung on the arrival of
President Washington in Boston, October 24, 1789,
by the Independent Musical Society. How patriotic
our musicians of those days were, and how religious!
The men of Carter’s Band, who have been at work
for months restoring the instruments used by the first
brass band organized in America in 1835, gave a con¬
cert on them of the music which stirred men’s hearts
during the Revolutionary and Rebellion times, which
made one remember that during our late war with
Spain our martial tune was: “There’ll be a Hot Time
in the Old Town To-night.” It is a question if any¬
thing short of a war between two nations would bring
our national music down to posterity.
And the instruments with a past! So reticent as to
all that relates to the past, yet so faithful in evidenc¬
ing the helplessness of art without the aid of science!
How little we think of what the invention of wire in
1350 meant to music. It is difficult to believe that so
simple a thing ever needed inventing that it not only
always will be, but always was. These instruments
show, first of all, how necessary it is that the making
of musical instruments should be in the hands of
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trast. There was the organ made in ’SI by Leonard
artUU rather than ol artisan*, tor here were proof* of
Martin, with glass-covered keys, underneath which
how many well meaning manufacturers went astray
were flowers done in water-colors, so that the fingers
through having more thought for the body of the
of fair damsels really strayed among roses and pressed
instrument than the soul, and through a determina¬
therefrom drops of honeyed sweetness. There, too.
tion to make it ntilixable as something else beside*
was the wonderful enharmonic organ to the construc¬
a musical instrument. Thus, there is a piano fitted
_
tion of which Joseph Alley practically gave
his life,
up as a lady's sewing-table, mirror and all complete;
quTte°re«rf“ess^“oTtheT/t That noTmo°re than half they could not rebel. With no tendency to deprecate
a hammer clavier as a secretary (fancy keeping quills,
dozen people could ever master its intricacies,
the necessary academic preparation every musician
sand sifter, and ink-horn in a piano); still another,
•
■
-must have, we can at least state the importance of
Lavignac has said: “God made man to His own
an organ, has a wine closet in its side. This tickled
a temperament, cast not in the square and narrow
image, and now when man proposes to create an in¬
one critic'* fancy Immensely, and he said: "Surely
strument for the praise of God he takes his own vocal mold of four school-walls, but in the limitless
nothing in the way of bachelor cabinets goes ahead
organ for a model, and in his own image makes the Academy of the Universe.
of this splendid combination: strong music and good
To what extent heredity may influwine."
organ.” Acting upon this, Mr. Alley succeeded in
ence the temperament of an individual
Another thing which these instruments show is
making his organ the nearest like the human voice Upon what
has been a question discussed for
what a long time it takes any instrument to become
in its modulations of any instrument ever invented. it depends.
years. The many instances of musi¬
that instrument and nothing else. The piano, for
There are five keys to each tone, so that instead of
instance; by what a slow, and sometime* painful
a scale of seven notes there are four sounds to each cians whose ancestors have not been pronouncedly
process it became a piano pure and simple and noth¬
of the twelve tones given in the octave of a tempered musical seem to prove that if temperament is in¬
ing else, either organ, lither, string orchestra, or
instrument, the fifth note being a duplicate of the herited, it is not necessarily inclined in any specific
“January music, with drum, triangle, and cymbal.”
first, for convenience in modulating. Professor Hig- direction. Schumann, for instance, cannot be said
It is amusing to see by what spasmodic degrees it
ley, of Woburn, Mass., is said to be the only man to have inherited a musical temperament, although
shed it* seven pedals, it* knee pedal, knee-swells,
his temperament was later musicaUy directed. Tem¬
living who can play this wonderful organ.
stops, and manuals, and all the other "attachments”;
So one might go on to tell of the wonderful collec¬ perament would seem to depend very much more
tion of brasses, of the exhibition of music-engraving, upon accidental conditions and environment than
of the Ram’s Horn which “blew down the walls of upon birth. The most erudite of Chinamen take
Jericho,” of the collections of instruments used in the great delight in listening to the drumming and tinmaking of marvelous violins, and of the drums by tinabulations of their semibarbaric instruments.
which a Bystem of wireless telegraphy was earned
They, too, have musical temperaments that, while not
on in Africa ages back, but through it all would run
exactly latent, are undeveloped according to Eurothe same history and the same lesson, the history of , pean standards.
instrument-making and the lesson of the development
A musical temperament demands the company of
of the ait of music, the growth of the two together, other musical temperaments and the means of ade¬
the instrument growing to the art, the art adapting quately expressing musical creations. It would be
itself to the instniment.
difficult to imagine a musician achieving the same
success in his art as did Robert Louis Stevenson
in literature, upon a lone Pacific island. The mu¬
TEMPERAMENT.
sical temperament demands fine orchestras, grand
choruses, and perfect instruments. It is neverthe¬
by J. FRANCIS COOKE.
less true that some musicians with fathomless imag¬
inations have had but miserable substitutes for the
The definition of temperament, like that of beauty,
means of ideal interpretation. The musical tempera¬
will always be colored by individual opinion. It is ment, however, is invariably more active under pro¬
likewise affected by nationaUty, school, age, climatic
pitious conditions than amid adverse surroundings.
conditions, and bodily health. We realize that the
Indeed, in the great music-centers we measure the
»..ul is capable of acting, thinking, arid feeling. We
relative position of the artist by his temperament.
also admit that each individual has a way of acting,
The broader the culture and the more pronounced the
thinking, and feeling peculiar to himself and differ¬
temperament, the greater tne artist.
ent from that of any other. This indescribable per¬
The effect ot music upon the temperaments of
sonal method of psychic action is what is generally
t ose who are not amateur or practicing musicians
understood to be temperament. Few words are more
is being constantly recognized by sociologists as most
vaguely used or more imperfectly understood. It is
beneficial. Broadly stated, the police-courts find that
not uneommon to hear musical people state that cercrime diminishes where public parks and public bands
vwa no '? ‘'e tCmpCrnment’ 88 “ temperament
have been established in the slums. It is the most
was not a characteristic constantly manifested by
ect process of developing the finer natures, the
« cryone. A musical temperament might justly
to watch its gradual development through psaltery
musical temperaments, of the unfortunates. We
dulcimer, spinet, rirginal. clavichord, harpisobonl. and
thaPtTM| “?C,ting th°Ught’
La
°°
ave no better illustration of the importance
Mon, that in its highest form tends to develop the
hammer clavier to the clori cembalo con forte e
Ot a musical temperament in the creative and in¬
I***" , that is, a stringed instrument, with keyboard,
terpretative musician than the evidences of the
capable of playing both loud and soft quite of itself.’
etlect of their creations and interpretations upon the
Still another thing which the collection brought out
masses. The thought itself is so evasive and so
was the fact that for a long, long time this lore for
oroug y within the realm of recognized metaall things pertaining to music has dwelt among us;
P ysics that its meaning cannot be denoted by defithat for many years connoisseurs have been quietly
**
gsthering together these rare instruments (the res¬
andTllustr ^-US*
eonn°ted by practical experience
toration and etudy of which go so far toward help¬
ing ns to know what music was to the Masters);
so that at length such an exhibition as Chickering
grOW *~ter With each succeeding ^Tr
U8ic appeals to our emotional and taxes our
gave was an actual possibility. Contributions were
ronying this increased difficulty andL
f
«»nt from the New England Conservatory of Mimic
ental nature—exerts an influence over us as a light
ri<*c and exact thought has <L J
T * *°T
from the Essex Institute in Salem. Mas*., from the’
st d -eaven a^ove- The discipline of music as a
«o«ch the student to concentre?* h a tendency to
l niverahy School of Music. Michigan, from the pri¬
anv JL™™ far‘reaching than that demanded by
any other art or
things not specifically musical Althon'wi?^ a11
vate collections of Mr. Louis C. Elson, Rev. Dr. James
science. In ttUU.lL!
addition, think of the
V .
-J-U
develop a so called musical , f hou8h this might
Darlington, and from many other sources, both public
nifln’?*16*1 aD<* technical side of music—from the
just
such
mean,
that
m,?
temPcrame"t.
it
is
by
and private.
thing •* 8tand‘Pomt. for example. Is there any‘ho
There (in Dr. Eben Tourjle's collection) was the
inost valim
Kin when
_°
mo*t
valuable
ii 'a "7f World”°nQ' High
UlSh Art iis
fine
“ “ ErtS and. sciences tliat demands such
first upright piano, made in England, beautiful as a
. . the l®rgest numbe
jewel casket, with its satin wood case beautifully in^
,nu"'" laid, fit setting for the sparkling melodies which,
ment
t?
rapidity to the digital moveunder gay Lady Morgan'* fingers, rippled forth from
A definition.
“ !,^ent number of sand nJhe mind must ^asP and control a thouit. There were spinets with black natural* against
ouslv If°ne thingS instantaneously and simultanewhich milady’s white hands gleamed in dainty cod
malryolf w,sh to improve yourself, therefore,
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thoroughlyrU
H thlS C°ming
year’ t0 do everything
roughly. —Herman
P. Chelius.
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Trinity Church, and Mr. George F. Brooks, a wellknown concert-organist.

from a dictionary stand-point, this definition eon-'
notes the real essence of the temperament of a great
master. Why did Beethoven wander through the
fields day after day? Why did Wagner mingle with
the people when an inevitable revolution could bring
him naught but exile? Simply because their love of
Nature in her manifold forms controlled them, and

Some of the labor leaders in Pittsburgh have shown
a disposition to protest against the appointment of
Air. Edwin H. Lemare to the position of organist at
the Carnegie Institute, on the ground that it is a
violation of the contract-labor laws.
Saint-Saens is writing an opera on a Persian sub¬
ject.
Dvorak is said to have changed into an opera his
oratorio, “Saint Ludmilla.”
A new work by Moszkowski, Grande Valse de Con¬
cert, op. 69, is announced for publication in Germany.
Kubelik, in three concerts in Chicago, drew larger
receipts than Paderewski. The average was nearly
$5500.
The College of Music, Cincinnati, Ohio, recently re¬
ceived a gift of $6000 from Mayer Fleischmann, of
that city.
The Earl of Dysart, an English patron of music,
has offered $50,000 toward a $2,500,000 fund to en¬
dow a national opera-house.
It is announced that Mr. Georg Henschel, com¬
poser and singer, whose wife died recently, has de¬
cided to retire from public life.
Rheinbebger, the celebrated composer and organ¬
ist, who died recently, left $25,000 to the city of
Munich for philanthropic purposes.
Carl Reinecke, for forty-two years connected
with the Leipzig Conservatorium, has resigned his
position as an instructor of composition and piano¬
forte.
A new musical journal comes from Toronto, Can.,
The Conservatory Bi-Monthly, edited by Dr. Edward
A. Fisher. It should prove an aid to musical interests
in Canada.
Charpentier, whose opera “Louise” is nearing its
hundredth performance in Paris, has written a new
opera, the heroine of which, “Marie,” is the daughter
of “Louise.”
The Handel and Haydn Society, of Boston, has
started a building fund for a home for oratorio. This
society is one of the pioneer musical organizations in
this country.
Recent numbers of Lippincott’s Magazine contain
interesting articles on “The Music of Shakespeare's
Time,” a subject that will be found valuable to stu¬
dents and to program-makers.
Madame Marchesi’s husband, the Chevalier Sal¬
vatore de Castrone-Marchesi, celebrated his eightieth
birthday recently. He is well known as the editor
of several valuable “schools” of singing.
American music lost an interesting figure in Dr.
M illiam O. Perkins, who died in Boston last January,
at the age of 72. His composition for choirs, choral
societies, and public-school use had a wide popularity.
The citizens of Milan voted, by a fair majority,
against continuing the municipal subvention to the
ce.ebrated La Scala theater. It is in this house that
many of the most famous operas were first brought
out.
Mr. W. Wolstenholme, the well-known English
composer and organist, has recently accepted a posi¬
tion in a London church. Although blind from birth,
,e *s considered one of the foremost organists of
England.
A trade-journal prints a picture representing a
lot of peons in Brazil delivering a piano. Instead, of
the familiar little truck used by piano-movers in this
country, eight men carry the piano, supporting it on
their heads.
A school for instruction in church-organ playing
|las been opened in Boston. The instructors are Air.
George E. Whiting, Air. II. J. Stewart, organist of

According to a journal devoted to the interests
of bands and band-music, some military bands in
Germany are being supplied with drums made of
aluminum instead of wood. The tone produced is said
to be superior to that of the wooden drums.
Eugen d’Albert was born in Glasgow, educated in
London schools of music, and went abroad to study
afterward. Besides this, his first public appearances
were in London. Yet he claims to be a German, and
that everything he does is for the benefit of German
art.

Ill
a selected theater to produce the work, awarding a
prize of $1000 to the composer. The award will be
made on December 1, 1903.
Paderewski’s opera, “Manru,” received its first
performance in New York, February 14th, and closed
the opera season in Philadelphia, February L8th.
The title-rOle was sung by Alexander Bandrowski,
the other principals being Aladame Sembrich and Mr.
David Bispham. Large audiences greeted both per¬
formances, and a thorough artistic success was se¬
cured. It wiU take the judgment of other perform¬
ances to say whether this first work in this form
of the composer will aold the stage permanently.
The libretto is somewhat of a handicap on the opera,
as it lacks in movement and tends to prolixity.

Among the effects of Brahms were about two thou¬
sand letters which, according to the wish of the com¬
poser, have been returned to the writers. The heirs
claimed them, alleging that they had monetary value;
but the courts ordered the directions of Brahms to be
observed.
Emile Waldteufel, the popular waltz-writer,
though an old man of 80, still composes a remarkable
amount of dance-music, his compositions already
amounting to over eight hundred published. He is
said to have a piano in every room of his magnificent
home in Paris.
Dr. A. C. Mackenzie, the celebrated English com¬
poser, has designated the young Hungarian violinist,
Koeian, who was educated at the Prague Conserva¬
tory, as “the coming man.” He is said to have phe¬
nomenal technic as well as a fine emotional quality
in his playing.
xtADEBEWSKi will give recitals in New England in
the early part of February, the Middle States in
March, reaching Pittsburgh and the West March 10th,
and going as far west as Kansas City on the 17th,
after which he will return East by way of Chicago,
Detroit, and Cleveland.
Russia boasts of the world’s greatest choir. It is
in the Cathedral of Alexander Nevski, in St. Peters¬
burg, and is attached to a convent erected to the
patron-saint of Russia. Its members, of which there
are about thirty, are all monks, chosen from the best
voices in all the Russian monasteries.
A very interesting feature of the Chickering &
Sons’ exhibition of musical instruments, at Boston,
was a mahogany piano with brass trimmings, which
was the property of Lowell Mason, and which he used
when he composed some of his famous tunes, to
“Nearer, My God, to Thee,” for example.
The Brussels Conservatoire, for thirty years past
possessor of the famous musical library formed by M.
F6tis, has now acquired the 9000 volumes collected
by Dr. Wagener. The price paid for the Fetis books
was 185,000 francs, and it is said that those purchased
from the heirs of Wagener are worth at least as
much.
Prof. Salomon Jadassohn, the famous teacher
of harmony and composition in the Royal Conserva¬
tory at Leipzig, and a composer of eminence, died
February 1st. Professor Jadassohn was born in
Breslau, August 13, 1831, and was educated in the
Leipzig Conservatory, and a pupil of Hauptmann and
Liszt. Many prominent American musicians were in
his classes.
The city of Paris has thrown open a musical com¬
petition to stimulate the rivalry of French composers.
The composition may be symphonic or dramatic, but
must be for soli, chorus, and orchestra. If symphonic,
the accepted work will he publicly performed at the
expense of the city, and the composer will receive a
prize of $2000. If dramatic, the city will either pro¬
duce the work without staging, and award the prize
of $2000 or will hand over $5000 to the manager of

A1USICAL CLUB AND AMUSEMENT DIRECTORY.
By Charles L. Young, 1123 Broadway, New York
City. Price, $3.00.
It is not possible here to do more than indicate the
contents of this large work of 1008 pages. It con¬
tains a mass of information in regard to every pos¬
sible phase of the busi ess of supplying the musical
and amusement world. It contains a list of musical
clubs and societies, music-halls, society people who
give musicales and entertainments, managers of the
prominent opera-houses and halls, summer places of
amusement, winter resorts, hotels, railroads, news¬
papers, publishers, the leading musicians and other
persons interested in music in the various cities and
small towns of the United States, music-schools,
lyceum courses, teachers’ agencies, etc. That these
features make the work one of the greatest value
to all those who are seeking engagements as well as
those who conduct entertainment courses is easily
evident. It contains many portraits of prominent
artists.
THE FIFTH STRING. By John Philip Sousa.
Bowen & Alerrill Company. Price, $1.00.
The “Alarch King” has essayed a new field, that of
literature, with good success. It is natural, perhaps,
that in a work of fiction by Sousa the central figure
should be a musician, and equally so that he should
be a violinist. It is not a story of incident, but more,
in the nature of a character or a psychological study.
Some of the uncanniness attributed to Paganini
hovers around this creation of Sousa’s brain, and the
story of the peculiar violin with the fatal fifth string
is worthy the tales of mystery associated with the
great Italian and his predecessor, Tartini. Does the
author wish to point a moral, or was his object
simply a tale of fancy, like those of Poe and Hoff¬
mann? We object to the book because it seems
short. We could have enjoyed twice as much.
A MODERN SYSTEM OF STUDY OF ARTISTIC
PIANOFORTE TECHNIC AND TOUCH.
By
Louis Arthur Russell. Seven parts. The Essex
Publishing Company.
We are pleased to have an opportunity to call at¬
tention to this new work, which is not a course of
study in piano work, but a work on the development
of piano-technic upon modern economical lines. It
includes work in scales, arpeggios, double thirds,
sixths, etc., accompanying, rhythmic practice, simple
melodic figures, and practice for the weaker fingers.
It is a testimony to Mr. Russell’s capacity for close,
analytical detail, and clearness of exposition; the
explanations, in the way ot text, are very full and
complete. The work can be secured from the pub¬
lisher of The Etude.
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THIS ISSUE.
touch the hearer.

For a number of years
we have had in mind the
preparation of a system of
instruction for the use of
teachers of singing that should command the confi¬
dence of American teachers, a system that shall be
in voice-culture what “Touch and Technic, Dr.
William Mason’s monumental work, is to pianostudy. We are glad to be able to announce that we
have found the scheme of such a system in the course
of instruction followed by Mr. Frederic W. Root, of
Chicago, one of the leading teachers of singing in the
United States, an educator on sound principles and
successful in practice, who has trained many wellknown singers and teachers.
Some time ago Mr. Root put into printed form a
small work for convenience of use with his own
pupils. Since then it has been thoroughly tested and
cerUin changes in the way of improvements have
been made. This work, which we have called “Intro¬
ductory Lesions <i» Voice-Culture," is now ready to be
placed on the market, and will form the first book
of our new, complete system for the use of teachers
and pupils of singing.
It is the purpose of “Introductory Lessons” to guide
and to aid the process of starting aright, giving the
pupil a sound foundation for further work. It is the
purpose of -Introductory Lessons" to give particulars
in order that the generalities principally in vogue
may be understood. “Placing the voice” is not one
thing; it is a combination of many things. “Man¬
agement of the breath” is not one thing; it is a
choice and an alternation among many possibilities.
Ideas of voice-placing and breath-management

A NEW SYSTEM OF
VOICE-CULTURE.

which are most prevalent are rarely the correct and
best ones to begin with. They relate to a developed
stage of the process in which is harmonious action
of parts; but analysis should come first. This neces¬
sary analysis is provided for in “Introductory Les¬
sons." The work is introductory to all methods or
collections of exercises, leading to control of the vari¬
ous physical actions upon which tone depends, also
leading to correct elementary concepts of vocal
effort. It is an analysis by which vocal method may
be studied, item by item, in order to correct defects
and to stimulate the normal processes of tone-pro¬
duction.
It consists of easy melodious lessons or studies,
each one especially adapted to develop some neces¬
sary principle, each study being accompanied by sev¬
eral simple exercises to aid in the comprehension and
mastery of the principle. There are twenty-two
studies and over one hundred exercises covering all
phases of the subject.
“Introductory Lessons” will be followed by other
sections of the system, by Mr. Root, which will, when
completed, be the clearest, most practical system of
voice-building and tone-placing ever put on the mar¬
ket. It will form a thorough course in vocal technic,
and will certainly be welcomed by all teachers, who
have long felt the need of a logical, clear, simple, and
tale text-book to be used with pupils from the be¬
ginning of their studies up to artistic singing. Every
conservatory and school of music will find it a great
advantage to adopt this work and to place it in the
curriculum of study; and every private teacher will
find it desirable to be able to begin a pupil with
safe foundation-studies and then to carry on the
work with a logically developed system.
Special Offer: For the month of March we will send
a copy of Introductory Lessons for 30 cents, postpaid.
If the charge is placed on our books by those who
have open accounts, postage will be extra.
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fixed place in
zart, is one of the classics that has a nxe r
the repertoire of the thorough teacher and the fi
ished player. It needs a careful, elegant style.
£ connection note what Mr. Harold Bauer - the
article on page 87, says about JW
“Dancing Gnomes,” by Horvath, and To the PI y
ground,” by Margstein, are good examples of me
Sous, characteristic pieces for the easier grades of
difficulty. “I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say, by
Rathbun, is one of the most popular sacred songs
we have published. It is always appreciated by
church-singers and congregations. “Sunny Life, by
Hartwell-Jones, is a fine example of the modern
English ballad, and is equal in every respect to the
immensely popular songs written by this composer
under the nom de plume of Hamilton Gray. “Petite
Valse de Ballet,” by E. F. Marks, will attract players
of medium grade pieces by its melodious character
and brilliant effect considering the comparative ease

The “Publisher’s Note” in the last issue of The
Etude in reference to the Petit Library has inter¬
ested so many to such an extent that we will con¬
tinue the offer made one month more. The offer,
in brief, is to send the nine volumes of this library
for only $1.50. The nine volumes are the complete
biographies of the following composers: Beethoven,
Mozart, Chopin, Handel, Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn,
Wagner, and Weber. Each volume contains about
one hundred and thirty (130) pages.
The size of the book is very small, and from the
smallness of the volumes the name of the library is
taken, but the subject-matter of the books is of the
highest order and the workmanship is all of the best.
The volumes are all bound in cloth, and present a
very handsome appearance. This is an exceedingly
liberal offer, and every teacher should have a set on
the studio-table. They are one of the things that can
be picked up by a pupil while waiting for a lesson.
The offer will positively be withdrawn at the end
of this month. It will be remembered that the $1.50
for the set includes postage, cash accompanying the
order.

... — —m tuis issue you win si
a few Summer-School notices. Now is the time i
make known the fact of where it is possible for i
dustrious and ambitious music-students and musi
teachers to study during the summer. All those wl
contemplate doing this sort of work would do w<
to give notice through our columns. During pa
years those who have done so have been amply r
paid. We make special rates for summer-school a
vertising. Our forms for the April issue close l
tween the 15th and the 2 th, so let us hear fro
you early.

We have a small number of beautifully b<
books of music which we will dispose of at a non
price. The work is published in Germany, but
tains only instrumental pieces. The work was
inally gotten up for a gift-book. It « very b
somely bound in red cloth and gilt and Toni
twelve pieces. Eight of these are by Lange t
from hm well-known Opus 171. There is 5lso
vadbas arrangement of the “Lorelei.” All of
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We will continue the offer for the “New and Easy
Method for the Cabinet-Organ,” by James M. Deems,
through the present month. The market is by no
means overstocked with good cabinet-organ in¬
structors. We claim that Mr. Deems has produced
one of the best instructors for this instrument. The
number of pages in the work is one hundred and
twenty-eight (128).
The Special-Offer price during the month of March
will be 60 cents, post-paid. The work retails for
$1.50. We recommend this work to all teachers whfi
have any teaching at all on the cabinet-organ. It
will make an agreeable change from the book that is
being used at present. A change of instruction-books
is always desirable.
The Etxjde for March will be found a specially
valuable number to teachers. The article from Mr.
Bauer, gives the views of one of the foremost pianists
in the world, and a practical teacher as well. The
other articles cover practical points in studio and
practice work. The Etude for April will have
special value, as it will contain an article from one
of the most prominent figures in modern music, be¬
sides others on intensely practical questions espe¬
cially interesting to advanced pupils. The Chil¬
dren’s Page will further work out the scheme for
organization and working of the Etude Children’s
Clubs. We call the attention of our readers to our
liberal inducements for them to get friends to sub¬
scribe. You can get your own renewal at little ex¬
pense of time to you.
Oub renewal offer for the month of March will be
one of not a great deal of cost, and yet of consider¬
able value. If you will send us $1.80, we will renew
your subscription to The Etude for one year and
send to you the two volumes of “Kindcrfreund”
(“The Children’s Friend”), a collection of little pieces
for children by Louis Kohler. These collections of
easy pieces include arrangements of favorite airs
from the classic operas. The names of the pieces and
the music itself are all of a nature to stimulate the
fancy of the child. No more popular and useful
works for children have been written than those by
Louis KOhler. Renew during the present month and
take advantage of this liberal offer.

We can recommend, for pianists, organists, and
violinists, a complete hand-gymnasium, called the
Gyastik. This is a small, simple, inexpensive device
for exercising the hand, wrist, and forearm, by means
of a number of elastic bands of various strengths.
It has been used and recommended by a number of
well-known musicians, among whom might be men¬
tioned Dr. Mason, Dr. Hanchett, H. P. Chelius, E. B.
Story, and many others. The apparatus retails for
$2.00, from which there is a professional discount.

Numerous inquiries have come to us from time
to time in regard to a pedal extender for children.
There is one advertised in The Etude at the present
time, which, after examination, we can recoinmen ■
It gives the child the same control of the piano as a
grown person. It is strongly and simply made, an
can be sent by mail or express at not a great cos .
The retail price is $2.00, with a small discount to t e
profession. It can be obtained through this house.
There is also an adjustable foot-rest manufacture
by the same firm to be used in connection with 8
pedal, although not necessarily so.

Among our anthem and chorus collections are quite
a number of books by good writers, such as Dan s,
Ogden, Scott, and others. We have also 24 copies ®
“Brainard’s Chorus Gems” tor mixed voices, retai mg
at 75 cents. We will sell the same, postpaid, for
cents each.
Parties with whom we have accounts may hav
same charged to their regular account.

Our stock of Easter music this year is complete
and of great variety, consisting of solos, duets, quar¬
tets, anthems, and cantatas for the choir; carols,
services, and cantatas for the Sunday school. We
are ready to make careful selections for parties de¬
siring them.
We have about 500 librettos of operas, which we
will dispose of for a trifle more than the cost for
mailing same. There is a choice variety, grand, stand¬
ard, and comic; all are in good condition. Owing to
the large variety, we have not space to print a com¬
plete list, and will therefore name just a few:
“Dinorah,” “Hamlet,” “Martha,” “Mignon,” “Somnambula,” “Ivanhoe,” “Olivette,” “Billee Taylor,”
“Princess Ida,” etc., etc. We will make selections
as desired, and will send same, postpaid, for 6 cents
each, or 5 for 2'Scents.
In opera vocal score and vocal gems we have still
on hand a limited number, which we will dispose of:
vocal scores, 45 cents, postpaid; vocal gems, 10 cents,
postpaid.
A certain amount of returns from “On Sale” is
always being made, even during the season. The
greatest amount is returned during the summer, from
June to August, inclusive. During that time we
make a special point in our “Publisher's Notes” of
cautioning our patrons not to forget to put their
names on the outside of packages of returned music;
it is allowed both by the mail and express, and when
omitted causes no end of confusion and trouble over
accounts. There has been so much of it of late that
we must draw our patrons’ attention to this fact.
Do not forget to put your name and address on re¬
turned packages.
If you make your orders through your local dealer,
and you desire our publications, always insist on
getting them; and, if the local dealer cannot furnish
them, we would ask you to order direct from us. We
give all orders, large or smaU, the same careful and
prompt attention.
If you have special directions as regards shipping,
or special editions that you want, you would be doing
us a great kindness by mentioning it in your orders
from time to time, and not expect us to remember
from the beginning of the season all through that
season; perhaps the orders will be a month apart,
and while we make a great effort to attend to such
requests, and make a special memorandum of it, yet
sometimes we fail. It is far safer, if one express
office is nearer to you than another one, or if it must
come by mail and not by express, or if you positively
want Peters’s edition of a certain author or composi¬
tion, to mention the fact with each order.
Quickness, Economy, and Accuracy.—Much has
been said in the past about the quickness and accu¬
racy with which orders are filled, but very little has
been said about economy. We feel that we have been
remiss in our duty to you and to ourselves in not
making a stronger feature of this point. It is our
claim that our terms are the most liberal obtainable,
and when we consider that our retail prices have
been kept at the old level instead of being shot up¬
ward upon the slightest provocation, as is the case
with some houses. With many houses a piece of
music that once sold for thirty cents is now fifty
cents, from which the discount is taken. With us a
similar piece would be marked thirty cents. It is
plain from the foregoing that not only are our dis¬
counts more liberal, but the marked prices are lower.
If you have been buying in the old way, we invite
you to deal with us, and you will find that you will
make an enormous saving in the course of a schoolyear and at the same time put yourself in a position
to receive numerous other benefits. Send for our
rates to-day.
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near and far, are reminded that distance cuts no
figure whatever. The mail-service of all countries is
as near perfect as the ingenuity of man can make it.
Merchandise as well as letters can be sent by mail
at a minimum of expense and at a maximum of speed.
People in distant places need not hesitate to order by
mail everything needed in music from this house.
These people have the very same advantages as resi¬
dents of our own city, and the same care and atten¬
tion is given their orders as would be given if they
should present themselves at our retail counter and
ask to be shown the latest and best in music. Our
mail-order trade is constantly growing, but we are
confident that there are many who hesitate to order
by mail because, having had no experience in so
doing, they have no confidence in the result.
To all Buch we would say: It will cost you nothing
whatever to make the trial. It will be only necessary
to establish your credit—that is, assure us by recom¬
mendations from some merchant who has extended
credit to you that you are accustomed to settle
promptly—and we will send you “On Sale” a choice
and suitable selection of music suited to your needs,
and will also send, if you wish, our new music
monthly and will allow you to settle for all “On
Sale” music as well as the monthly new music, or
novelties, as they are called, at the end of the schoolyear in June.
We cannot say that particular attention is given
to new customers, but we can say that our very best
attention is given at all times to every customer;
but we gladly welcome new customers and do our
utmost to deserve their continued patronage.
We have revised the two volumes entitled “Two
Concert-Albums,” making practically a new collection
of these two popular albums. The one. Volume I, is
composed of classical pieces, and Volume II, of popu¬
lar. The material that has been substituted is all
of a more desirable character. The volumes are now
practically new.
Those of our patrons who are acquainted with
these volumes and have been using other material
instead of them will find a return to them an ad¬
vantage. The same grade is retained; the changes
are only in the material. They are also published
in much better style than they were: better paper,
better cover, and better printing. We would recom¬
mend these two volumes to our patrons who are look¬
ing for an up-to-date volume of popular or classical
music. The list-price is $1.00 each.

SIGNAL FROM MARS MARCH.” E. T. PAULL,
author of the celebrated “Ben-Hur Chariot Race,
s just rewritten and arranged the above-named
ice, which is having a tremendous sale for the short
ne it has been out. It is published by the R. i.
ull Music Company, of New York, and is conlered by them to be one of the best marches ever
iced on the market. In this issue of The Etude
another page will be found a full-column ad. of
a E T. Pauli Music Compa y, and we believe it will
y any of our readers to look same over carefully.
;tra special inducements are offered.
ANTED-PEDAL BASS PIANO, HENRY F.
Miller make preferred. Must be cheap. J. Bundy,
Vernon, Ind.
X FREE SCHOLARSHIPS ARE OFFERED BY
The Landon Conservatory, Dallas, Texas. Examitions are given April 23d, thus early to get the low
tes of travel due to the Confederate Reunion. Cirlar of particulars will be sent upon application.
>1? SALE —VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER, AS

Distance Not to be Considered.—Our friends
in remote parts of our own land, as well as all others
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I am a subscriber of The Etude and a hearty ad¬
mirer of the same. I find it a most excellent’help
in teaching; verily, I could not dispense with it.—
R. Kemper.
Will you kindly send me three copies of the “In¬
troductory Lessons in Voice-Culture,” Op. 22. They
are the best studies I have ever used in my teaching,
and I am delighted with the results.—Jessie L. Hop¬
kins.
We like “First Steps in Pianoforte-Study” very
much as an instruction-book for children.—Agnes
Carey.
I received the Reward Cards, and am delighted
with them. Send me at once two more sets.—Mrs.
Una Row Lewis.
I will remember the promptness and exactness of
your business methods, and avail myself more of it
in the future.—Mrs. Th. Merges.
I am more and more pleased with The Etude.
Each month I find something in it that seems written
especially for me.—Mrs. A. E. Spalding.
The collection of melodies in “The Modern Stu¬
dent” is superb, and will greatly aid the busy teacher.
—Anna E. McFall.
“Introductory Lessons in Voice-Culture,” by F. W.
Root, just received. I consider it a great stride in
the line of the best systematic methods for the art.
It is admirable and just what any careful teacher
will appreciate immensely.—Eugene E. Davis.
I am in receipt of your “First Parlor Pieces.”
The collection certainly is very valuable, comprising
just those pieces that are so much in demand—those
that are easy, interesting, and instructive.—H. L.
Teetzel.
In perusing “Choir and Chorus Conducting” I have
been surprised at the clear, succinct manner in which
everything pertaining to the subject has been set
forth. The book should be a great boon to any choir
or chorus conductor.—J3. J. Lang (one of Boston’s
most prominent musicians and conductors).
Not once in the past vea. have I been disappointed
in your dealings with me. Everything has been satis¬
factory. My bills have been small, but you have
shown me the same consideration as to customers
who purchase more largely. I shall look to you for
all supplies.—Jessie Jean Peterson.
The December Etude is a gem. About twenty of
my pupils take it, and we could not progress without
it." In a little town like this it is a priceless boon,
without which we would surely stagnate, musically.
I have examined “Short Melodic Vocalises,” by
W. F. Gates, carefully, and it certainly is a good
work for its purpose. Most teachers probably use
many of the same exercises, but must be either
copied or pupils must use from memory, and now this
volume fills the want.—E. C. Marshall.
Have been looking for just such a collection as
“First Parlor Pieces for Piano” in my class-work for
a long time, but without success until now.—Miss
M. E. McCarter.
The pieces in “First Parlor Pieces” are extremely
interesting and satisfactory as teaching material, and
immensely “taking” with the pupils themselves.—Mrs.
W. M. Kissam.
“First Parlor Pieces” is just what I have been
wanting, a collection not too difficult.—Mrs. Eva R.
Huntley.
“Choir and Chorus Conducting,” by F. W. Wodell,
abounds in helpful suggestions to both conductor and
singer alike.—C. A. Ward.
I find “Choir and Chorus Conducting,” by F. W.
Wodell, an excellent work, brimful of aid and sug¬
gestions. Am very much pleased with it.—William
h. O. Repp.
I can, with confidence, pronounce “Wodell’s Choir
and Chorus Conducting” a practical and up-to-date
work on the above subject.—A. Stanley Keast.
I deal with the four largest music-houses in
America, and you fill an order sooner than any one
of them.—T. C. Whitmer.
The Etude not only retains its previous record,
but it seems to advance with each number. I find
it indispensable in my daily work and study.—Grace
Carpenter,
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New Size SOZODONT LIQUID, 25c
S0Z0D0NT TOOTH POWDER, 25c
Large LIQUID and POWDER, f5c
M. C. S.—The dominant and dominant-seventh
chords are exactly the name in both major and minor
keys of the same letter. The modern idea of a key
is that it includes both major and minor, as the key
of C includes C-raajor ana C-rainor. Chords from
either variety can be used with the other.
E. J. J.—L Sidney Lanier’s book, "The Science of
English Verse,” 11.50, postpaid, is valuable for its
suggestions as to the relations of the different forms
of verse to music, and for its treatment of the sub¬
ject of meter. Ills work on "Music and Poetry,”
$1.50, postpaid, is also interesting to a student of this
subject. The publisher of Thr Etude can furnish
the books.
2. The SchoolMueic Monthly, published at Keokuk,
Iowa, makes a specialty of public-school music.
M. P.—A girl of ten years may begin vocal instruc¬
tion, but we think it just as well that she should
not be asked to do any severe work. She can be
taught the correct principles of position of tongue,
lipa, etc., and about breathing, but not much at a
time. Form the taste by teaching her appropriate
songs.
M. C. W.—1. In Bach's “Inventions” the first voice
starts in tfco tonic key. the second voice in the key
of the dominant, the fifth higher; if the piece in
question be a three-part invention, the third voice
comes in again in the key of the tonic, on a higher
or lower octave than the first.
2. C, E-flat, G-tlat, A is the diminished-seventh
chord of B-minor. To find this chord in any key,
take the seventh of the scale of the key, and add
to it by minor thirds up to the seventh, thus: Key
of F-sharp minor. The seventh degree is E-sharp,
minor third above, Q-sharp, then B, then D.
H. F.—In writing out a series oi intervals the best
way is to have a table giving the number of steps
in each; for example, minor third, one and one-half
steps, augmented fourth, three steps, and so on.
Harmonically there is no augmented third or the in¬
version of that interval, the diminished sixth.
J. C.—In the case of two or more notes written to¬
gether with a trill-sign over the topmost note, the
trill-sign affects only the note over which it is writ¬
ten. If two notes, forming, for instance, the intervalof a third or a sixth, are to be trilled together, the
sign should be written above the upper note and be¬
low the lower one. In all such cases there must be
a separate sign for each note to be affected.
P. M. B.—1. Mason's “Touch and Technic” is an al¬
most indispensable adjunct to modern pianoforte
teaching, and may be used to good advantage in all
2. For the study of harmony without a teacher.
Dr. H. A. Clarke’s book may be used, but it should
be accompanied by the ' Key,” which explains the
line of thought to be followed in the working out
of the various exercises, and gives these exercises
harmonized in full. Harmony is successfully taught
by correspondence.
A. C. M.—You will find the various editions of the
Beethoven sonatas differing somewhat as to marks
of expression, phrasing, etc. The classic composers
contented themselves with very broad and general
markings, while the modern romantic composers have
endeavored to give more exactitude to their inter¬
pretative indications. The additional markings to
the Beethoven sonatas and other classical works have
been supplied, in the main, by editors of ability and
knowledge, and may well be followed by students and
players.
E. G. M.—1. A pupil about completing Grade VI
of Mathews’ “Standard Graded Course,” who reads
well, but is deficient in finger technic, should be
given a thorough course of Mason’s “Touch and
Technic,” using Books I, H, and III in conjunction,
and following implicitly the directions given for
practice.
2. It is almost impossible to specify the length of
time needed to complete the “Standard Graded
Course,” by W. 8. B. Mathews. So many conditions
(Continued on pago 115.)
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Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
GIVES

Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and
confused condition of the brain, and increases
the capacity for mental and physical labor.
Genuine bears name Horsford’s on wrapper.

THE

HOOT

Pebplkxed.—Following are some pipe-organ num¬
bers of moderate difficulty suitable for the festival of
Easter: “Phques Fleuries,” A. Mailly; “Easter Morn¬
ing,” Otto Mailing; “Easter Song,” Berlioz-Guilmant;
“Easter March,” Merkel. The music on Easter day
should be bright and brilliant, even florid in style,
suited to the character of the festival.

MOKE THAN

VIOLINS

made and sold during half a century of honorable dealing,
stand as musical monuments to the truth of our claims, in
every city and county in the Union.
ACTIONS finest in the world. VENEERS and case
designs, beautiful and artistic. Come and see us or write
for catalogue.

EMERSON PIANO CO.

E. T. ROOT & SONS
.

EMERSON
PIANOS

75,000 EMERSON PIANOS

Orchestra $q, Solo $12, Artist $15, RootDuerer (20, $25, $30, are the best
violins for the money in the world.
Send for free Illustrated Cata¬
logue showing facsimiles of these
violins in colors.

310 WABASH AVE,

would be a dreary place. Music is an inspiration—a tonic.
WHAT appeals to our hearts and gentler natures more than
the sweet harmonies that are brought from the strings of a
mellow sympathetic toned piano ?

enter into the mattter. The musical ability, the
technical aptitude, and the industry and previous
preparation of the pupil have all to be considered.
3. A number of pieces should be given with each
volume of the “Graded Course.” They may be se¬
lected to advantage from the list given at the begin¬
ning of each volume.
4. Elementary harmony can hardly be begun too
early, and teachers should endeavor to interest pupils
in this subject as soon as they have acquired suffi¬
cient rudimentary knowledge to be able to under¬
stand its first principles.

have that refined quality of tone so much appreciated by
discriminating musicians. That quality was not obtained by
accident but by 52 years of painstaking labor and research.

REFRESHING SLEEP.

CHICAGO, ILL

BOSTON. MASS.
Western Branch: 195 Wabash Avenue.
Chicago
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England

“Berlin Teat Class,".
By Miss Florence Dodd
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SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO TEACHERS
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For discounts, or further information, address

travel s worries, accompanied not only by an exper¬

THE VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER CO.

ienced conductor and art critic but also by a

11 West 22d Street,

New York

noted music lecturer, traveling thoughtfully
through Europe’s art and music centers—can you im¬
agine a better way of going abroad?
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 114.)

5. M. S.—Randegger’s “Method of Singing” is a
standard work and used by a number of teachers. It
is a safe one to follow. Very few of the prominent
teachers in the large cities adopt one work and fol¬
low it. Most of them prepare their own exercises.
•
S. H. C.—A line drawn over a note indicates a lesser
form of accent; such notes are usually executed with
the so-called “pressure-touch.”
A. M.—1. The Tonic Sol-Fa system of reading vocal
music is not in general use in this country, although
it has considerable vogue in England. The “movable
do” system has many points of similarity.
2. If you wish to study for teaching in the public
schools you should enter one of the summer musicschools supported by the publisher of the system
used in the schools of your city, or one that, after
investigation, you think offers the best chance.
Silver, Burdett & Co., and the American Book Com¬
pany, New York City, both conduct summer schools
devoted to an exposition of the methods used in the
text-books they publish.
F. L. G.—The rule usually followed in playing a
Da Capo is that repeats are not observed. If first
and second endings occur, use the latter. Sometimes
the direction senzu repetizione, which means “without
repeat,” is added.
L. M. G.—For a pupil with weak hands, with a
tendency to collapse when placed upon the keyboard,
finger- and hand- gymnastics should be used in con¬
nection with table-work and various massage move¬
ments. Very little can be accomplished at the key¬
board with such a hand until it has been “shaped”
and strengthened by such exercises as those men¬
tioned. After this has been done various five-finger
exercises and Book I of Mason’s “Touch and Tech¬
nic” may be used to advantage. Slow practice is also
recommended.
M. B. D.—It is impossible to give rules for trans¬
position in the limited space at our disposal. Accu¬
rate transposition requires a good working knowl¬
edge of theory, to begin with, a readiness in the art
being acquired only through constant practice.
Faelten’s system of transposition contains many good
ideas on the subject, and should prove helpful for
you.
N. B. G.—1. The various proper names given to
hymn-tunes, usually by the composer, are intended
simply to aid in distinguishing them one from the
other. Many interesting facts relating to hymntunes and their names may be found in the various
works on hymnology.
2. An answer in reference to the meter in hymns
will be found elsewhere in this department.
3. Briefly speaking, “rag-time music” is music
written in popular style and employing syncopated
rhythms.
4; The four-, eight-, and” sixteen- foot stops derive
their names thus: an open pipe of about eight feet
or a little less in length will sound C on the second
leger-line below the bass clef; hence the series of
pipes beginning with this one are called pipes of
eight-foot (normal) tone. An open pipe sixteen feet
in length will sound the octave below this C; and an
open pipe, four feet in length, the octave above. All
stops producing tones of corresponding pitch with
these mentioned are denominated likewise, even
though, as is frequently the case, the tones are not
produced by pipes of the given length, but by stopped
pipes, and by reeds.
5. The present system of pedal-marking by lines,
to which you refer, is used because of its greater
accuracy. The damper pedal is put down exactly at
the beginning of the line and released at the end,
the duration of the sustained tones being thus abso¬
lutely indicated.
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Pan-American
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Lowney’s Cocoa is not like other Cocoas; it is better. The flavor is better—full and delicious. It is
absolutely a natural product; no “ treatment ” with alkalies and other chemicals; no adulteration with flour,
starch, ground cocoa shells, or coloring matter—nothing but the nutritive and digestible product of the choicest
Cocoa Beans. A trial will show what it is.

Sample Can (Xlb.) for 15 cts. in stamps.
THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO., Dept. 99, BOSTON, MASS.

The “KINDER” Adjustable Foot Rest
THE “KINDER” PEDAL EXTENDER
___,, ..raightens the back, squares
jp the shoulders, strengthens the arms, gives firmness to the touch, keeps
the child's mind on the work and prevents exhaustion. Price, $3.00.
THE “KINDER” PEDAL EXTENDER (ADJUSTABLE)
in connection with the Foot Rest gives the child the same control of the
Piano as a grown person. The teacher can thus teach the children the use
of the pedals at once. PRICE, $2.00.
They are recommended by all music teachers that have seen ti

THIS PICTURE SH0W8 THE CHILD WITHOUT THE BRACING
HELP OF THE “ KINDER” ADJUSTABLE FOOT REST

3Y THE “KINDER” ADJU8

W. MARKS, 568 Jefferson Ave.

RENGTHENED AND

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mention “ The Etude.”
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No matter where published or by whom we can supply at the
lowestpossiHe price. We cafry a very complete stock.

Special prices for large orders and to LIBRARIES
Write for Estimates before purchasing elsewhere
We are the publishers of the most used and important educational works issued during recent years

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.’, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Is to reduce the difficulties which the study of music causes to children
o give a Fundamental, Systematic, and Logical Musical Edu...
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-“J in a waY 11141 sha11
thorough, natural, and pleasurable.
A few of many letters received from world-renowned musicians.
Mv nci. Mice F, nrur. .
New York’ ,anuary *. I9°°.
I have taught the Fletcher Music Method now for about three My Dear Miss Fletcher :
My Dear Miss Fletcher .
years, with increasing satisfaction as to results. It has helped me
AI1
.
.
, „
I was deeply impressed recently with the force and simplicity wonderfully, not only directly with my junior pupils, but in broad- expressed bv
ff^r
of your Method. . . . There can be no discussion of the value ening and deepening all my work, and solving nlany knotty prob- 221^ pL^nilWIlk.ml^ hi exhibhi^y^r
ol your method of work, because the results are perfectly in evi- 'ems of teaching. There is nothing one-sided about it,—eye. ear,
fin«f5
’
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best wishes for your success in this
I..
am
light to the children, who learn easily, love their classes!
classes uLf.ueadi’e™
an?.
it is a delight
it ?a a’VehefmTnow'tll^me on!
n^hac fm‘,f H .T*'
Sincerely yours, GERRIT SMITH,
and later on their practice, finding it no hardship, to the great 2fi2i l^ne hv which p2m>«n.fom.cJ an
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Hon. Pres. American Guild of Organists.
surprise of
5. if your kindergarten
of their
thetrparents
folks It seems
as
system w
Past Pres. Manuscript Society, Hew York.
ROBERTA GEDDES-HARVEY,
funnel through which true ideas may be carried into
Mr. William H. Cummings writes:—
The Guildhall School of Music, Victoria Embankment,
give you a hearty indorsement.
Guelph,Ont. teachers
E. C. (Near Blackfriars Bridge.)
jn answer , > your question regarding the Fletcher System,
Yours very truly,
It was evident that Miss Fletcher possessed an exceptional allow me to sa that it has my strongest indorsement. Every
KATE S. CHITTENDEN,
gift as a teacher, and that her system would very speedily enable school where - course of music is pursued should adopt this
President of the Synthetic Guild.
young students to attain proficiency in ..e
,---,--j
all the essential knowlI
method.
Yours truly,
President
of the Metropolitan College of Music.
edge which is indispensable to vocal and instrumental performers.
ALBERT A. MACK.
Vice-President and Dean of the Faculty of the
June 1,1899.
WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS, Principal.
Music Director at St. Mary's School, Raleigh, H. C.
American Institute rtf Applied Music.
The musical apparatus necessary in teaching this System has been patented in the United II rl „4„L_„
1 A
In
connec
[n connection
with this SysStates, Canada, England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, and other foreign countries, and can only be M L letCner IMUSlCal ASSOCiatlOll. t"m andfor the benefit ol'its
obtained by teachers who complete the course of study with Mrs. Fletcher-Copp. Owing to the
teachers, the Fletcher Musical Association has been formed. The object is to promote unity and
large demand for teachers of this System, normal classes are taught in New York, Boston, Chistrength of purpose among the teachers, and to keep every teacher in touch with all new and
cago, and London, England.
11 good ideas which bear on the teaching of music to children.
FLETCHER MUSICAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN. A paper edited three times a year for the benefit of the Fletcher music teachers.
Evelyn A. Fletcher-Copp, the originator of the Fletcher Music Method, spent five years studying music abri
For further particulars, address
and has since successfully introduced her System in London, Leipsic, Berlin, Brussels, and Paris. Already
demand in these foreign centers is so great that Mrs. Fletcher-Copp has arranged to teach a Normal Class ev
second year in London or Berlin. The advantages to teachers of being brought in touch with the latest Europe—. _
musical ideas which this regular recurring visit to Europe entails are obvious. Realizing the inadequacy of %
teaching by correspondence and recognizing the great value of this System musically, Mrs. Fletcher-Copp con- »
Home Address: 99 Francis St., Brookline, Mass.
tinually refuses applications from those who desire to study by mail, and her certificate of authorization to teach
And New York Address: 1125 Madison Avenue.
her Method can be obtained only by those who study with her personally. ,

benefits will out. Every smile reveals its
use and every laugh is a telltale. What
would a laugh be without well-kept teeth
gums, and how can these be without Rubifoam?
your smile betray neglect or Rubifoam-care? :: :

25 Cents Everywhere.
for a Tao-Cent Stamp.

THE GREAT SCHOOL EXHIBITION PIECE
SOUTHERN MEDLEY
ARRANGED FOR SIX HANDS (ONE PIANO)
Mandolin ad lib.
Containing th* Ain, "MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME," «0J?
FOLKS AT HOME," and imitation of the BANJO. Price, $1.25

,

GEORGE WILLIG 6 CO.
BALTIMORE, Md.

Cash

e. w. moyt s co. , lowell, mass

New and Enlarged Edition

Webster's
International
Dictionary
of English, Biography, Geography, Fiction, ei
25,000 NEW WORDS, ETC.
Edited by W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D.,
United States Commissioner of Education.
New Plates Throughout.
Rich Bindings.
2364 Pages.
5000 Illustrations.
BEST FOR. THE. HOUSEHOLD
Also Webster’s Collegiate

4 E. A. FLETCHER-COPP

for REAL ESTATE

vreodntttUy iihym,J nUm'^W^WL^t^TRAN- £
DER, .North Ammun Bldg., Philadelphia, pa.

THE' COMING RULER.
MAItCB AND TWO STEP.

THIS SYSTEM IS COVERED BY COPYRIGHT.

Specimen pages, etc., of bot
books sent on application.
'. 6 C. Merriam Co., Springfield,M

Musical Kindergarten

Coming Ruler

For the PIANOFORTE
By FANNIE CHURCH PARSONS.

Price. Price
Piano Duett (four hands). 75
Mandolin Solo.
30
Guitar Solo. ... k ....
30
Mandolin and Guitar. 40
Mandolin and Piano. 50
Mandolin Orchestra
... 1.00
Violin and Piano. 50
Full Orchestra
75
Full Band..
50

37
14
14
19
=3
48
23
5°
35

771 AssdiA et The name and address of
UlrtllTfttl every music teacher and
eVWHIVH person interested in Piano
Organ, Mandolin, Violin, Guitar, Banjo or
any other Musical Instrument, to whom
we will send free fhe Popular Husic Herald.

aoitB i5TLm.ec* 15 iremc rrmr.
Tire teacher's work may he made much easier and
more satisfactory sometimes if th* pupil is given the
right kind of encouragement at home. Where parents
show an interest in the pupil’s work, and cooperate
with the teacher, much better results can be had- but
if the teacher is trying to develop a taste in the pupil
for good music, and the parents and friends of tbe
pupil are always asking for rag-time pieces, it is
rather difficult to secure the best of results.
It often happens, too, that parent* condemn a really
good composition before the pupil has had a chance
to learn It well. They hear the pupil practicing a
brilliant piece in a very slow tempo, and at once sav
they do not like K, which, of course, make, the pupa
(ComHmwi awUL,

SIMPLEX AND
KINDERGARTEN

WM. CUMMINGS, Dir. Guildhall School of Music, London
MADAME HOPEKIRK, Boston
B. J. LANG, Boston
LEONARD LIEBLING, New York City
AkBERT^A. MACK, Director St. Mary’s School, Raleigh

The Aim of the Fletcher Method^

TWO TOMK-DKAr PUPILS.
In Mr Lehman's department of the January Etud*
1 read with interest an account of a ‘‘tone-deaf violinpupil. I one* made an interesting experiment with
two tone-deaf vocal scholars.
Two very unprepossessing little boy* were brought
to am to be taught to sing; why, 1 don't know. 1
suppose It was a wild idea of their father’s. The boys
gave no visible signs of any intelligence whatever.
They were not idiots, but they were perilously near
it. On examination 1 discovered the interesting fact
that they were practically tone-deaf. 1 accepted them
foe two reason*: first, because 1 enjoy jokes; sec¬
ondly. because I really wanted to try an experiment
on them. I wished to tee what could be done in
these very unpromising eases in the way of training
the sense of relative pitch of musical tone*. This
tone deafness might be due to the youth of the boys
and the consequent immaturity of the various parts
of the ear. especially the inner ear, and I think in
sueh eases that this is generally so, rather than that
there is some malformation or internal defect. Of
course, this latter reason, too, will cause tonedeafness, but I doubt that this is an explanation any¬
where near as often as the simple fact of underdevel¬
opment. Where there is malformation. 1 doubt if
much improvement in pitch-perception can be made,
even by careful training; in the other cases training
will almost always bring result*.
The*# boys could bear perfectly, and they could tell
that, of two tones shout two octaves apart, the one
w** higher than the other. I first got them to appre¬
ciate this fact of High and Low perfectly. The next
step was to bring gradually the two tones nearer and
nearer together, still keeping the perception clear as
to which was which. They were patient tittle boys,
and their father was perfectly satisfied as long as they
were "studying music"; so I had free rein.
I worked with them for three months, at the end
of which time one of the boy* wns able to reproduce
any given lone, with but tittle error, and the other
came within about a full ton* of the right note. This
was as interesting n ease of ear training as 1 ever met,
and the results were certainly very instructive —if. L
TrrUtt.
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Fletcher Music Methods

SKe Cant Keep

lie prmi'tiral leaching experience of our reader*
contributor* tbould be fruitful of man; intercut
fart* ami suggestions, not suitable, perhaps, for
thy article*, but nevertheless of real value,
tak-al points, methods of practice, means of overing special difficulties; studies in rhythm,
ising, and interpretation; physical exercises,—all
e should be productive of short, pithy communi¬
sm suitable for this department. We will cor-
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Books of Great Renown.

«epriar

Richwood Methods
.
Richwood Chord Books.
Richwood Organ Voluntaries.
Richwood Rudiments of Music.
Richwood Dictionary of Music.

75 ’
BO
7?
75
75

£2
»<
2"
**
**

the geo. jaberg music co.
121 W. SEVENTH ST.

CINCINNATI O.

sUooL ADVERTISINQ
ea^’ C°rresP<>ndence solicited,
WIDE,” PHILADELPHIA, PA,

“THF pTimr

MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN CLASS AT WORK.
Mrs. Parsons' Method of Music Study furnishes foundation material for

Musical Notation,

Elementary Harmony,

Rhythmic Motion,

Keyboard Location,

Musical History,

Finger Calisthenics,

Audition,

Composition,

Piano Work.

This system is most simple in outline and material.
It is most comprehensive and complete.
The materials used are, while very durable, most sug¬
gestive of the beauty of the art of music.
The lessons are equally instructive to either child or
adult beginner.
The students do much real piano work, thus no inter¬
mediate course is necessary.
The stories and songs do not savor of the grotesque,
but tend to refinement and culture.
The price for normal work, including materials, is within
the reach of all.
You can take the work by mail, or of a normal instruc¬
tor, or of Mrs. Parsons personally.
Teachers taking this work are under no restrictions and
sign no contracts.
Mrs. Parsons’ Normal Classes are formed at the begin¬
ning of each month.

Studio, 610 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago.

Every topic is fully explained by means of charts, models, and tools, which, with the attention
stories, make the study of music interesting as well as instructive.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS.

THE
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Important Musical Works E. T. Pauli Music Co.’s

TEACHERS' ROUND TABLE.
((’imHomi! from pa</t IK.)
kM luikiui to learn the piece. The pupil may have
braid the teacher play the piece in the right tempo,
and no know* how it will round when learned, but
the parent*, not having heard the piece well played,
judge it from the pupil'a drat attempt at it. The
result la, they not only diacourage the pupil, but
make hard work for the teacher. If they would give
the pupil a chance to learn the piece a* it ahould be
learned, the chances are “the piece that sounded so
much like an exercise" at first would appeal to them
in on entirely new light, and they would enjoy hear¬
ing it played.- -Prodertck A. WMuiihm.

PUBLISHED BY

CLAYTON F. SUMMY COMPANY Best

TO READERS OF THE ETUDE.
THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT. Operetta for children
and young people. Libretto by Alice C. D. Riley; Music
by Jessie L. Caynor.
Universally conceded lo be the most successful children’s oper¬
etta published in years. Full score now ready. Price, |i.oo. Will
bo furnished, express paid, forgo cts.

TI1B IMITATIVE FACULTY.
Tub imitative faculty is usually present to a
marked degree among pupili, and the teacher doe*
well to take advantage of it. In playing over a new
piece or study fur the student I used to burry the
tempo in order to save time, but learned to discon¬
tinue the practice; for the pupil almost invariably
started in with a speed similar to what be had just
heard, and naturally came to grief. Not only doe*
the student imitate musically, but in other ways; so
that the pedagogue should do nothing but what he
would hat* his pupil do.
1 believe there is too much teaching done upon one
instrument, and that it is far better for the teacher
to hate his own piano in addition to the pupils, so
that he can demonstrate without inconvenience or loss
of time.
One of the greatest benefit* from studying with an
eminent teacher is the absorption of his artistic quali¬
ties by hearing him play; hence the necessity of con¬
siderable instrumental demonstration. Dr. William
klason. Leschetiiky. and other famous teachers em¬
ploy two pianos in their studios.—Herbert 0. Patton.

Music Publishing House.

SEE IF THIS COLUMN INTERESTS YOU.
We want Music Teachers and Readers of The Etude
to have copies from the specially selected lists of onr
best-selling pieces named below. All persons who use a
good grade of popular music will fiud every piece iu the
followiug named selection to be the best that can be had.

THE VERY FIRST LESSONS AT THE PIANO. By Mrs.
Crosby Adams. Price, 75 cts. Will be furnished, postage
paid, for 60 cts.
Tills work is In Ihc form ol a collection of little melodies, with
nn.l without words, properly graded and designed to awaken the
intere st of pupils In their work at the outset. The lessons are pre¬
ceded by a carefully prepared and exhaustive preface, which “is
essentially a succinct lesson to teachers, rich with suggestion, the
result of Mrs. Adams’ own dally work in the class-room."

TWELVE (12) MAGNIFICENT MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS.
No. 1. Ben Hur Chariot Race March.Pauli $0 SO
No. a. Charge of the Light Brigade March.Pauli. *
No. 3. America Forever March (specially good) ...raull.
No. 4. New York and Coney Island Cycle March..Paull.
No. 5. Dawn of the Century March. pauj|
N°' 6' M^P?1KCew“arACh' (Very brilliant) .Pauli!
No. 7. Midnight Fire Alarm (Fire Bells, eve.)..LineoIn.
No. 8. Conqueror March. (Good swing).Corey.
No. 9. Arizona March. (New—Just out).JSmith.
No. 10. Signal from Mars March. (Nothing better).
No. it. Mardi Gras March and Two-Step.!..
No. la. Elks Grand March and Two-Step ....“

SCENES dc BAL. By James H. Rogers. Price, $1.25. Will
be furnished, postage paid, for 87 cts.
In JSta-VSriE!*1!
f°rH °f
a<SUilC for p2no
attractive
In
St)le. excellent lorIhe
concert
performance.
Thev“lo;
are highly
recAhurFW »”v-My!l CygyUa von Stemherg, J. H. Hahn,
Arthur Foote, W. C. E. Secboeck and Wra. H. Sherwood, W
BEETHOVEN’S PIANO WORKS. By Adolf Bernhard
Marx. Translated by Fannie Louise Gwinner. Price
$1.50. Will be furnlehed, express paid, for $1.30

MAGNIFICENT TITLES. ELEdANT EDITIONS. SPLEN¬
DID MUSIC. EASY SELLERS. ALWAYS GIVE
SATISFACTION. NOTHING BETTER.
LOOK OVER THE LISTS WE NAME.

SIX (6) BRILLIANT AND BEAUTIFUL WALTZES.
No. t. The Stranger’s Story Waltz..PaulL
No ^
°f Beauty Waltzes.Heinzman.
n!'
d Awakemng Waltzes.Sintenis.
No." i ^wee? ^Memories*
No. 6. The Witch’s Whirl Waltzes. Ponll

APR-IL
1902

VOLUME 20
NO. 4

taazhnla0cedBen £"r’“3 pronounced th best
copy Pl d
the markefc in recent years. Be sure to get a
MA Von Bulow°writes
Works,’ by
musician."

’

This ^

Dcuer*ln lhe nead-of every goo

NATURAL LAWS OF MUSICAL EXPRESSIOh
By H.n. Schmitt. Translated by Frances A Van k

SIX (<S) CHARACTERISTIC AND SPECIAL NOVELTY PIECES.
No 1 uHSfte,’ J?,p i? D‘fie (Cake-Walk) .Pauli.
no. a. Uncle Joshs Huskin Dar.ce (Characteristic)

.50

No’ 1 Planteata8pep’St,Jubi!oe (Characteristlc)....!>.epauU;
No t Danr! ‘fn,HEct0eS (Cake-Walk).'.Heinzman.

!s0
.50

a

»•: 1 »a,a8S&sa^SaBfr :I8

1.1 n-eie.
study eaii not helpCrtno*
but be of b'vSlor"
lasting benefit.

read what we offer.

TALKS WITH M„HO TEACHERS

™ ■»*»■«££££

anTin’order ito?natb°ae •’’“f8 ,0 be the best published in their class,

mo-hewS iuittmtTo ThfSLi" T
but full of
limited experience.
le >ounS teacher or to those

{ a*making1*^iriess than wlmfesale rstest
otherwise theSot!0 “eDt 0S this“a,i'’ '» The Etudk,
the handsomest
k® 25 a c°Py throughout, Our editions are
can
stamps.PUb her" Am0U“t* for1333 «”*" *1’00

°:rr;

Air outline.
Are you Interested In keeping posted as to c
desirable mu,i„! publlc.tlons that are Issuer5
<rom month to month?
"

The teacher should be master of his art He
should know thoroughly what he undertake* to do,
and how he is to do it wkely and w,U; be should
have . fun outline of his work ever present in hi*
mind. Thi* outline or ideal should be founded upon
thesolid rock of thorough musicianship, and be com¬
posed of several idea, arranged in progreasive steps.
A concise and simple presentation of these different
step, will frustrate the heedless .ml indifferent work
on the part of a pupil
. °°* of ,h* «■>«“«“ or force* of a human mind is
^
1° COm*U*r ' ET^Uy i. thU true of
children. They lore to do thing,, and. better still,
they love to do them well. Hsve you ever noticed
how proud s child is when he hss performed tome
simple service, end how he insist* upon everyone’s
knowmg that he did it T Now music-teachen, can
utilise this spirit by preparing the first step* within
easy range of a child's mind snd allowing him to
•ee when he ha. conquered it and passed to the next
one .bore. Thus an interest can be aroused. . love
to conquer each successive step, which is reallv nothmg more nor less than . regular course of music ar¬
ranged into some definite plan.—Charter IF.

Greatest Offer Ever Made by a Responsible

ADVENTURES OF TWO LITTLE GIRLS. A story musi¬
cally depicted in sketches for the pianoforte by Jane Bing¬
ham Abbott. Price,$i.oo. Will be furnished, postage
paid, for 53 eta.
A decidedly interesting little suite, grading from II to III in
difficulty. It is a unique idea and the music is pleasingly charac¬
teristic and well written. The musical subjects are as follows:
i. Temptation and Flight.
6. Playing in the Stream.
«. Through the Bridge.
7. Visit with the Indian.
3. Merry Wanderers.
8. Weariness and Conten4. Telling Stories — Cloud
tion.
Ships
g. Riding Home.
3. Fairy Story.
10. Bedtime Talk (Duet).

rtrr utu ox ms mettle.
V\ c sometimes are apt to underrate a pupil's ability
rather then overestimate their capabilities. A tal¬
ented pupil who i* now in his third year of study
wanted a pices which I thought was too difficult for
him at that stage of his progress; but he pleaded so
for it I consented to let him try it He is a quick
reader, and arrived at a very satisfactory result at
the first analysis. He surprised me at the short time
in which he mastered it.
The result showed that be worked harder than he
ever had before, for he knew he must do his utmost
to thoroughly team that piece, a* it was of his own
choosing, and he must show me that he could learn
it. And his satisfaction and renewed interest in his
work, on account of being put upon his mettle, was
on encouragement to both of u*.—C. W. Fullwood.

Publications!!!

220 WABASH AVENUE. CHICAGO
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Four-Hand and Simplified Arrangements.
made of several of o!'*”! four"ban<l snd simplified arrangements
who use fourTand amir»i™tr'Sa,;cbcS- Teachers a'*d a"y one else
•peoial prices that*we ofc™PMentim! this ™ adJ’ 6h°U‘d Wri'e US **'

WALTER SPRY, ED,TOR.

SEND FOR SAMPLE COPY

SPECIAL JVOTICE.
stamps,"with^hTnanw*15 jTjjE wbo wiI1 send ns 10c. In postage
»end free postpaid an^ one *fdtT*sse* of ti ve
teachers, we will
select. V^rlte
tke Pleces
named above that you may
rue names and addresses
plainly.

».
I
1

We W Y°U Slng? Do You Use Son<s?
High-Class ComDosmrtr,11^ U3t°f songs that we publish, embracing
Stirring March
,Da’®«autiful. Bairds, Elegant Waltz Songs,
Songs. Special rateFwin h t-?escrlptlve ®°nEs- Comic and Coon
write Us for cataWn»T !!,.P si''e." to re»ders of The Etude who
any kind of a s^ng^write us mentlou this ad- If y°u have use for
We SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER.
menta7p?^0,na°m,^taeb!p a 3a”P'« order for any six of the instrnwh|rii will more thni
wh,chagree to supply for $1.00,
name. Write us for
you at ,be exceptionally low price we
thematic plates^ sd»U)
gVe contai'>ing 30 pages of music, also
°rden and oommunications to th^PubTisheCS.P°StPaid’ AddreSS

E-T. PAULL MUSIC CO..
6 Wes* 28th Street, New York.

$1.50
PERo

YEAR

OR THE TEACHER.STUDENT
vND LOVER OF MUSIC

PRICE £
FIFTEEN
CENTS
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ROMANCE.
Andante amoroso, m.m.J

FIDELES ZITTERBART.

84.

riSE

#
a>TKis melody should be delivered in the broad and sonorous style of
Copyright,1902,by Theo Presser.3.
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p-en^e |n the Woods.

NO 3048

Picknick im Walde.

Picknick im Walde.
SECONDO.
Allegretto,
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Pienie in the Woods.
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Marche Heroique.
n? 14 06
Allegro Ill odepato.

r*'o.fnner

Marche Heroique.
PR I MO.

Fr. Schubert, Op.27.N9 1.

9

FANTASIA.
W. A. Mozart.

Presto.

+) These 4 measures
lowing

f

pp

may be played somewhat more quietly than the previous Allegretto Tempo require?, but with the fol¬

the regular Tempo will take its place again. Still care must be taken that this slight deviation from strict time is n*t

carried to excess, for under no circumstances should it form a contrast between dragging and hurrying.
♦)

mP mrszo piano,

somewhat soft
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DANCING GNOMES.
TANZENDE GNOMEN.

GAVOTTE.
^
|
Tempo di Gavotte. m.m.J = 144.

International Copyright.
Copyright,lftot, by Theo. Presser.2.

Geza Horvath,Op.46,No.4

14 N<? 3796

TO THE PLAYGROUND.
MARCH.
J . MARGSTEIN.

Temrk) di Marcia, m.j I. J--U6
r-t. ..
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To Mrs N. LWillett, Augusta, Ga.

n? 3426 petite valse de ballet.
ENTR’ ACTE.

V
Copyright,i901,by Theo Preesscr. 4

To Miss

Nt> 3276
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Laura F. Dobbins.

I Heard The Voice Of Jesus Say.F.G. RATHBUN.

Andante moderato.

Copyright, 1900 ,by Theo.Presser

I heard the voice of

Je-sus say,

Be-
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to Me,

thy morn

shall rise,

And

all

thy day

be

bright”

I

r.\

'■'W
colla voce

/
c
look’d

live.”

I

came to Je-sus,

and

I drank

Of that

life-giv - ing

stream;

My

in
thirst was quench’d,my soul renew’d; And now I live in

to Je-sus,and

I

TZTl t Z

M.

found

that Light,that Light of

life.

In

I’ll

Him

walk,

my Star,

my

Sun;

And

Till trav’ling days are o’er.

Him

m.
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A SUNNY LIFE.
A SONG OF MIRTH.
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